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This special issue of KOREA/UPDATE is co-spon-

sored by the North American Coalition for Human

Rights in Korea and the National Council of Churches

Christ-USA to introduce PEACE AND THE REUNI-

FICATION OF KOREA , a policy statement passed by

the NCCC-USA Governing Board on November 6, 1986

(full text pp. 80-84). The policy statement is a

response to a request from Korean churches for inter-

national ecumenical cooperation on the issue of re-

unification, which they have determined is a priority

concern.
. . f

The awareness is rapidly increasing in Korea that

the division of the Korean peninsula and people has

caused and perpetuated the violation of the most basic

of human rights. South Korean students have commit-

ted suicide by self-immolation, crying out that the

United States supports the dictatorship in their land,

and is keeping Korea divided forever. Though the

press describes such students as "left wing radicals,

in fact their cries reflect the deep feelings of a broad

section of Korean society; the Korean people, north

and south, share a deep longing for reunification. A

sampling of such e.xpressions can be found in Part IV

herein — "What Koreans are Saying."

This publication will begin by examining some of

the basic human rights violations directly related to

the division of Korea, summarized below.

the right of the KOREAN PEOPLE
T^^T^T.F-nFTERMINATION

The Korean people had no voice in the initial

division of their country. At the end of WWII, when

Koreans were longing for independence and liberation

from the humiliation and harsh exploitation they suf-

fered under Japanese colonial rule (1910-1945), their

country was arbitrarily divided by the U.S. and the
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U.S.S.R., which set up military occupations in
the south and north, respectively. American
occupation authorities did not speak Korean
and had little understanding of the Korean
people. The Korean political parties which
had been formed prior to the U.S.’s arrival
were rejected out of hand. Moreover, the in-
cipient Cold-War ideological extremes of the
occupying powers destroyed the middle ground,
increasing tensions which led to the civil war
(1950-1953). Both north and south suffered
terrible loss of life and destruction, and the
war ended only in a truce which left the
country more completely divided than before.

THE RIGHT OF FAMILY MEMBERS
TO BE TOGETHER

Ten million family members were
separated by the division of Korea. The
division is so complete that they do not even
know if their parents, children, spouse or
siblings on the other side are living or dead.

THE RIGHT TO BE FREE FROM THE FEAR
OF WAR AND NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST

Approximately one and a half million soldiers
face each other across a 155-mile line that divides
the peninsula. Both sides are armed with the most
modern of weapons, including the deployment of U.S.
nuclear weapons in the south. An accident, a mis-
calculation or a foolish gesture by one side or the
other could trigger a global nuclear war.

During the Korean War, the U.S. actually
threatened to use nuclear weapons, just 5 years after
Hiroshima and Nagasaki (p.18). Today the U.S. faces
fewer constraints on the use of its nuclear weapons
deployed in Korea than in Europe,where it must con-
sult with a host of allies. Koreans, furthermore, are
not free to discuss the issue of nuclear weapons de-
ployed in their land.

Over 40,000 U.S. troops are stationed in south
Korea, and the ROK/US military Joint Command is
headed by a U.S. general. Each year the combined
forces carry out large-scale military exercises called
Team Spirit, among the largest such maneuvers in
the world.

Thirty-four years after the truce, signed in
1953, there is still no peace treaty, and tensions re-
main high. In the north and south the other side is

portrayed as the agressor ready to attack. Citizens
on both sides live in constant fear of war.

THE RIGHT TO KNOW THE TRUTH ABOUT THE
OTHER SIDE AND THE RIGHT TO STUDY AND
DISCUSS DIFFERENT IDEOLOGIES

The division of Korea creates hate, fear and mis-
understanding incompatible with peace or stability.
Each side engages in highly pitched propaganda and
slanderous rhetoric about the other side. In the
north, the terms of discussion about reunification are
monopolized by the Korean Workers’ (communist)
Party. Similarly, debate on reunification issues in
the south is strictly controlled by the government;
any comments deemed to favor the north’s proposals
are regarded as anti-state and are punishable under
the National Security Law, It is difficult for students
to study a full range of ideologies because the go-
vernment fears that such study—particularly of "left-
ist" thought—may result in subversion at the cost of
national security. A statement by professors calls for
full academic freedom in this regard (p. 25 herein).

THE RIGHT TO DISCUSS REUNIFICATION
WITHOUT FEAR OF PUNISHMENT

The Korean Church Statement on Peace (p.53)
emphasizes that discussions about unification can no
longer be a monopoly of the government. A south
Korean assemblyman, Yoo Sung-hwan, was imprisoned
for saying "The policy of this nation should be uni-
fication rather than anti-communism"(p.25). In May
1987 the R.O.K. government threatened to prosecute
opposition party leaders for the party platform state-
ment that unification should be the supreme national
goal (p.26). Thus, citizens can be punished even for
remarks their government has agreed to in principle
(p.29). [Readers are invited to respond to this spe-
cial PEACE & REUNIFICATION issue; see back cover]
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOKLET
develop a responsible foreign policy regarding Korea it isessential that the grassroots and our legislators understand the role of the
and perpetuating the division of Korea, the great cost of

people for reunification and the
directions which will reduce tensions, build trust and

. .

reans o resolve their national question without external pressureor interference.
For private study begin by reading the two articles written by Korean^ericans who were separated from their families and after four decadeshad the rare opportunity of being reunited with their surviving familymem ers in north Korea, {pp. 13-16 and pp. 37-39) Then examine the restof the materials by sections.
To present a program or extended study sessions, at least one month

ahead of time choose a leadership team of eight persons. Assign one part
of this booklet to each of six persons and have the other two study life
in north and south Korea. (See Bruce Cumings r THE TWO KOREAS) Provide for
each team member a copy of this KOREA/UPDATE and have available several
copies of recommended study materials (p, 98) . Determine how many hours
can be set aside for this study and divide the time available so that each
person will know exactly how much time is available to present their part.
Allow time for discussion of questions. Consider showing a video cassette
or slides taken by someone who has visited north and south Korea.

After each person on the leadership team has had an opportunity to
study the materials, have a team meeting to discuss the issues and creative
ways of presenting the materials. Be sure to clarify each person's re-
sponsibility. Build into your study a way to follow up with action, such
as raising the issue in the local community, sending materials to your
senators and representatives and joining a network for future action.
(See back cover.)

PART I

HISTORY OF THE DIVISION

CONTENTS

TIME LINE - 100 Years of Korean Struggle for
Self-Determination: Hopes for
Peace and Reunification 5

To use this time line in making a presentation
to a group make a large time line using shelf
paper twelve feet long. On a line which goes
across the paper, mark 100 year segments (each
one foot long) from 1880 to 1990. Write in
the dates of the major events, and use the rest
of the information in the time line for your
group presentation.

Anti-truce Movement in south Korea after the war 6

Pictures from PICTORIAL KOREA 1953-1954 show
banners on the Capitol in Seoul which say
"Integrate North Korea into the Republic
of Korea. " South Korea did not sign the truce.
Pictures show anti-truce demonstrations.

"American-Korean Relations (Excerpts) by Gregory Henderson 7

From NEW WORLD OUTLOOK, September 1984
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PART I - HISTORY OF THE DIVISION

At the end of WWII when the Korean people were longing for

liberation from Japanese colonial rule and an opportunity to

control their own destiny, the nation of Korea was divided into

two parts by the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. Koreans are a homogene-

ous people whose unity is deeply rooted in common language, tra-

dition, culture and history. The unnatural, forced division of

this small nation (roughly the size of Minnesota) was intolerable

to Koreans north and south. Discussions ensued for unification

until the division was formalized in 1948 when the East/West

ideological power struggle resulted in the formation of two

separate states, the Republic of Korea (ROK) in the south and the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) in the north. Both

sides believed the peninsula could be reunited by force, but the

tragic civil war (1950-1953) ended only in a truce, leaving all of

Korea in ruins and still completely divided.

STUDY SUGGESTIONS; Read the materials in Part I and the NCCC

Policy Statement (pp. 81-82). Nothing about the politics of

contemporary Korea can be understood without studying the period

of 1945-1953. It would be helpful to read the following:

1. THE TWO KOREAS by Bruce Cumings, Chapter 3

2. TWO KOREAS, ONE FUTURE? Foss and Sullivan Editors,

Chapter 1, "The Division of Korea"

3. THE POLITICS OF THE VORTEX by Gregory Henderson,

pp. 113-174.

Discussion
Questions

1. When and how was Korea divided? How did U.S. policy-makers’
ignorance contribute to the tragic results? Could this have been
avoided?

2. Why did so many Koreans flee to the south from 1945 until
the borders were closed? Why were there so many Christians
among them? Why were there so many "communists" in prison in

south Korea? Why are the feelings about this period of history
so intense?

3. After the communist forces were pushed back during the
Korean War, why did the U.N. forces push up into north Korea?
Why didn't south Korea sign the truce? What is the meaning of

the banner on the capitol in Seoul which says, "Integrate North
Korea Into South Korea?" (p. 6)

4. What are the differing perceptions of the division and the
v;ar held by Koreans in the north and south? Why do they see

things differently?

5. What mistakes have U.S. policy-makers made in Korea? Now
that Koreans are more aware of their history they are very cri-
tical of the U.S. How can the U.S. respond? What lessons
should be learned?

-4-



100 YEARS OF KOREAN STRUGGLE

FOR SELF-DETERMINATION

HOPES FOR PEACE AND REUNIFICATION

1948
-August 15

Republic of Korea
established in South.
-September 9

Democratic People's
Republic of Korea
established in North.

1880’s
Korea makes
treaties with
U.S.

,
England,

Germany, France,
Italy, Russia.

1870 1880 1890

1919
Koreans declare independence

from Japanese colonial rule.

March 1 Movement brutally
supressed by Japanese.

1900 1910 1920

1945
Liberation
Division of Korea
by U.S. and Russia

In ihe climactic final

August, 1945, days of atomic bomb-

ing, Soviet entry into the Asian war and

into Korea, and japan’s swift capitula-

tion, the Pentagon moved to forestall

an ad hoc Soviet occupation of all

Korea by unilaterally suggesting that

the 38th parallel divide Soviet from

American acceptance of the japanese

surrender in Korea. The Russians

aereed,

1986
Christians from North and
South hold first meeting
in Glion, Switzerland.

1980 to present Limited
numbers of U.S. scholars,
journalists, church and peace
groups, government officials,
and Korean-American family
members allowed to visit

1950-1953
Korean War
Armistice in 1953 along a

Demilitarized Zone close to—but

more defensible than—the old 38th

parallel. The South Korean govern-

ment opposed the Armistice which it

did not sign >t-

July 4, 1972

North/South
Joint Communique

1930 1940

t 'i

did I

A
1950l

DPRK.

1960 1970 1980 1990

1
Washington moved

through a US naval Commodore to

negotiate, not with Koreans but with

diplomats of China's Manchu dynasty,

a Treat^ofRiendsh^^
JMavigation (l682) which started tfie

process of prying Korea open to the

West- • ^

I

un
I

1905
Taf t-Katsura
Agreement

Theodore Roosevelt

placed higher priority on the Philip-

pines and thought a strong japan in

control of Korea a better buffer against

Russian expansionism than a defense-

less Korea; he sponsored a secret 1 905

agreement with Japan expressing this

policy, which Koreans have never

forgiven as a betrayal of the Friendship

Treaty. From 1905-1941, the United

States officially encouraged and sup-

ported Japan in her annexation of

Korea and warned U.S. Consuls in

Seoul against any contact with the

Korean independence movement, if-

1910-1945
Korea is

colony of

Japan.

1943
Cairo Declaration

Washington's awareness of Korea's

strategic importance, Roosevelt's

anti-colonial posture, the impact of the

1919 Korean independence move-
ment and Chinese insistence led to the

Cairo Declaration promise of the Allies

in Uecember. 1943. "that in due

course Korea shall become free and

independent.'' >}.

Text from " Amer ican-Korean Relations" by Gregory Henderson
New World Outlook, September 1984

945-1948
Military
Occupation American

occupation authorities further contri-

buted to division by rejecting the

political party or incipient 'govern-

ment' started throughout Korea and

found by them on landing. The ex-

tremes of both occupying powers

pounded away the middle ground

Korea once had, joint Occupation

Commissions failed and each power
resorted to creating a military in its

own image which rapidly dominated

the institutionless landscape of each

Korea. Through expansion, recruit-

ment and education, these militaries

became formative, spreading con-

frontation and undergirding authori-

tarian regimes. With the withdrawals

of both occupying powers in 1 948-49

and the foundation of two indepen-

dent governments, restraint was with-

drawn and tension soared. >{•

1984
-Tozanzo meeting.
Korean churches
call for help on
reunification issue

-North Kox-eans give
and south Koreans
accept aid for
flood victims.

1985
-North/South talks

-Family visits and

cultural exchange
across DMZ
-For the first and

only time 3 DPRK
scholars given U.S
visas for 3 days

to participate in

academic meeting
in Washington D.C.



The combined ceremonies lor the 5th anniversary of the

establishment of the Republic Government and the 8th anmversary

for liberation were celebrated on the Caj>itol ground on August 15, 1953

PICTORIAL KOREA 1953-4

ANTI-TRUCE MOVEMENT

The disappointment ar^

frustration of the Korean

people at the cease-hrc i

greement reached at * Paa-

munjom between the Allies

and the Communists burst

into nation-wide demoa-

strations throughout the

country following the truce-

signing. No matter how the.

rest of the world might look

at the attitude expressed by

the Koreans in this way. the

bitterment of this natior.

was so great chat they had

to resort to such a desperate

resistance against this so-

called peaceful settlement.

This kind of truce without

the unification of the land

and with millions of alien

troops remaining in the heart

of their country was felt by

the Korean people with good

reasons as a death sentence

to them to be excuted in no

distant future.

Girl-students arc marching in the street with placards

bearing the atatement: 'We will fight to death

against any truce without unification.’'

The wounded soldiers opposed to the truce wicboul unificabon of the country

have gone into a hunger strike lying down in front of Ihe Amerian Embassy.
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HMeRIC^M-kORG^n

RGL^T10M9

Excerpts

The century of American relations

with Korea has been stamped

with the extremes which mark the

recent history of that peninsula itself.

Korea is a land not left to swing on its

own tides but one drawn by the great

moons of the powers around it; China,

japan, the USSR and, most recently,

the United States. It is a country fated

to be involved, sometimes abruptly, in

the great powers' tangential ambitions

and rivalries.

Korea was, in the game of broader

international relations, a notorious

laie-starter. In the early 1880's, the

peninsula state was, to the West,

probably the most unknown land of

any importance in the entire world,

hidden behind the screen of China and

its own hermit policies.

Early attempts to penetrate this

screen, such as by the Scottish mis-

sionary Robert Thomas on an Ameri-

can ship in 1 866 or a retaliatory raid by

five American warships in 1 871 ,
were

aggressive, illegal, ill-advised, bloody

and impermanent.

To allay such religious, mercantile

or military piracy, Washington moved

through a US naval Commodore to

negotiate, not with Koreans but with

diplomats of China's Manchu dynasty,

a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and

Navigation (1882) which started the

process of prying Korea open to the

West.

Chief Motivation Commercial

The chief professed motivation was

commercial; an unknown country

aroused rich hopes. But Korea, never

resource rich, was exceedingly poor in

commercial development and the

crest of 19th-century American com-

mercial interest in Asia had already

passed. Americans nonetheless started

vigorously. From 1895-1905, they

built Korea's first railroad (Seoul to

Inchon), first trolley line, first city

lighting plant, first public water sup-

ply, first telephone system, first mod-

ern office building and first well-

operated mine, japan won out in the

contest for Korea by 1 905 and bought

all these enterprises.

Nrw Strin VoL XUV No llowholr iorin Vol lUIV Ho. > oSttiltmtic. ItM

Gregory Henderson

Gregory Henderson served as a special-

ist on Korea m Seoul for the US Foreign

Service from 1948-50 and from 1958-63,

He is the author of numerous books and

articles on Korea, including "Korea; The

Politics ol the Vortex,", Harvard University

Press. 1968

Politically, the rewards proved even

less encouraging. The Korean king

sought US military and diplomatic

help against Chinese, Russian and,

especially, japanese encroachment.

Washington displayed consistent dis-

interest in providing it. Except among
some missionaries, Koreans then had

an image of "enforced ignorance,

sloth and corruption", as Yale Profes-

sor Ladd put it, and of incapacity of

self-defense. Theodore Roosevelt

placed higher priority on the Philip-

pines and thought a strong Japan in

control of Korea a better buffer against

Russian expansionism than a defense-

less Korea; he sponsored a secret 1 905
agreement with japan expressing this

policy, which Koreans have never

forgiven as a betrayal of the Friendship

Treaty. From 1905-1941, the United

States officially encouraged and sup-

ported Japan in her annexation of

Korea and warned U.S. Consuls in

Seoul against any contact with the

Korean independence movement.

The Growing Role of Religion

Religion ranked a poor third in the

minds of the 1 882 Treaty framers, after

trade and international politics, but

came from behind as the stand-out

success. The ambitious Ohio mission-

ary doctor, Horace Allen, arriving in

September, 1 884, had the good luck to

be able to save the life of a relative of

the Queen that December and used

ensuing royal support to open a "/oyal

hospital" in April, 1 885, with authori-

zation the next year for a medical and

scientific school. Ostensibly to staff

these, the first Presbyterian and Meth-

odist missionaries soon arrived, fol-

lowed by others. From

1887 on, the missionary flow greatly

increased; the first church was found-

ed and conversions gradually made.

American missionaries achieved the

lasting accomplishments of founding

the first modern Korean educational

and medical institutions, training the

firstwomen and the first poor. After the

japanese victory over China in 1895,

an explosion of churches commenced
and, in 1900, the translation of the

New Testament into Korean was com-

pleted. Suddenly, as the Korean gov-

ernment further disintegrated and the

Japanese started full-scale takeover of

Korea, Christianity took fire through-

out a peninsula disillusioned with its

own weakness. Starting in Pyong'an

province in the northwest, conver-

sions leaped into the thousands,

churches proliferated and Korea be-

came known as the most promising of

all mission opportunities. As opposi-

tion to japanese control grew, it was in

the Protestant, mostly American Pres-

byterian, churches that it crystallized.

Sixteen of the thirty-three signers of

Korea's 1919 Declaration of Indepen-

dence were Protestants, mostly Pres-

byterian pastors. Christian churches

grew as the only institutions within

Korea where people felt a sense of

refuge from ubiquitous japanese con-

trol. Until World War II chased

missionaries home and closed many
churches, there were over 300,000
Korean Protestants and some 1 1 5,000

Catholics, together two percent of the

population. Though the war years

reduced these, they still formed a firm

base for the sensational Christian



growth in the postwar era which has

given Korea Asia's largest Protestant

community of some six rnillion plus

some 1.7 million Catholics about

19% of the population. Thus in the first

sixty years of relations it was religion

and American missionaries which

forged by far the largest, most positive,

most influential and most lasting

American bond with Korea: a striking

achievement in world missionary his-

tory.

The Allied Victory

The Allied victory over Japan in

1 945 abruptly changed everything for

Korea.

Washington's awareness of Korea s

strategic importance, Roosevelt's

anti-colonial posture, the impact of the

1919 Korean independence move-

ment and Chinese insistence led to the

Cairo Declaration promiseof the Allies

in December, 1943, "that in due

course Korea shall become free and

independent." The war path to japan,

however, soon bypassed floundering

China in favor of island-hopping from

the South, leaving Korea sidelined

under a vague plan for a four-power

trusteeship. In the climactic final

August, 1945, days of atomic bomb-

ing, Soviet entry into the Asian war and

into Korea, and Japan's swift capitula-

tion, the Pentagon moved to forestall

an ad hoc Soviet occupation of all

Korea by unilaterally suggesting that

the 38th parallel divide Soviet from

American acceptance of the Japanese

surrender in Korea. The Russians

agreed. This temporary expedient rap-

idly hardened into permanence

around two increasingly confronta-

tional occupations, made increasingly

hostile by perceptions, barriers and

major refugee flows. These refugee

movements brought the north's flour-

ishing Christian population south.

Within weeks, each political system

reacted by seeking leadership most

hostile to the other Korea, a pattern

never since breached. This quickly

shattered into lasting bitterness and

unrivalled adamancy an ancient, rela-

tively homogeneous unity. American

occupation authorities further contri-

buted to division by rejecting the

political party or incipient 'govern-

ment' started throughout Korea and

found by them on landing. The ex-

tremes of both occupying powers

pounded away the middle ground

Korea once had, joint Occupation

Commissions failed and each power

resorted to creating a military in its

own image which rapidly dominated

the institutionless landscape of each

Korea. Through expansion, recruit-

ment and education, these militaries

became formative, spreading con-

frontation and undergirding authori-

tarian regimes. With the withdrawals

of both occupying powers in 1948-49

and the foundation of two indepen-

dent governments, restraint was with-

drawn and tension soared.

The Korean War and After

On the U.S. side, military budget

reductions and strong military feelings

that the Middle East and Europe were

higher strategic priorities led Washing-

ton from 1948-50 to declare Korea

outside its defense perimeters. North

Korea's leader, Kim ll-Sung, his forces

strengthened by battle-hardened Kore-

an veterans of Mao Tse-tung's armies

as wel I as by Soviet arms, then felt free

to invade which he did on June 25,

1950. Truman, faced with an unpro-

voked attack, reversed policy and

brought U.S. troops to South Korea’s

defense as the dominant element in

UN forces. Victory in September

tempted these forces to try an ill-ad-

vised armed unification of the penin-

sula. This invoked the counter-inva-

sion of massive Chinese 'volunteers'

who then fought UN forces to a draw

and to an Armistice in 1953 along a

Demilitarized Zone close to—but

more defensible than—the old 38th

parallel. The South Korean govern-

ment opposed the Armistice which it

did not sign and the unpopularity of

the war brought Republicans to power

in Washington. Still, comradeship in

war bound the US and Korea together

as never before.

The United States has retained

troops in Korea ever since (currently

40,000), even though all Chinese

forces left by 1959, Soviet troops

having left by the end of 1948.

American military power and massive

economic aid were reintroduced but

into a far more militarized and exclu-

sively rightist South Korea purged ofall

those willing or able to seek compro-

mises. The US retained tactical com-

mand of Korea's armed forces and

responsibility for maintenance of the

Armistice.

When the authoritarian Syngman

Rhee was overthrown by student

demonstrations and democracy intro-

duced in 1960, the militarized state

crushed it in a coup. The United

States, just traumatized in the Bay of

Pigs, found itself powerless to inter-

vene. Instead, rightist dictatorship

ingratiated itself by successful eco-

nomic management and by whole-

hearted support of US military efforts

in Vietnam. Despite increased author-

itarianism and human rights violations

and undue Korean attempts to influ-

ence US policy in "Koreagate" in the

1970's, the alliance held despite

criticism that its military orientation

militated against democratic develop-

ment. Continued economic develop-

ment led to vastly increased US-Kore-

an trade and considerable investment

by Americans in Korea through the

1970’s and until today, replacing

completely by the early 1970’s the

long dependence on US-appropriated

economic aid and enormously in-

creasing the intermeshing between the

two economies.

Altered Beyond Recognition

The result has altered beyond recog-'

nition the old Korean-American rela-

tionship, not only in its vastly expand-

ed intimacy and complexity but also in

values, priorities and the agencies of

its communication. Commercial con-

tact has at last assumed the first place it

was intended to have in the 1882

Treaty but, in fact, for 80 years never

found. Political relations, so all-con-

suming in 1945-50, have retreated in

relative significance. Korea still con-

tinues to shrug off the democratic

model, the US partner concentrating

on the military and private trade and

looking the other way. North-South

division, asunsolvedasever, reverts to

the sidelines. Christianity has proli-

ferated largely beyond the old mis-

sionary influence: Koreans now export

as many religious professionals asjiney

import. The US-Korean military rela-

tionship still tends to dominate politics

now causing the first appearance of

anti-American feeling, especially

among students. Koreans, once

known unfairly for 'apathy and sloth',

are now known from the vegetable

stands of Manhattan to the manufac-

turers of Seoul as among the world's

most alert and superactive go-ge«ers.

Problems abound and are serious,

The United Slates still makes the

greatest outside contribution to the

serious peninsula arms race while not

talking to Pyongyang. The US alone

maintains nuclear weapons in South

Korea. Pyongyang's large military es-

tablishment and edge of violence

causes US-South Korean concern. No

division in the 1980's remains so

hostile as Korea's nor is an end to this

in sight.
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PART II - COST OF THE DIVISION

Discussion
Questions

1. What IS the heart of Ham Sok Hon ' s message? (p. 11)

2. Rev. Syngman Rhee, whose father was a Christian martyr during

the war and whose brother was killed by the American bombing of

north Korea, has had the rare opportunity to be reunited with his

sisters in the north. He now seeks north/south reconciliation.

What are his concerns, hopes and questions? (pp. 13-16)

3. How would we feel if our country were divided by foreigners

into north and south? What would we do if our parents, children,

spouse or siblings were on the other side and we could not visit

them, call or write to them or even obtain any information about

them? What would we do to change the situation? Would we work

for reconciliation even if we were accused of being communists

for doing so?

4. Why are Koreans afraid that the U.S. might use nuclear

weapons in Korea? {pp. 18-22) What does the opposition party

say about nuclear weapons? {p. 47) What might happen if Koreans

were able to freely discuss the issue?

5. Over 40,000 U.S. troops remain in south Korea. Prostitution

is one of the big problems around military bases. Poor young

women who hoped to earn money and help their families find them-

selves caught in degrading circumstances from which they cannot

escape. What can be done to stop this exploitation of women? Is

the problem of prostitution likely to ever be solved as long as

foreign troops are present? How would we feel if foreign troops

were present in our country?

6. The resources of Korea are drained for military use. Though

north Korea spends a greater percentage of GNP on aefense, south

Korea with its much larger GNP actually spends more money, (p-23)

Would It be in the interest of both north and south Korea to cut

back on military spending? Why don't they? Why don't we?

7. The division of the country has resulted in the militarization

of all of society. What do we know about human rights abuses in

north Korea? What do we know about human rights abuses in south

Korea? Do we have a different responsibility to emphasize human

rights abuses in south Korea, where we have documented information

about imprisonment and torture of dissidents and where we have a

deep involvement in economic and military affairs, than we do in

north Korea, where we have less information and no economic, polit-

ical or military ties? What changes in our relationship with north

Korea might make it possible for us to be more effective in ad-

dressing human rights abuses there?

8. After years of labor repression south Korean workers have been

demanding better pay, safety precautions, the right to form free

and independent labor unions and the right to strike and bargain

collectively. Can there be any stability in a society where

workers do not receive their fair share of the profit? If those

who work for social justice are branded "communists", might

Koreans react by looking to communists as the liberators? Is

there a relationship between loss of jobs in the U.S. and labor
repression in Korea? Is there a relationship between labor
repression in south Korea and our trade deficit?

- 10-



When the Allied victory in World War II liberated Korea, Koreans at last

saw an opportunity for self-determination. However at Yalta their hopes were

dashed and the Koreans soon realized to their dismay that they had been freed

from one master only to acquire two. As teacher Ham said some time after lib-

eration:

"It can be said that we are liberated from Japan,

but there is no liberation in any true sense. Rather,

the worse tragedy today is that we have two masters

to serve rather than one. Under Japanese slavery

at least families could stay together and people

could come and go freely. Now parents and children

are separated in the divided North and South. Where

is the freedom? Where is the liberation? South Korea

calls the North, Russia's and China’s puppet, and to

North Korea the South is America's puppet. To third

parties and disinterested observers, there are only

puppets and no state. We are a Stateless people.

The voice of Ham Sok Hon is frequently heard counselling the people of

South Korea about the essentials for the reunification of

Furthermore, in a letter addressed to the North Korean people in the early

1970's (thus far published only in South Korea), he said the following.

"We must become one, because we are one (people). We

can live only by becoming one. We cannot live in this

divided situation, and even though we are alive, we are

not living. The South must trust the North, and the

North must trust the South. And on this faith let us

stand up together. The earlier we stand up, the better

-11 -
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In Korea,

Reunions

In Tears
By CLYDE HABERMAN

SpKiil loTh* N«W Y»rH Tlmef

SEOUL. South Korea, Sept. 21 —
Kim Kun Nyo was nervous this

morning, squeezing a crumpled

handkerchief and avoiding peo-

^le s eyes. In a few minutes she

was to meet her younger brother.

Miss KJm had not seen him in 35

years, and now, at the age of 59.

She was to get the opportunity.

Until she learned otherwise a few

days ago, she said, "I thought he

had already died.”

She waited for him at a round

table In a hotel hall in Seoul. The
room was filled with 30 such tables,

decked with flowers and plates of

cookies About 50 South Koreans
sat around them They were wait-

ing for long-absent relatives, loo.

The relatives were from South

Korea, scattered by turmoil across

Sorders created after the division

of Korea in 1945 and the North-

South war of the early 1950's.

A similar scene was taking place

in North Korea’s capital, Pyong-
yang, where South Koreans had
gone on the same mission.

First Crossing of the Border

Never before had the two hostile

Koreas allowed their citizens to

cross the heavily armed border for

family reunions.
The wail at the Seoul hotel ended

when doors opened and 15 North
Koreans walk^ into the hall.

Miss Kim looked into the face of

her brother. Kim Jin Gup, not sure

it was he at first Then she knew,
^nd she cried sohly. Others wailed

as they touched a sister, a nephew,
a mother or a cousin.

For a while, Suh Young Suk. a

middle-aged man from North
Korea, seemed inconsolable when
his 83-year-oid mother, her sight

long faded, failed to recognize him.
‘It is me, your first son," he

cried.

"I can’t see your face,” his

mother, Yu Myo Sul, said, "but 1

remember your name."
It seemed Improbable that the

reunions would signal warmer
relations between the Koreas.
Even while the meetings took

place, the two sides argued

.

The North wanted get-togethers

held in small rooms, as the ones In

An unldentlHed brother and sister weeping as they were reunited yes-

terday In Seoul, South Korea. The brother lives In North Korea.

Pyongyang reportedly were. South

Korea preferred the big hall,

where television crews and report-

ers roamed between tables.

To protest the use of the large

room, North Korea refused to let

some of its people meet relatives

they had traveled south to see.

Each side allowed 50 people to

cross the border on Friday at Pan-
munjom, a tiny fraction of the mil-

lions of separated family mem-
bers. Each group was accompa-
nied by officials, journalists and
performing artists.

According to South Korean Red
Cross officials, who had arranged
the reunions, relatives in South

Korea could be found for only 30 of

the 50 North Koreans whose names
had been provided.

At the last minute, the North Ko-
rean Red Cross decided that It

would permit only half that num-
ber. 15 people, to enter the hall.

The others had to wait for a second
round of meetings Sunday

South Koreans who had come in

vain today to see family members
sat at their tables, looking out of

place and neglected.

"I feel sorry," said Roh Kang
Yul, who had hoped to see his neph-

ew. "I am here to share lime with

him."
Li Un Koo, a 51-year-old North

Korean, sobbed when he learned

from his uncle that his parents had
died tYhen the uncle, Kwon Oh
Kyung, mentioned that an aunt had
emigrated to the United States,

Mr. Li stopped crying.

"So, she has been sold away." he

said.

This afternoon, 50 North Korean
singers and dancers performed at

Seoul's National Theater, a musi-

cal revue containing no political

overtones The audience of promi-

nent South Koreans respond^ with

thin applause.
As the spectators left the thea-

ter, they had to return theii printed

programs, even though they con-

tained virtually nothing but photo-

graphs of the performers

- 12 -



In September of 1950, a 19-year-old

youth went with a pushcart and shovel

to a field not far from his home in

Pyongyang, Korea. There, aided by his

mother and brothers, he searched
among a chain of manacled corpses in

a common grave for the body of his

father, a minister slain with many of his

colleagues by retreating Communist
activists. When they located the body,

the family praised Cod. They had a

father and husband to bury at a time

when many Koreans searched in vain

for their loved ones.

A year later. Communist armies

were back in Pyongyang, and United

Nations bombers swept in from the

South. In the rain of high explosives,

the young man's older brother
perished.

That 19-year-old Korean youtb is

now tbe Reverend Syngman Rhee, a

minister and the liaison officer for East

Asian affairs of the United Presbyterian

Church. (Prior to September 1 he

served as liaison officer for the Middle

East since 1973.)

In the article that follows Mr. Rhee

calls for reconciliation between South

Korea and North Korea and reports for

the first time on a visit to North Korea.

Why does Mr. Rhee call for recon-

ciliation now at a time when the

practical prospects of reconciliation

seem more remote than ever? "Be-

cause it is time," he says, "The Lord's

time for reconciliation."

This article is being published

simultaneously with A.D., (he denom-

inational magazine of the United

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. and

the United Church of Christ.

A Crack in the Barrier of Silence

After 30 years a ehurch leader

returns to his native North Korea

Syngman Rhee

K
orea is a small peninsula in

northeast Asia with a population

of over 50 million people, At the

end of the Japanese occupation in

1 945. Korea was divided by fiat of the

victorious World War II allies into two

"countries,” North and South. Today

the line the Great Powers drew across

the Korean map at the 38th parallel is

one of the most tightly closed frontiers

in the world. Armies of men, tanks and

guns face each other across that border

to ensure that neither mail nor any

other form of ordinary communication

takes place. It has been that way now

for 35 years.

What is now North Korea was my

home for the first 19 years of my life.

For two-and-one-half years I attended

the Sung Wha Methodist Seminary in

Pyongyang, where many young men

were trained for leadership in the

church. However, very soon after

1945 Christians began to face much
difficulty under the North Korean

Communist regime, sometimes suffer-

ing persecution, imprisonment, and

martyrdom.

My father, a Christian minister, was

imprisoned with other Christian lead-

ers by the North Koreans. He was

martyred for his faith during the first

year of the Korean War which broke

out just 30 years ago on June 25th. At

that time I experienced first hand the

cost of being a Christian as well as the

horrors of war.

After my father's death, my mother

decided to send my younger brother

and me to the South. She believed it

was the best way to ensure our safety

and survival.

The decision was far from an easy

one for her or for us. My brother and I

fled from Pyongyang on a snowy

Sunday morning in December 1950.

We followed long lines of United

Nations troops who were withdrawing

from North Korea pursued by the

Chinese Communist Army. In all,

nearly half a million Koreans endured

experiences similar to my brother's

and mine as we walked 18 days to

reach Pusan near the southern tip of

Korea.

Since it was a severely cold and very

dangerous time, only the young and

strong dared to venture on that long

walk South, As we traveled, my
brother and I thought again and again

of our four sisters, aged 14, 10, 8, and

4 months, and ofour motherwhom we
left behind.

We remembered how our mother

had come to the gate of our house,

held our hands, and murmured, "Pray

to Cod wherever you go, and we will

see each other's faces in our prayera

When we came ’^one oack to my

New World Oullook • November 1980 -13 -



refugees, my brother and I joined the

South Korean Marine Corps; we
served as Marines for five years during

the Korean War. In ^ 953 I came to the

United States for a six-months special

training course at the U.S. Marine

Corps. School in Quantico, Virginia.

Later, in 1 956, after my discharge from

the Marine Corps, I returned to

America as a student at Davis and

Elkins College in West Virginia. Fol-

lowing my graduation I continued my
studies at Louisville Presbyterian

Seminary, Yale Divinity School, and

Chicago Theological Seminary. In

1959 I became pastor of Westminster

Presbyterian Church in Louisville and

later served as a campus minister at the

university there. In those years I often

thought of how happy my mother

would be if she only could know that I

was following in my father's footsteps

as a Christian pastor.

Every day through the years since

my mother said farewell to us, I have

wondered about my family. Every day

since 1950 I have fervently wished

there were some way to hear from

them or about them. Were my mother

and my sisters alive? Would it ever be

possible for me to visit my childhood

home? For decades the frontier has

been a.barrier of silence. There was no

way to learn what happened to count-

less families like ours that had been

separated. The longing to know was

always with me, and as a Christian, I

continued to dream about visiting the

North. I continued to pray for reconcil-

iation between our divided people and

to believe that some day I might be an

agent of that reconciliation.

Then, in the spring of 1978, an

unexpected opportunity arose to make
my long-dreamed visit home. The

occasion came while I was on a trip in

the Middle East, and I had to decide on

the spot, without previous planning

and without consultations. I was filled

with both anticipation and anxiety as I

boarded a plane for Pyongyang.

On my arrival at the government

guest house in the Northern capital,

my four sisters, who now live in a city

about 100 miles north of Pyongyang,

were brought to see me. I cannot

describe the emotions of love and joy

we shared in that reunion. First,

however, came sadness. I learned that

my mother had died in 1 970; she had

waited 20 years expecting and hoping
for news about me and my brother.

My oldest sister now works in the

office of a North Korean government
'•nal mine. My second sister is em-

a "overnment railroad de-

(Above) The author (center) with his four sisters during their reunion In

Pyongyang. (Below) The author as a child, holding his father's hand, in 1934 with

his parents, two brothers and a relative. His oldest brother, standing right, was

killed during the Korean War. His other brother, seated on his mother's lap, now

lives in South Korea.

- 14 -
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Mr. Rhee's third sister, shown here

with her children (top), works on a

farm. His second sister (above) is a

planning engineer with the railway

system.

velopment and planning office. The
third works on a farm. My youngest

sister, who had been only four months

old when I left home, is now a

physician and surgeon.

Our hours together were insufficient

for all that we wanted to share with

each other, but at least we had the

privilege of seeing each other's faces

again, a dream that has been denied to

countless members of Koreans who
have been separated from their fami-

lies.

I found few traces of the old

Pyongyang I had known, except for the

beautiful Daedong River, its sur-

rounding landscape and the famous
temple on Moranbong Mountain.
Now a city of 1,500,000, Pyongyang
is all-new, completely rebuilt after the

Korean War.
One of the most significant events of

my stay was my meeting with Mr, Kang
Ryang Wook, vice premier of North

Korea. I had known Mr. Kang years

ago when he was pastor of a Presbyte-

rian church in Pyongyang. He had

been a close friend of my father during

my early years, and a colleague of my
mother as a teacher in a mission

school. That period was one in which

Pyongyang was called "the Jerusalem

of Korea" because of the vitality of its

Christian community.

In my conversation with Vice Pre-

mier Kang I spoke of my hope that the

church would enjoy a more open
existence as a visible part of North

Korean society. The vice premier

assured me that there is freedom of

religion in North Korea. He told me
about Christians who worship in

homes and about the League of

Christian Believers. The League, he

explained, has its own office and staff.

He also said, rather apologetically,

that church buildings destroyed during

the war had not yet been rebuilt

because people were busy with other,

essential construction.

As I searched in Mr. Kang's words,
and in my conversation with others,

for glimpses of openness to the West I

was interested to learn that English is

taught both in high school and in

college. I also listened to the popular

early morning English lessons on the

radio.

As I boarded the plane to leave

Pyongyang, I felt joy over finding my
sisters and being with them, as well as

sorrow in being separated once again.

I do not know if, when, or how, we
will see each other again.

At the same time I returned to the

United States with a feeling of anxiety

about what my trip to North Korea
might mean. I had gone back to my

New World Outlook • November 1960 - 15 -



homeland, a journey that South Kore-

an citizens would be forbidden even to

think about. I
experienced the agoniz-

ine necessity of not being able to share

the good news of my family reunion

even with my brother in Seoul, lest it

become a burden to him. I ^elt that

had to keep my journey to myself until

now, almost two years later.

Among many thoughts to corrie out

of my travel, three main themes

preoccupy me. The first is my urgent

concern for the reuniting of other

separated families. Korean political

and military realities have until now

made it almost impossible for thou-

sands of families who were unwillingly

separated by the circumstances of war

even to raise their voices in concern for

lost members left behind the 38th

Parallel. ...
It has been difficult and dangerous

to seek any information about loved

ones in both Koreas. An intense

longing to know more about one's

family—a longing held in common by

all people of North and South for th^e

decades—is one of the real, tangible

bonds that unites the Korean people.

The agony of waiting, of not know-

ing year after year what has happened

to those we love, is one of the supreme

human tragedies of our time.

My thoughts since my return also

have focused on the urgent need for

reconciliation in Korea. 1 have long

wondered what ways we can find to

enable people to work together to

avoid war, reduce tension, and find a

peaceful resolution to the hostilities

between North and South. Having

gone through war and seen its tragedy

,

I am convinced that there must never

be another conflict in Korea.
!
ponder,

too the human cost in casualties of the

war in 1950-53. Such reflection wiN

sober any who might consider armed

strife as a solution to future problems.

Despite the political estrangement

that continues between the two

Koreas, there is an increasingly poi-

gnant necessity for reconciliation.

Deeply broken relationships on the

Korean peninsula have caused aliena-

tion and estrangement and these have

had a costly effect upon all Korean

people- At the same lime, every

Sunday morning Christians in South

Korea—and 1 dare say in North Korea

(00 pray fervently for reunification,

The power of this desire to again be

one people in a commonality of

history, language and tradition should

not be underemphasized.

The urgency of time also casts its

The author in North Korea.

shadow upon the Korean people's

separation. Older generations in

Korea, those who once knew each

other and lived in the same area, hold

an understandably different view of

each other than younger generations

who have grown up one side or the

other of the 38th parallel- Younger

Koreans live in an atmosphere of

mutual ignorance, fear and hate. To

see and to acknowledge such strains

seem to make reconciliation increas-

ingly difficult, but 1 cannot forget the

words of St. Paul
,
who insisted that we

are "no longer foreigners and strang-

ers, but rather all God's people and

fellow citizens of the family of God."

While I was liaison officer for the

United Presbyterian Church m the

Middle East 1 saw parallels between

the situation in that troubled region

and the situation in Korea. I have been

inspired by efforts at reconciliation

such as President Sadat's courageous

visit to jerusalem. Even after five tragic

wars between Egypt and Israel, people

on both sides are trying to learn the

meaning of reconciliation and how to

coexist peacefully. 1 wish that the

governments and people of North and

South Korea will find similar energy.

My third major reflection leads me

to seek ways in which the Gospel may

be recognized once more in the area

that is now North Korea. 1 realize that

this must be an indigenous way,

representing a genuine Korean ex-

New World

pression, I
hope to find that the

Christian faith which I
learned in

Pyongyang and which has meant so

much to me in these later years is still

alive, or may come alive again, in

North Korea.

These thoughts have formed them-

selves in my mind as a prayer for a

greater vision of a mission in Northeast

Asia that will be responsive to their

needs and realities. Along with St. Paul

I pray "that I may be bold in speaking

about the Gospel as I should." But 1

must ask myself what would the act of

speaking of the Gospel mean in a

socialist land like North Korea.

l hold the conviction that the Gospel

can and must be preached in socialist

countries, as has already been

demonstrated in several lands. And

yet, I am searching for a form that the

Christian community may lake in a

land like North Korea. Is churchly

Christianity as we know it viable there?

Or must we seek new understandings

of how the openness and newness of

the Gospel may be communicated in

the creative tensions that face all

Koreans at this moment?

The Korean people have astounding

qualities of patience and endurance,

and they have long hoped for deliver-

ance. Their patience, their endurance,

has made them a new "People of the

Promise" who look for a time of peace

and joy. The people of the Land of the

Morning Calm await the daybreak

Outlook • November 1980



KOREAN WAR 1950-1953
More

bombs were drooped dunrtg ihis war than in the
whole European Theater during World War 11. Bet-

ween 2-3.000.000 civilians were killed, wounded or

reported missing. There were 1,000.000 Chinese
casualties. Some 34,000 Americans lost their lives

n those battles, loo, along with 1.300 persons of

other nations which contributed to the U.N. lorces

By the end of the war. the families of some
10.000,000 Koreans were divided

Such wounds heal very slowly, both in Korea and
in our own nation Their pam continues, and the

scars remain.

Policy statement - NCCC-USA

^-driven family getting back to their old home town dty of Seoul

loTind all have been reSudid «> -ashes including their own house.

NORTH KOREA from Pyongyang

Foreign Languages Publishing House

Working people in Pyongyang rise up in postwar reconstruction
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Korea
THE UNTOLD STORY

OF THE WAR

Joseph C.
Goulden

McGraw-Hill
@1982
pp. 395-397

Loose Nuclear Talk

Copied with permission
Times Books, a Division
of Random House, Inc.

The JCS staff study was still in progress on November 30, when Presi-

dent Truman was drawn into a discussion of nuclear weaponry at a press

conference. The President used language that was both loose and le-

gaily inaccurate.

Q. (by Anthony Leviero, The New York Times)'. Mr. President, will

attacks in Manchuria depend on action in the United Nations?

The PRESIDENT. Yes, entirely.

Q. (Leviero): In other words, if the UN should authorize General
MacArthur to go further than he has, he will?

The PRESIDENT. We will take whatever steps are necessary to meet the

military situation, just as we always have.

Q- Jack Dougherty, New York Daily News): Will that include the

atomic bomb?
The PRESIDENT. That includes every weapon that we have.

Q. (Paul R. Leach, Chicago Daily News): Mr. President, you said,

"every weapon that we have." Does that mean that there is active consid-

eration of the use of the atomic bomb?
The PRESIDENT. There has always been active consideration of its use.

I don't want to see it used. It is a terrible weapon and it should not be used
on innocent men, women and children who have nothing whatever to do
with this military aggression—that happens when it's used.

Merriman Smith, the veteran correspondent for the United Press,

apparently thought the President had put the case stronger than in-

tended. He gave Truman a chance to back away.

Q. Mr. President. I wonder if we could retrace that reference to the

atomic bomb. Did we understand you clearly that the use of the atomic
bomb is under active consideration?

The PRESIDENT. Always has been, Smitty. It's one of our weapons.

Q. (Robert Dixon, International News Service): Does that mean. Mr.
President, use against military objectives or civilian

—

The PRESIDENT (interposing). It is a matter that the military people
will have to decide. lam not a [the] military authority that passes on these

things [emphasis added].

Reporters returned to the subject a few questions later.

Q. (Frank Bourgholtzer, NBC News); Mr. President, you said this de-

pends on the United Nations action. Does that mean that we would not use

the atomic bomb except on a United Nations authorization?

The PRESIDENT. No. it does not mean that at all. The action against

Communist China depends on the action of the United Nations. The mili-

tary commander in the field will have charge of the use of the weapons,

as he always has [emphasis added).

President Truman was flatly wrong, as the pained White House press

office said a few hours later in a "clarifying statement." Under the

Atomic Energy Act, only the President can authorize use of the atomic

bomb. But before this statement was issued, both the Associated Press

and United Press had flashed Truman’s misstatement around the world,

causing “much excitement at home and abroad," as Edward T. Folliard

wrote in the Washington Post. British officials said they were “shocked

and astounded” by the statement, which they took to mean that the

unpredictable MacArthur had been given a free hand to use the atomic

bomb against the Chinese.

Although Truman was never noted for precision of language, his

misstatement of presidential authority on such a sensitive issue was so

glaring that it is suspicious. In his own memoirs (at times poor history),

Truman says the press misunderstood him, although he does not bother

to quote his own assertion that use of nuclear weapons “is a matter that

the military people will have to decide." There is a smidgen of evidence

that Truman did not misspeak: that he intended to warn the Chinese,

and the Soviets, that escalated violence in Korea risked all-out war.*®
- 18 -
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Brinksmanship
in the Pacific
The U.S. goal of maritime supremacy
over the Soviet Union has triggered a

nuclear build-up that imperils the globe.

Copied with permission of the authors.

BY LYUBA ZARSKY, PETER
HAYES &c WALDEN BELLO

O
ver the past seven years, the Pacific

has become an arena of heightened

superpower confrontation. Since

the late 1970s, and especially since

Ronald Reagan’s new Cold Warriors swept
into power, the United States has under-

taken a major military build-up in the Pa-

cific. Part of a global strategy to attain

clear-cut superiority over the Soviet Union,

this build-up is particularly important to

the U.S. goal of attaining “maritime su-

premacy.”

With the world’s economic center of
gravity tilting to the Pacific, the strategic

stakes in the region have increased. By the

early 1980s, Asia-Pacific nations accounted
for 17 percent of world production and 20
percent of world exports. The U.S. volume
of trade with the Pacific outstripped that

with Europe by a quarter. And by 1986,

Japanese banks dominated world financial

markets, controlling the largest share of
world financial assets.

Aimed at reasserting U.S. power in what
the military considers an Amencan lake,

the build-up reversed U.S. policy in the

mid-1970s, which moved to reduce U.S.

regional forces following defeat in Viet-
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nam. By the mid-1980s, the U.S. com-
mander-in-chief Pacific (CINCPAC) com-
manded more than 320,000 U.S. Army,
Navy, Marine and Air Force troops as-

signed to the Pacific. Indeed, the Pacific is

the Pentagon’s largest multi-service, unified

region of military operations. Primarily a

maritime theater. Pacific Command
stretches from Alaska to South Afnca, cov-

ering nearly half the earth's surface.

American strategy in the Pacific rests on
three legs: increased deployment of nuclear

and conventional forces; an upgraded role

for nuclear weapons; and a reinvigorated

network of security alliances under U.S.

nuclear leadership.

While this strategy involves the entire re-

gion, the spearhead of the U.S. military

thrust is Northeast Asia and the Soviet Far

East, home of the Soviet Pacific fleet. The
Soviet Union, which is an Asian as well .is a

European power, has responded by ex-

panding its own nuclear land-based and na-

val forces.

This build-up has triggered a dangerous

and escalating superpower nuclear arms

race in the Pacific. As a result, the Pacific

has become an arena that contains the

seeds of global nuclear war.

Nuclear Arms Race
The nuclear peril in the Pacific stems from

political, institutional, technological and

geographical sources.

First and foremost is the deployment of

large, increasingly lethal and accurate So-

viet and American nuclear forces. The U.S.

build-up has focused primarily on the

Navy, while the Soviets have expanded

mainly their land-based nuclear arsenal.

The relatively recent addition of subma-

rine-launched Trident 1 missiles aboard

Ohio-class submannes has increased Amer-
ican nuclear firepower dramatically. First

deployed in the Pacific in 1983, Ohios arc

the ultimate land-attack weapon system.

Each submarine can fire 24 Trident I mis-

siles and rain 192 warheads to within 500
yards of their targets. With a finng range of

more than 4,500 miles, the Ohio can hit

targets deep in Soviet Central Asia from the

middle of the Pacific. The United States

plans to deploy 10 Ohio subs in alt. By

1989, they will carry the even more lethal

Trident II missiles.

Deployment of sea-launched Toma-
hawk cruise missiles is another threatening

development. With the Tomahawk, the

number of Pacific-fleet ships c.apable of

launching a nuclear attack will increase

from five in 1984 to about 50 in 1990.

No l.irgcnhan a sea gull to Soviet radars,

the Tomahawk can travel 1,500 miles be-

fore exploding a nuclear bomb above So-

viet airfields or ports. By disarming Soviet

coastal defenses, the Tomahawk would al-

low U.S. aircraft carriers to cruise into wa-
ters adjacent to the Soviet Far East. From
there they could attack Soviet land forces

or nuclear missile submarines at sea, a strat-

egy Admiral James Watkins, former chief

of naval operations, called going “for the

jugular.”

The Navy’s strategy rests on "offensive

defense," that is, projecting its power to the

shores of the Soviet Union. "Simply

stated,” said Admiral Sylvester Foley, the

commander of the U.S. Pacific Fleet in

1983, “the concept is to get the archer be-

fore he releases his arrow." Drawing on
refurbished battleships and new aircraft

carriers, the Pacific armada of forward-de-
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ployed surface warships jumped from 21 ro

40 ships between 1980 and 1983.

Confronted with nuclear-armed U.S.

forces at its doorstep, the Soviet Union has

expanded its own nuclear forces. Soviet Pa-

cific fleet submarines and surface ships,

headquartered at Vladivostok, have been

fortified with ballistic and cruise missiles.

Indeed, the Soviets use nuclear weapons to

compensate for the shortcomings of their

aging fleet.

Most of the Soviet Pacific nuclear arse-

nal is kept at home in the warheads of

intermediate-range, mobile SS-20 ballistic

missiles. Deployed in Central Asia and the

Far East since 1978, the SS-20s are aimed

not only at U.S. Pacific forces but also at

China, with whom the Soviets share a 4,500

mile border.

Limited Nuclear War Plan

American strategic doctrine— the plans

that govern the use of nuclear weapons

—

form the second leg of U.S. strategy and a

second source of the growing nuclear peril

in the Pacific.

First, this strategy calls for a global war

in which the United States surrounds the

Soviet Union. In the past, U.S. doctrine

rested on the notion that Europe would be

the primary war theater. Today, the Penta-

gon— especially the Navy— is as oriented

toward the Pacific as toward Europe. In

wartime, it is just as likely that U.S. forces

would swing from Europe to the Pacific as

in the opposite direction. Furthermore, if

war breaks out in Europe or the Middle
East, the Navy may attack the Soviets in the

Pacific.

Second, in a break from earlier thinking

that any use of nuclear weapons would es-

calate rapidly to global war. Pacific Com-
mand is equipped and ready to fight a the-

ater nuclear war in the Pacific. If war were

to break out in volatile Korea, for example,

the Army envisions a nuclear attack limited

to the peninsula. If a naval shootout were
to take place in the North Pacific, the Navy
believes it can confine the fighting ro the

sea.

Pacific Command has an astonishing ar-

ray of organizations devoted to nuclear war
planning at its headquarters in Hawaii.

Panicularly important is the Nuclear
Operations Team, which works out of the

Nuclear Operations Center, where Pacific-

wide nuclear war activities arc coordinated.

Under Reagan, Pacific Command’s bu-

reaucracy for fighting "limited” nuclear
wars has proliferated.

Soviet Lake?
According to the new Cold Warriors, the
American build-up in the Pacific merely

balances a recent Soviet naval thrust into

the region. The Navy's rhetoric often bor-

ders on the hysterical. “The Pacific moat's

integrity,” railed a 1985 editorial in Pro-

ceedings^ a prestigious U.S. Navy journal,

“is being challenged by the Soviet Union

and, today, it is a waterway over which the

Soviet Pacific Fleet is probing, prowling

and testing.” It was the same year Admiral

Sylvester Foley, the commander-in-chief of

the U.S. Pacific fleet, warned that the Pa-

cific "could turn into a Soviet lake. ...”

In reality, the Soviet strategic position in

Asia is bleak, as even senior American com-

manders admit. With the United States^ and

Western Europe on one side and the

United States, China and Japan on the

other, the Soviet Union is surrounded by

hostile powers. In fact, the major portion

of the Soviet Union’s Far East military ef-

fort is directed at China.

Soviet power in the Pacific—in political,

economic and conventional military terms

—pales beside that of the United States and

its Pacific allies. Although they have re-

cently greatly expanded their Pacific naval

forces, the Soviets do not have a single air-

craft carrier to match the six U.S. carrier

battle groups in the Pacific. Most Soviet

bombers and fighter planes are capable

only of territorial defense.

The U.S.S.R. has only two allies in the

Pacific: North Korea, which is adamantly

independent and also allied to China; and

Vietnam, where the Soviets maintain a base

originally built by the United States at Cam
Ranh Bay. The base houses a substantial

Soviet arsenal, including submarines, sur-

face ships and a floating dry dock. Other

Soviet military facilities in Vietnam include

an intelligence station and an airbase.

The primary purpose of Soviet bases in

Vietnam, however, is to open a southern

front in the event of a war with China, as

well as to protect the imponant Soviet Far

East supply route via the Indian Ocean.

Furthermore, the bases are vulnerable to

the powerful U.S. 7th Fleet and the south-

ern Chinese coastal navy, as well as to

American air power from Guam, Okinawa
and the Phillipines.

With few forward bases and little for-

ward capability, Soviet military strategy can
be summed up as “defensive defense.” It is

a strategy aimed primarily at facing and
countering the American threat in the West
Pacific.

Nonetheless, the Soviets also stand at the

nuclear brink m the Pacific, casting a long
shadow. To compensate for its weakness in

conventional forces, the Soviet Union has

built a huge, primarily home-based nuclear
arsenal that hangs over the region like a

sledgehammer. While the Cold Warriors in

the White House plan for “limited war”
the Soviets point to their sledgehammer
and make clear that any attack—nuclear or
conventional—on their homeland or mili-
tary forces will bring down its full weight.
As the United States ups the ante with its

naval-nuclear deployments, the Soviet
Union calls the bet by piling up its home-
based arsenal of SS-20 missiles. Outgunned
by the United States in conventional forces,
the Soviets have adopted a highly escala-
tory nuclear doctrine that substitutes risk
for capability.

In July 1986, Soviet Premier Mikhail
Gorbachev travelled to Vladivostok to call

for a regional disarmament and security

conference. The United States rejected the
idea outright as mere propaganda. More-
over, the Pentagon worries that nuclear

arms control or disarmament in the Pacific

would curtail interventions by the nuclear

Navy.

Nuclear Shadow Boxing
The United States and the Soviet Union
shadow box with nuclear weapons not

only in the Pacific but also in Europe and
the Middle East. Yet the risk that they will

trade real nuclear punches in the Pacific is

as great or greater because it is such a politi-

cally volatile and heavily nuclear-armed

area.

Cold War blocs, which have remained

static in Europe, have shifted dramatically

in the Pacific. China, for example, switched

from being a Soviet ally to a U.S. friend,

tipping the balance of Asian politics. In less

than half a century there have been two

major land wars and a host of bloody insur-

rections out of which heavily-armed re-

pressive governments have emerged. Com-
munist, democratic and nationalist

insurgencies, as well as continuing conflicts

between nations, continue to make the re-

gion politically turbulent.

Should superpower interventions in

these conflicts overlap. The United States

and the Soviet Union could clash in combat

and push the nuclear button. Indeed, while

the United States has not launched a nu-

clear attack since 1945, it has repeatedly

threatened China, North Korea and Viet-

nam, as well as the Soviet Union, with nu-

clear attacks.

There is no doubt that the Middle East

could become a flashpoint, escalating to

superpower confrontation. While there are

no permanent Soviet or American nuclear

stockpiles in the Middle East, U.S. and So-

viet nuclear-armed submannes patrol the

Indian Ocean. Funhermore, the United

States has created a 300,000-man Rapid

Deployment Force for intervention in a

Mideast (or Asian) hot spot. Unlike Europe
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and Korea, however, there is no nuclear

“trip wire” in the Mideast.

The most likely place for a nuclear war
to erupt in the Pacific is in Korea or at sea

in the North Pacific. A highly sensitive So-
viet military area, the seas offshore North-
east Asia are thickly deployed with U.S. and
Soviet submarines and surface ships. It is a

tense area where American and Soviet ships

have collided. In 1983, just six weeks after

the Soviets shot down an intruding KAL
commercial jetliner, the United States con-

clucicd .1 iiussivc naval cxcrusc in the re-

gion—a barely disguised dry-run for an at-

tack on the Soviet Far East.

Korea is the nuclear powder keg of the

Pacific. Dug in along the northern side of

the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) are an esti-

mated three-quarters of North Korea’s

800,000 troops. Facing them are more than

half-a-million South Korean soldiers and
nearly 40,000 American soldiers. In what
one former U.S. commander in Korea
called “the most remarkable concession of

sovereignty in the entire world,” the South

Korean military is controlled by the Ameri-

can commander stationed there.

American forces in Korea threaten nu-

clear retaliation for any attack from the

north. They ensure that the United States

automatically will be involved in any war
that erupts on the divided peninsula.

Equipped with 150 nuclear weapons, these

forces field the only American soldiers in

the world who remain on a war footing 24
hours a day. “Every day and every night,”

says an American commander in Korea,

American soldiers are sent out “on am-
bushes and patrol in the DMZ with the

sole mission to shoot folks.”

Little IS known about American nuclear

weapons in Korea. Documents recently re-

leased under the U.S. Freedom of Informa-

tion Act, however, cast light on the struc-

ture and purpose of American nuclear

forces. The telephone directory of U.S.

Forces Korea, for example, lists a “Plans

and Operations Nuclear Division” in South

Korea, which has three branches that cover

plans and operations, control of the weap-

ons, and emergency disposal.

Another document, the “Organization

and Functions Manual," explains that the

nuclear division "analyzes nuclear targets,”

"performs nuclear fire planning” and “pre-

pares nuclear contingency plans.”

Most South Koreans, even those in

Seoul's defense establishment, believe that

American nuclear strategy in Korea is

wholly unilateral, in fact, the South Korean
and U.S. militaries meet informally to dis-

cuss nuclear war plans. This briefing is nec-

essary because South Korean forces would
apparently be used in a nuclear attack. Ac-
cording to the “Organization and Func-
tions Manual,” the “American Weapons
Support Detachment-Korea" provides the

U.S. commander with "nuclear support

teams prepared to fire nuclear weapons us-

ing Republic of Korea weapon systems."

Some American analysts believe that

such South Korean participation in prepa-

rations and plans for nuclear war contra-

dicts American nuclear non-proliferation

policy in Korea.

If the United States launched a nuclear

attack on Nonh Korea, which has no nu-

clear weapons, the war would likely spill

over into a nuclear exchange between So-

viet and American Pacific fleets. This nu-

clear shoot-out near the Soviet coast would
escalate rapidly to a global war. And even if

the Kremlin stayed out of the war, millions

of Koreans would die in U.S. nuclear at-

tacks.

The United States faces fewer constraints

on the use of its nuclear weapons in Korea
and the Pacific than in Europe, where it

must consult with a host of allies in the

multiiareral framework of NATO. In con-

trast, the United States is linked to its Pa-

cific allies via a network of bilateral trea-

ties. As U.S. Army Chief General Edward
Meyer said while on a visit to Seoul in

1980, escalation to nuclear war is “far sim-

pler here than in Europe where consulta-

tions have to be made with 15 different

sovereign nations.”

Furthermore, the concerns of European

elites are tied to the United States by deep

historical and cultural ties, ties that Asian

elites lack. Whether at sea or in the U.S.-

controlled Demilitarized Zone in Korea,

American actions are virtually unilateral.

Nuclear Bloc in the Pacific

While they seldom have veto power, Pa-

cific allies are crucial to U.S. military strat-

egy in the region. Allies host the forward

bases and pons that allow the United States

to pro)ect nuclear power to every comer of

Pacific Command’s vast domain. Politically

and militarily, allies form a regional U.S.-

led anti-Soviet bloc undergirded by U.S.

nuclear weapons.

Since the late 1970s, the United States

has called on its allies to throw reinvigo-

rated military suppon behind U.S. nuclear

leadership. Joint exercises such as Team
Spirit, a U.S.-Korea practice war against

Nonh Korea, have increased dramatically.

[in 1984, 207,000 troops panicipated in

[Team Spirit. Another exercise, the Rim of

the Pacific (RIMPAC) brings together

forces from Canada, Japan, Australia and

the United States to bomb the island of

Kaho'olawc in Hawaii.

Pacific allies have also been called upon

to receive an increasing number of visiting

U.S. nuclear warships. Aimed at the Soviet

Union or other adversary, warships arc an

imponant aspect of Amcncan “coercive di-

plomacy,” a flexible way to assen “pres-

ence” and convey “interest,” all the while

signifying the power of the Bomb—“the

teeth,” as the Chinese say, “behind the

lips.”

With its commitments and pnorities ex-

panding around the globe, the United

States is also pressing its allies—especially

Japan—to “share the burden” and take a

larger secunry role in the region. After

years of U.S. pressure to rearm, the substan-

tial Japanese military has abandoned the

fiction of a purely defensive posture and

has agreed to take on three U.S. global-

security tasks.

First, Japan is to patrol a 1,000-mile

range of the Pacific and control two “sea

lanes of communication" that extend from

Tokyo to Guam and from Osaka to the

Philippines. To fulfill this task, Japan is

building a large, ocean-going navy.

While Japanese politicians claimed that

sea-lane defense is aimed to protect vital

Japanese oil imports, the U.S. Joint Chiefs

of Staff bluntly asserted in 1982 that it was

“part of the U.S. global strategy against the

Soviet Union.” The chiefs insisted that "the

Japanese capability to defend the said wa-

ters was essential to the whole of the free

world."

The second strategic task requires Japan

to prepare for war with North Korea pr the

Soviet Union. While deliberations are se-

cret, U.S.-Japan defense guidelines call for

studies of increased Japanese involvement

in U.S. operations planning, intelligence

gathering and logistical support. This will

likely mean unrestricted U.S. access to Jap-

anese bases and ports, including the transit

of nuclear weapons.

Japan’s third new task is to help block

Soviet naval and air attacks on U.S. forces.

To bottle up the Soviet fleet in its Far East

bases, the Japanese Navy is to mine and

blockade the three straits between the Sea

of Japan and the Pacific. Japanese forces

are also to intercept Soviet Backfire bomb-
ers chasing U.S. aircraft carriers. During a

state visit to the United States in 1983, Japa-

nese Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone
declared that Japan “should be like an un-

sinkable aircraft carrier putting up a tre-

mendous bulwark of defense against the
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infiltration of the Backfire bomber.”

Even though domestic sentiment contin-

ues to run strongly against rearmament,

Nakasone has succeeded in boosting Ja-

pan's military spending, which even sur-

passed the symbolic one percent of the

country's Gross National Product (GNP) in

1986. (The 1 percent of GNP is largely an

accounting fiction. In reality, Japan’s mili-

tary absorbs about 1.6 percent of its GNP.]

Nakasone's office-holding days are

numbered. Without the presence of his

enormous popularity, it is likely that debate

about Japan’s emerging global strategic

role within the ruling Liberal Democratic

Parry will become more fractious, While

the anti-nuclear Japanese Socialist Parry

suffered a major setback in the 1986 elec-

tion, a popular anti-nuclear movement

continues to challenge Japan’s new role

and demand non-alignment.

Not all the other allies, moreover, have

fallen in line. New Zealand rejected the

nuclear strategy altogether, electing a gov-

ernment in July 1984 that pledged to keep

out nuclear warships (see article, page 23}.

As a result, the United States threw New
Zealand out of ANZUS, its trilateral alli-

ance with Australia.

While most allied governments have ac-

quiesced, the aggressive U.S. nuclear build-

up has fueled opposition parries and popu-

lar movements committed to leading their

nations out of an alliance with the United

States. Furrhcrmorc, even allies that sup-

port the United States have been forced to

wonder if the over-extended U.S; forces

provide a credible security shield—or

whether they simply increase the risk that

the allies would be dragged into a U.S.-

Soviet nuclear war.

Nuclear Escalation

We're not General Motors: we don't have a

profit and loss column every month. The
only way we can tell whether we're doing a

good job is to go to war and see if we win
or lose, and wars don't come along that

often. That’s a hell of a handicap to work
under.

—Admiral William Crowe, commander-
in-chief Pacific, 1984; now chairman of
the joint Chiefs of Staff

The presence of American forces strewn

across the Pacific and Indian Oceans signals

a U.S. appetite for military intervention.

Partly sustained by bureacratic rivalry be-

tween the Navy and Army, the build-up has

left hardly a Pacific beach untouched. “We
have plenty of forces,” assened former

Marine Major General Bernard Trainor in

1984, “for force projection into the Third

World."

But Pacific allies and even some Amcn-
can military analysts recognize that the

United States has spread itself thin. Ameri-

can forces are embroiled in Korea, where a

w.ir is waiting to happen. In the next de-

cade, other likely Pacific hot spots include

the Philippines, Pakistan, the Middle East,

and East and Southern Africa. Even with

the recent build-up, the United States sim-

ply does not have the resources to field

sufficient troops for multiple, simultaneous

interventions.

The problem of acute overextension has

plagued the United States in the Pacific dur-

ing the whole post-WOrld-War-Il period.

With one loss in China, one draw in Korea

and one defeat in Vietnam on the U.S.

scoreboard, Pacific allies and the American

military have discovered that simply round-

ing up an international posse will not nec-

essarily defeat its enemies.

To make up for the shortfall in Ameri-

can forces, the Cold Warriors lean heavily

on allies and most of all, brandish the nu-

clear threat. With this strategy firmly in

place, it is unlikely that a changeover to a

Democratic administration will prompt a

different direction.

The Marines’ Trainor explained in 1984

what the end result of this strategy may be:

“Given what’s happening with the Soviets

in their force projection, we probably at

some point in our lifetime will clash with

them.

“Now there are enormous dangers in-

volved with that," he added. “Both sides

know the dangers of escalation. It will

probably be an unintended clash, and when

it happens, there will be a rush on the part

of both sides and the rest of the world that

is so nervous about the two elephants

bumping and getting stamped."

Trapped between the two elephants. Pa-

cific nations are nervous indeed, since, as

an old Malaysian proverb says, “When the

elephants fight, the grass is trampled.”

Charting a New Pacific

The United States and the Soviet Union do

not dance on an empty stage in the Pacific

theater. The peoples and nations of the re-

gion arc deeply entangled in superpower

strategy, hosting forward-deployed military

forces and receiving visiting warships.

Nuclear threats and entrenched colo-

nialism have sparked a broad-based re-

gional movement committed to demilitari-

zation and independence. Loosely
coordinated through periodic conferences,

the Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific

Movement (NFIP) encompasses a host of

local, national and regional initiatives. The
anti-bases campaign in the Philippines [see

I
atticle, page 18], a growing anti-nuclear

|,
movement in Korea, Palau’s fight for its

nuclear-free constitution [sec anicle, page

22], the Kanak independence struggle in

New Caledonia, New Zealand’s stand

against nuclear warships and the region-

wide Pacific Campaign to Disarm the Seas

are only the most visible.

The NFIP envisions a non-aligned and

non-nuclear Pacific based on strong re-

gional institutions. The most promising

path to reducing the risk of nuclear war,

while preserving regional peace, indepen-

dence and security, is collective action by

Pacific nations, especially American allies.

Acting in concert. Pacific nations can re-

duce the nuclear threat in the Pacific by

pressuring the superpowers to separate and

disengage their nuclear forces. Since con-

ventional and nuclear forces are deeply in-

tegrated, disengagement means withdraw-

ing all offensive superpower forces from

the region.

To achieve this objective. Pacific nations

will have to enhance their role in the re-

gion’s political and military affairs. Soviet

or American nuclear allies can apply pres-

sure on the superpowers to disengage by

posting “Not Welcome" signs for all nu-

clear forces and creating nuclear-free and

non-intervention zones.

Popular movements and some Pacific

states already have taken important steps in

this direction. Some states have closed their

ports to nuclear warships and established

national and local nuclear-free zones. Oth-

ers have proposed zones of neutrality in

Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean and a

nuclear-free zone in the South Pacific. The
creation of a nuclear-free zone is most ur-

gent in Korea and the Northwest Pacific,

where American and Soviet nuclear forces

directly confront each other.

Changes in U.S. Pacific policy would re-

inforce regional initiatives. Willingness to

talk with the Soviets— to accept
Gorbachev’s recent proposal for a regional

disarmament conference, for example, or

to undertake Pacific arms control negotia-

tions—would help loosen the diplomatic

deadlock. With no arms control agree-

ments or negotiations, the Pacific is cur-

rently a “nuclear frontier.” Signing the

South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty

would also signal U.S. sensitivity to regional

concerns.

The alternatives are starkly defined. One
is a Pacific with heightened tension and

risk, possibly culminating in scorched, radi-

ating islands and poisoned waters. The
other is a new Pacific forged by people

reaching across the ocean, from Manila to

Suva, from Seoul to San Francisco, to form

a regional community free from the threat

of nuclear war.
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Military Spending

In comparing the military efforts of North and South Korea,
perhaps the greatest anomaly is that in the period of alleged
"unrestrained, unrelenting growth” by the North, the South has
spent significantly more money on its military forces. This may be
one of the best kept secrets in Washington.
Most analysts agree that North Korea began a significant military

buildup in 1969-1970. Prior to that, the North had relied on a strategy

of extensive infiltration, hoping to incite the southern population
to revolt against the Park government. What does an examination
of the data since'1970 show? According to the U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), from 1970 to 1983 North Korea
spent $24.4 billion on the military, compared to $30.5 billion for
South Korea." In other words, in the period of military growth by
North Korea which so concerns the U.S. and South Korean govern-
ments, the South has outspent the North by twenty-five percent.
South Korea passed the North in spending in 1975 and has outspent
it every year since.

ACDA’s figures show that North Korea's defense budget increased
more than six-fold from 1970 to 1983 ($576 million to $3.6 billion),

but South Korea’s increased nearly ten-fold ($491 million to $4.7
billion). In fact, it is ROK military spending that has been growing
in a "steady, unrelenting” fashion. North Korea invested heavily
in the military in the first half of the 1970s, but since then spending
has been erratic: in real terms (adjusted for inflation), it decreased
in 1975, rose in 1976, decreased in 1977, 1978. and 1979, rose in

1980, decreased in 1981, rose in 1982, and decreased in 1983. The
variations in spending in real terms from 1980 to 1983 have been
very slight; the DPRK budget has essentially held steady." North
Korea actually spent more on the military in 1972 than in 1979 in

real terms.”

The last two editions of the ACDA publication on military spend-
ing contain an iimisiial, and confusing, dcvclopincnl The 1983
report, which included data for the years 1971-1980, listed North
Korean expenditures in 1980 at $1.3 billion." However, the last two
editions revised the 1980 figure to an estimated $3 billion, with in-

creases to $3.5 billion in 1982 and $3.6 billion in 1983.” Strangely,

these astronomical jumps are not specifically mentioned in other
government sources, in the congressional testimony of Defense and
State Department witnesses, or in authoritative non-governmental
sources. The following chart compares recent estimates of North
Korean military spending:

Reprinted with the
permission of University
Press of America and AFSC.

ACDA (83) ACDA (85) IISS SIPRI

1979 $1320 $1320 $1363 $1429
1980 $1300 $3000 est. $1337 $1533
1981 — $3240 est. $1601 $1677
1982 — $3500 est. $1755 $1807
1983 — $3600 est. $1916 $1968
1984 — — $4086 $2129
1985 — — $4196 $2213 est.

Note: All figures are millions of dollars (not adjusted for inflation);
ACDA—U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament ’Agency, World
Mililary Expenditures andArms Transfers-, IISS—International In-
stitute for Strategic Studies. The Military Balance 1984-85 and
1985-86; SIPRl—Stockholm International Peace Research Institute,
SIPRI Yearbook 1986.

Even with its revised estimates of very high North Korean military
spending, ACDA shows that South Korea outspent the North in 1983
by thirty-one percent ($4.7 billion vs. $3.6 billion).” The London-
based IISS puts South Korean military spending in 1983 at more than
two and one-quarter times that of the North ($4.4 billion vs. $1.9
billion).”

ACDA has not released figures for military spending after 1983.
but other U.S. government documents have pegged the ROK military

budget in 1984 at $4.5 billion,” and in 1985 at $4.8 billion.” No
U.S. government figures are available for North Korea, but SIPRI
estimates North Korean military spending at $2. 1 billion in 1984 and
$2.2 billion in 1985,” while the IISS records a big jump to $4.1 billion

and $4.2 billion, respectively.”

•The GNP Smokescreen

When addressing the issue of the "threat” from the North, the

first thing most U.S. government officials will state is that the North
spends over twenty percent of its GNP on the military, while the
South spends only six percent. It is rarely mentioned that the ROK's
gro.s.s national product is well over four limes that of the
DPKK—$90.1 billion vs. $23 billion in 1983—and that, therefore,

,the South is spending more.”
The percent of GNP spent on the military is one of the most useless

and meaningless measures for comparing military forces. A large

percent of GNP spent on the military does indicate a highly milita-

rized country that places a high priority on the military and carries

a heavy military burden. But it indicates very little about the military

capability of a nation. Obviously, the total amount spent is a much
more relevant gauge. What counts is how much money is spent and
how well it is spent.



For many years, U.S. government officials have repeatedly

asserted that the DPRK spends twenty percent or more of its GNP
on the military, with some citing figures as high as twenty-four to

twenty-six percent.” Yet the ACDA publications reveal a different

story. The North Korean percentage hovered around twenty percent

in the early part of the 1970s, but averaged eleven percent in the

five-year period 1975-1979, declining each year from 1976 to 1979,

and hilling a low of 9.2 percent in 1979. ACDA’s original estimate

for 1980 of 8.2 percent was revised to 19.4 percent. The percent has

fallen each year since then to 16.7 percent in 1983.”

As is the case with overall military spending, authoritative non-

governmental sources call into question the high figures cited by the

U.S. government on North Korea’s percentage of the GNP spent

on the military. The IISS estimates the North Korean percentage in

1983 at 9.6, the South Korean at 5.7.” For 1984 it estimates 10.2

percent for the DPRK and 5.4 percent for the ROK.” SIPRI's latest

estimates arc 12.3 percent for North Korea in 1983 and 5.1 percent

,for South Korea in 1984.”

ACDA shows the South Korean percentage of GNP growing

steadily from 3.8 percent in 1973 to 6.2 percent in 1981, then falling

to 5.8 percent in 1983.” That compares to 6.6 percent for the United

States, 5.8 percent for all developing nations, 3.9 percent for Euro-

pean NATO, and 3,5 percent for all of Asia.”

U.S. officials have recently started claiming that North Korea

spends a larger percent of its GNP on the military than any other

country in the world," but other sources list at least ten that spend

more, including U.S. allies Israel, Saudi Arabia and Oman.

There arc other measurements of the military burden on a nation

besides percent of GNP. Two of the most common are percentage

of central government expenditures (CGE) spent on the military and

per capita military spending. According to ACDA, during the past

ten years (1974-1983) South Korea spent an average of twenty-nine

percent of its COE on the military compared to twenty- three per-

cent for North Korea. The revised ACDA estimates show the DPRK
at 29.7 percent in 1982 and the ROK at 27.9 percent in 1983.*’ The

CIA estimates that South Korea will spend 31.2 percent of its cen-

tral government budget on the military in 1986."

Although South Korea’s population is more than twice that of

North Korea, it began to catch up to North Korea in yearly per capita

military spending in the late 1970s. The IISS data shows the South

exceeding the North for the first time in 1978, with the gap growing

to SI 10 versus SlOO in 1983.*’ ACDA's revised estimates show the

Northern expenditure significantly larger ($179 vs. $109 in 1983)."

•Who’s Fooling Whom?
It is obvious that while North Korea invested more in its military

in the first half of the 1970s, the South has outspent it by an even

greater margin in the latter half of that decade and in the 1980s.

The important question then becomes why U.S. and Korean officials

continue to speak of the growing threat from the North and the in-

creasing gap in North/South military capabilities. There are several

possible answers, none very pleasing to contemplate. Perhaps the

North spends its money more wisely, getting "more bang for the

buck.’’ Perhaps the North’s military industries are more efficient.

Perhaps the South’s procurement strategy of fewer but more modern
(and expensive) weapons systems is incorrect. Perhaps the larger por-

tion of the South’s military budget spent on personnel and other non-

hardware costs is not leading to better trained, more effective soldiers

and a superior military establishment.

More likely, there is no increasing gap in North/South military

capabilities. Talk of such a gap may be nothing more than a tactic

used by U.S. officials to justify the continued extensive military in-

volvement of the United Stales on the peninsula, the presence of forty

thousand U.S. soldiers, and rising military aid requests for South

Korea. The United States does not want to upset the status quo on
the peninsula. It wants to make sure that its troops remain there as

part of its forward deployment strategy. It wants to make sure that

the friendly government in Seoul remains in power. A good way to

insure that is to convince Congress and the U.S. public of the threat

from the North.

Force Comparisons

It has been demonstrated that South Korea spends more on its

military than North Korea and has for many years. South Korea has

a superior domestic military production capability and it imports

more weapons. As we now turn to a comparison of the military forces

of North and South Korea, it will be seen that the DPRK does in-

deed have very large, very capable armed forces. North Korea s

military strength proportionate to its size and population is match-

ed by few countries in the world. Israel and Taiwan may be the only

other candi dates for that distinction. The size and strength of North

Korea’s forces cannot be denied. Often passed over in the United

States, however, are the advantages that South Korea possesses

—

advantages which make it highly unlikely that North Korea could

successfully attack the South, or have sufficient confidence even to

make the attempt. South Korean forces today, particularly if U.S.

air and naval reinforcements are added in, are strong enough to deter

and if necessary defeat a North Korean invasion force. As the In-

ternational Institute for Strategic Studies put it in the 1985-86 edi-

tion of The Military Balance, "The opposing forces on (he Korean

peninsula are roughly equivalent. Neither is capable of a successful

major offensive against the other without significant foreign

assistance.’”®

Manpower

North Korea’s regular armed forces now number 838,000, com-

pared to 598,000 for South Korea—an advantage of 240,000 peo-

ple, or forty percent.” The South’s regular armed forces out-

numbered the North’s until 1978, but DPRK troops have expanded

considerably since then while ROK troops number about the same.”

The North’s numerical superiority is mostly in ground forces,

where it has an advantage of 750,000 to 520,000. The North also

has an advantage in air forces of 53,000 to 33,000. The North has
35,000 naval forces, while the South has 23,000 navy men and 22,000
marines.”

There is a strange inconsistency in U.S. government figures on
North Korean troop levels and military spending. They show North
Korea’s manpower holding steady during the first half of the 1 970s
when DPRK military spending was rapidly rising, then show man-
power greatly expanding in the late 1970s when DPRK military spen-
ding was falling. In fact, ACDA’s data shows North Korean man-
power rising by only seventy thousand during the six-year period

from 1971 to 1977, then jumping by 112,000 from 1977 to 1978.”
In wartime, North Korea’s advantage in regular armed forces may

be offset by South Korea’s edge in reserves and para-military forces.

The South has a very large advantage in all services in well-trained,

first-line reserve forces. The ROK’s reserves are estimated between
1.24 and 1.5 million; the DPRK’s between 270,000 and 540,000.”

The South’s ground force reserves number 1.1 to 1.4miIlion, the

North’s 230,000 to 500,000. The South’s naval and marine reserves

number about 85,000, the North’s forty thousand. The South has

about 55.000 air force reserves; the North has none.”
Besides well-trained reserves, both nations have enormous numbers

of para-military forces—people who have received some military

training, but are not integrated into the regular military establish-

ment. South Korea has about 7.4 million para-military forces: a 3.5

million Civilian Defense Corps, a 3.3 million Homeland Reserve

Forces, and a 600,000 Student National Defense Corps.*’

Estimates of North Korean para-military forces vary widely.

Analysts agree that there is a 38,000-man security force, but numbers
on the Workers, Farmers and Youth Red Guard vary from 1.76

million to 3.7 million.*'

In a long war, South Korea's larger population (43.3 million vs.

20.5 million) would prove a big advantage. South Korea presently

has 8. 1 million males fit for military service compared to 2.9 million

for the North. More over, the South has a total of 464,000 males
reaching age for military service each year, compared to 260,000 for

the North.”
With people as with weapons, it is not just raw numbers that count.

It is generally accepted that South Korea’s forces are better trained

than their northern counterparts. ROK leadership and experience

are other important pluses. North Korean forces have not fought
in over three decades, while South Korean troops had extensive com-
bat experience fighting alongside U.S. forces in Vietnam.-24 -
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6South Korean
Students Held
on Political Charges

By SUSAN CHIRA
Spcciat to The New York Times

SEOUL. South Korea. Aug. 25 — Six
students, including one of the most
prominent student leaders in the coun-
try. were taken into custody today in

the most politically significant,arrests
since the Government announced
sweeping democratic initiatives two
months ago.

The police arrested Woo Sang Ho. the

24-year-old chairman of the student

council of Yonsei University, on

charges of violating South Korea’s law
on assembly and demonstrations. The
police said he would also be charged
with the serious crime of slandering
the state for making “undesirable
statements,” including one to The New
York Times in which Mr. Woo com-
pared South Korea’s Government to

that of Nazi Germany.

See page 62 for Woo's 8/2/87
interview

REPRESSION IN THE NAME
OF NATIONAL SECURITY

THE NEW YORK TIMES.

SOUTH KOREA ACTS

TO ARREST CRITIC

By SUSAN CHIRA
Sl^lal 10 nic N*w York Timet

TOKYO, Oci. 16 — The South Korean
Government moved to arrest an oppo-

sition lawmaker tonight, in a step that

could dampen chances of a compro-
mise on the crucial issue of constitu-

tional revision.

According to reports reaching

Tokyo, South Korea’s legislature voted

late tonight to allow the Government to

arrest an’pppositlon lawmaker for re-

marks tl^ai the Government contends

violated ' its strict national security

laws.

The vote came after hours of tumult
in the National Assembly. An esti-

nnated f.OOO policemen entered the

legislature's building this evening and
btirred opposition party members
fr om en^gring the hall where the vote
v/as taken. They acted at the request of

the Speaker of the Assembly, who had
called them in after opposition party
members physically blocked him from
•entering Ilje hall and presiding over the

vole,

October 17, 1986

Conflict Over a Speech

At ihis'time of increasing tensions,

tifie case 'of the opposition lawmaker,

^'oo Sung" Hwan, takes on added impor-

tance. The Government-controlled

press has quoted Mr. Yoo as saying

during a ’parliamentary session: "The

piolicy ofThis nation should be unifica-

tion rathef than anii-Comrounism."

His corrlments^ provoked boos and

caicalls-ffom the ruling party, and the

Nationar'Assembly session was sus-

[•ended for the day. The Government

.aler announced It Intended to prose-

•ute Mr. '.Yoo under the national se-

;urity laW/ which carries a maximum
i,“ven-year jail term. The Government

i,3 id that Mr. Yoo’s remarks were simi-

air to the stance taken by radical siu-

lunts ari^Ahat they echoed North Ko-

•can propaganda.
Mr. Yoo"was placed under house ar-

rrsi on Wednesday and the police re-

quested a warrant for his arrest. But,

because Mr. Yoo is an elected member]

of the legislature, a Judge ruled that the

Government needed legislative per-

mission to revoke his parliamentary

immunity in order to arrest him. The
prosecution is maintaining, however,

that Mr. Yoo’s remarks are not pro-

tected by parliamentary privilege be-

cause he distributed copies of his

speech to reporters,

Excerpts

VE DECLARE ONCE AGAIN!
(abridged translation!

June 2. 1986

5. We protest against the black-and-white
rhetoric that makes accusations against
those who oppose foreign powers In Korea: It
Is hardly just to call such people anti-
state or pro-communist subversives for they
aim. on the one hand, at protecting us
against attempts to perpetuate the division
of the Korean peninsula in collaboration
With foreign interests, against strategies
that cynically maintain a conservative re-
gime as a bulwark against communism in
Northeast Asia, and against the threat to
our nation’s future and our people's sur-
vival in the form of nuclear weapons de-
ployed on Korean soil, on the other hand,
they express the Just protest against unjust
intervention by foreign powers which damages
our national dignity, as in the Kwangju
Incident, in this respect, we highly value
the motivations of this protest movement.

THE CAMPUS SITUATION

16.

The student movements today do not nec-
essarily result from a transitional period
in the economic take-off (with U$2.000 per
capita Income) or originate from a grave
misunderstanding of modern Korean history,
as asserted by the ruling party leader. They
represent the massive explosion of internal
and external contradictions accumulated in
our living situation since the liberation of
Korea. In addition, they contain a severe

(Signed by 265 professors
from 23 universities)

critique of our university education which
is compelled to produce Intellectual techno-
crats of a coloniallstic mentality In ser-
vice to our nation as a mere bulwark of the
antl-coramunlstic world power front.

17. The harder the political oppression, the
more furious the protest movements of stu-
dents. Instead of one-sideiy blaming the
student movements as dangerously radical,
the freedom of critique in our society
should be allowed by loosening the prohibi-
tions in dealing with political Ideologies.
Therefore, we do not accept the political,
tactical measures which excessively blame
radical actions of our students without
analyzing in depth the reasons for their
radicalism. We believe that. In reality, the
renewal of our society is the best remedy
for the radicalism.

18. Likewise, we believe that the best meas-
ure for fighting leftist ideologies is to be
given the freedom to make their basic ideas
and realities known as they are. The freedom
of study and discussion of the leftist ide-
ologies. which until now has been the monop-
oly of governmental authorities and their
own institutions, should also be allowed on
the university campuses. We do not agree
with the assertions that such an academic
move itself may result in anti-state subver-
sives at the cost of national security

- 25 -
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REPRESSION IN THE NAME
OF NATIONAL SECURITY

Korean Dissident

Wins U.S. Rights Award
Fmao. OaonKR 2, 1987

(!n)C tOosliinjton |)ost

By Fred Hiatt
Wuhingion Pint foreign Service

SEOUL, Oct. 1—A prominent South Ko-
fean dissident, jailed for the past two years,
today received the Robert F. Kennedy hu-
man rights award, underscoring the impris-
onment of scores of political activists as the
country proceeds toward its first free pres-
idential election in 16 years.

Kim Keun Tae, 40, and his wife, In Jae
Keun, won the award for their "long com-
mitment to the quest for human rights and
their unfaltering determination to defend
their fellow citizens who have been tor-

tured. jailed and often killed for speaking
out," according to Lee Fentress, chairman
of the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial. Fren-
tress spoke in Washington.

According to credible reports, Kim has
been beaten and tortured repeatedly.

Opposition politicians have demanded the
release of Kim and more than 100 others
whom they describe as political prisoners.

Arrests for what the government consid-
ers to be improper thoughts are continuing
even as the country moves toward democ-
racy. A 22-year-old university student here
was arrested 10 days ago for possessing an
18-page booklet praising North Korea.
But President Chun Doo Hwan and his

deputies, who freed hundreds of prisoners
in early July as part of a promised democ-
ratization, have said that remaining prison-
ers, including Kim, are dangerous leftists
who should not be released.

Their firmness reflects a conviction that,

with a hostile and heavily armed North Ko-
rea only 30 miles from Seoul, leftist thought
and speech can be as dangerous as espio-

nage or revolutionary acts.

"In a democratic society, of course, a va-

riety of voices is natural,” the English-lan-

guage Korea Herald editorialized two
weeks ago, reflecting the government view.

"Yet, we must discern which ones are in-

tolerable as they threaten our survival ....
We must protect the innocent from falling

prey to agitators whose goal is to under-
mine our liberal democracy.”

The police announced last month that

they had placed about 8,000 members of 24
student and dissident groups under special

watch, suspecting them of planning a "pop-

ular uprising” timed with the election. Some
of those under surveillance already have
been arrested.

Kim Keun Tae was arrested in 1985 for

organizing and attending meetings "feared

to cause common unrest.”

He also was charged with saying things

that resembled North Korean propaganda,
which is a crime in South Korea.

Kim was a Seoul National University stu-

dent leader in the early 1970s and then
spent most of that decade in hiding, working
and organizing in factories.

In 1983 he founded the National Youth
Alliance for Democracy, dedicated to de-

mocratization, reunification of Korea and a

fairer distribution of wealth. He was ar-

rested Sept. 4, 1986, and held incommuni-
cado in the police station for two weeks.

As he was being transferred to another
jail, he encountered his wife by chance and
told her he had been tortured.

Despite repeated requests, the prosecu-
tors and courts refused to allow a medical
examination to test Kim’s claims.

At one point, guards confiscated a scab
he had saved as proof. Kim said in court
that he was tortured repeatedly with elec-

tric .shocks and beatings.

“The police forced me to surrender,” he
said at his trial in December. "They said
they were going to break me, and that is ex-
actly what they did.

"By Sept. 20, 1 was covered all over with
wounds and couldn’t stand any more,” he
continued. “At last, on Sept. 25,

1 gave in to
them. In groups, they beat me up and asked
me to beg for my life by crawling on the
floor naked. I did what I was told.”

South Korean officials have said they do
not engage in torture except in a few cases
of police wrongdoing. But numerous reports
have surfaced, including that of a student
who died in police custody early this year.
The most recent example involves a Ko-

rean resident of Japan, Shim Han Sik, whdse
conviction for violating the National Secu-
rity Act was upheld by the South Korean
Supreme Court yesterday.

The court suspended his sentence, how-
ever, and found him not guilty of espionage
after ruling that his confession had been co-
erced.

KOREA HERALD

Prosecution may summon MAY 10,

Kim Y.S. for disputed remarks"
After current Assembly ends May 13
The prosecution is carefully coosiderinB
mmnnino Vim -

^

summoning Kim Young-sam, president of
the opposition Reunification Democratic
Party (RDP), to question him' over con-
troversial remarks contained in his inau-
gural speech and the party’s platform.A prosecution source said Saturday that
the need to question the opposition leader
is increasing as three organizations andwo persons have lodged complaints with
the prosecution regarding remarks hemade not only in his inaugural speech on

^
I

* * previous speeches.

.„k
procedure requires that thosewho filed the complaints be summoned to

he prosecution before Kim is called to
tesufy, the source said.

The source said a summons will be sent
to Kim, if necessary, probably after the
current extraordinary National Assembly
session ends on May 13.

In his speech, the leader of the nation’s
largest opposition party compared a pres-
idential election under the current Con-
stitution to ^north JCoreap elections and
the 1988 Seoul Olympics to the 1936 Ber-
lin Olympics under the Nazis.

The party platform stipulates that uni-
fication should. be. the supreme national
goal, which conficu with the government
assertion that safeguarding the liberal
democratic system must be the paramount
national task.
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Colleges asked to deny
research fund to signers

of political statements
Ministry of Education has recently in-

strveted colleges and universities to deny
research fund to the professors who signed
coaf^oversial statements this year on
tOBchy state issues, it was learned
SalBrday. 6/29/86
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PART III - SIGNS OF HOPE

Discussion
Questions

1. In 1972 the ROK and the DPRK signed a joint communique. There

was little progress on unification for over a decade after 1972.

What are the three main points? How relevant are these points

today?

2. Like other visitors to the D.P.R.K., the September/October

1984 American Friends Service Committee peace delegation was im-

pressed with the accomplishments of the north Koreans since the

Korean War and their desire for peace. What are some of their

accomplishments and values? (pp. 30-33) The giving and receiving

of relief supplies for the flood victims in Seoul (p.33) created

an atmosphere which led to talks on trade and family reunions.

In order to continue the talks in an atmosphere of peace, north

Korea asked that the U.S./ROK military exercises Team Spirit be

postponed. Team Spirit continued and the talks broke off. What

kind of attitude is necessary to have progress in peace talks?

What does former Ambassador William Gleysteen say about Team

Spirit in his article "Korea: Asian Paradox"? (p.67)

3. In 1985 a limited number of south Korean and north Korean

separated family members were able to cross the DMZ. (pp. 12

and 34) After a brief reunion they had to part not knowing if

they would ever see one another again. Some people have suggested

that reunification will have to be postponed until those who fought

against each other are dead. How important are family connections

in helping to promote reconciliation? How much longer will these

ties exist?

4. Though the U.S. government has labeled north Korea one of the

most closed societies in the world, north Korea has allowed over

a thousand Korean Americans to visit north Korea to see their

families. They have allowed selected U.S. scholars, journalists,

government officials and church and peace groups to visit the

DPRK. Requests for U.S. visas for north Koreans have been denied

with the exception of three scholars in 1985. What could the U.S.

do to show good will?

5. For decades south Korean Christians believed the church in

north Korea had been wiped out. What have we learned about

Christians in north Korea from the World Council of Churches
delegation and the two NCCC-USA delegations that visited north

Korea? (pp. 35-42)

6. In 1986 Christians from north and south were able to meet in

Glion, Switzerland. After years of mistrust, how did this break-
through come about? What hope is shared by Christians north and
south? (pp. 43-45}

7. Both north and south governments make proposals, (pp. 46-47)
Both sides make a practice of declaring the other side insincere.
What will be necessary to have any progress?

8. China has significant unofficial trade with south Korea, (p.48)
and is interested in promoting a better relationship between north
Korea and the U.S. What prevents the U.S. from trading with north
Korea? Is the friendly relationship between China and the U.S. an
improvement over our past relationship of enmity? How? Does this
give us any hope for a new relationship with north Korea?
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THE NORTH-SOUTH PEACE AGREEMENT
OF JULY 4th, 1972

The three main points of the Communique read as follows;

The two sides have agreed to the following three principles for

unification of the fatherland;

First, unification shall be achieved through independent Korean

efforts without being subject to external imposition or interference.

Second, unification shall be achieved through peaceful means, and not

through the use of force against each other.

Third, as a homogeneous people, a great national unity shall be sought

above all, transcending differences in ideas, ideologies, and systems.

The Communique further agreed upon these points and ended as follows:

1 . In order to ease tensions and foster an atmosphere of mutual trust

bewtween the south and the north, the two sides have agreed not

to slander or defame each other, not to undertake armed provoca-

tions, whether on a large or small scale, and to take positive

measures to prevent inadvertent military incidents.

2. The two sides, in order to restore severed national ties, to promote

mutual understanding, and to expedite independent peaceful unifi-

cation, have agreed to carry out various exchanges in many fields.

3. The two sides have agreed to cooperate positively with each other

to seek an early success of the South-North Red Cross talks, which

are underway, with the fervent expectations of the entire people.

4. The two sides, in order to prevent the outbreak of unexpected

military incidents and to deal directly, promptly and accurately

with problems arising between the south and north, have agreed to

install direct telephone lines between Seoul and P'ydngyang.

5. The two sides, in order to implement the aforementioned agreed

items, solve various problems existing between the south and

north, and to settle the unification problem on the basis of the

agreed principles for unification of the Fatherland, have agreed to

establish and operate a South-North Coordinating Committee co-

chaired by Director Fu Rak Lee and Director Young Joo Kim.

6. The two sides, firmly convinced that the aforementioned agreed

items correspond with the common aspirations of the entire people,

who are anxious to see an early unification of the Fatherland,

hereby solemnly pledge before the entire Korean people that

they will faithfully carry out these agreed items.

This Communique signed by;

Lee Fu-rak

Director, South Korean Central Intelligence Agency,

Kim Young-joo.

Director. North Korean Organization and Guidance

Department of the Workers Party

July 4, 1972‘^
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One country

about which

Rmericansknow
little is North Korea.

Here is a
glimpse of that

country, based on

a recent visit.

Reprinted from
NEW WORLD OUTLOOK
February 1985

rom my earl iest days as a Method-

ist missionary in South Korea I

became aware of the pain of families

separated by the artificial division of

their country, and 1 heard the prayers

for “tong il", unification. But many
Christians had fled to the South, fearing

that they would lose their freedom to

worship in the communist North. They

had great concern about what reunifi-

cation might mean for their rapidly

growing churches.

During the fifteen years I lived in

South Korea I watched the dramatic

industrialization along with the mili-

tarization of the country. We were
constantly reminded of the miseries of

the life in North Korea as well as the

great threat of another invasion. We
had no realistic idea of what life in

North Korea was like, for there was no
communication at all—not a visit or

even a letter. People in the South do
not even know if their family members
in the North are still alive.

How excited I was to have the rare

opportunity to visit North Korea for

two weeks as a member of the

American Friends Service Committee

1984 peace delegation. I brought

many questions to this trip—so many
questions that my guide frequently told

me that if I didn't stop asking questions

we wouldn't get home until midnight.

As our plane prepared to land in

North Korea we viewed the beautiful

rice fields ready to han/est, the exten-

sive irrigation system and the orderly

farms we would later have an opportu-
nity to visit. At the Pyongyang airport

there was a band and hundreds of

people waving flowers to welcome a
delegation of the Japanese Socialist

Party also travelling on our plane. We
noticed the large picture of Kim II Sung
over the airport and the slogan, "Long
live the Great Leader Comrade Kim II

Sung". We would find these pictures

in every room and similar slogans on
just about every building.

After ten years of disuse, my Korean
language was rusty, but I was quite

relieved to find that the Korean spoken
in Pyongyang was like the standard

Korean I learned in Seoul. Onechange
I noticed was the absence of low talk,

traditionally used by a superior to a

person in a lower position. 1 also

noticed there was very little bowing. A
child about to perform gives a salute-

like wave of the arm instead of the

traditional bow. I was constantly

impressed with the oneness of the

Korean people—one history and the

same customs, food and clothes.

During our stay in Pyongyang we
stayed at the Potonggang Hotel for

foreigners where we had comfortable
rooms and ate delicious Korean food

in a large dining room. Among the

other guests were a Russian dance
troupe, the president of the Korea-
Austria Friendship Association and a

Swedish man who had come with the

United Nations Development Pro-

gram. The hotel was located on the

banks of the Polong River. We were
told that before liberation this area was
the poorest in the city because of the

flooding which took place every year.

Now it had been transformed into a

lovely manmade river where people

were fishing and boating.

Having heard that previous delega-

tions had not been allowed to go out

without their guide, we asked if we
could take a walk. We were told that

since we had a visa we could go

anywhere we liked. Though a tight

schedule left little free time, we had

many short unaccompanied walks in

Pyongyang, Kaesong and Mt. Myo-
hyang and a long walk out into the

residential neighborhood when moth-

ers on their way home from work were
picking up their children.



(Top) Author Dorothy Ogle (third from
left) and members of the delegation

tour a children's palace; (center) Three
members of a Christian worship group
in an apartment; (bottom) school girls

on the streets of Pyongyang.

A Completely New City

Since Pyongyang was almost totally

destroyed by the Korean War, it is now
a completely new modern city with
wide streets, beautiful plazas with
many statues, huge monuments and
fountains, high-rise apartment build-

ings, shops and large department
stores, schools, huge modern public
buildings many with oriental style

roofs, stadiums, an ice-hockey rink

and even an amusement park with a

double loop roller coaster. During
working hours there were almost no
people on the streets or in the muse-
ums. Before and after work and on
Sundays the scene changed, but never
did we see many cars or even bicycles.

Most people walked, and those who
had to go further rode the electric

busses or subway. There was no
obvious military presence and few
police other than a few traffic police-

men. Kim II Sung says his policy is to

use persuasion rather than force.

Education Given Priority

The pen has been added to the

hammer and sickle as tools of the

revolution. First priority is given to

education, and the purpose of that

education is to mold the human being.
After the Korean War the first factory

was a pencil factory and schools were
the first buildings built.

Eleven years of compulsory educa-
tion include kindergarten, fouryearsof
elementary school and six years of
senior middle school. There is a plan

that in the future compulsory educa-
tion will include university or trade

school for everyone.

Children in North Korea are consid-

ered kings—the future of the nation. In

order to build a well-rounded person
every student should have a good
background in at least one musical
instrument, one sport, and one tech-

nical subject. In the schools and
"palaces" provided for these extra-

curricular activities we were im-
pressed by the superior equipment and
the skill and talents of the students. At a

farm kindergarten we were enter-

tained on the piano by a very talented

four-year-old daughter of a tractor

driver.

Throughout North Korea there is

free medical care for everyone, with



the basic health care unit at the school,

work place or neighborhood clinic.

Each person has his own doctor who
makes house calls when necessary. A
continuous health record is main-

tained throughout a person's life. If

surgery is needed or if there is a

complicated problem people are re-

ferred to a regular or specialty hospital.

Preventive health care is stressed,

including one-hundred-percent im-

munizations, good nutrition and good

dental care. This has resulted in a low

infant mortality rate and an increased

life span. The health plan includes

health complexes for bathing and

exercise, restaurants, amusement
parks, holiday homes and sports and

entertainment facilities.

The extended family is still very

strong, and old people are taken care

of by the family. There is almost no

divorce, and the guide at the Pyon-

gyang Maternity Hospital told us that

in twenty years he had never seen an

unwed mother.

in the city and the country new

housing is being constructed contin-

uously and provided for very small

rent. Those who have lived in old

housing the longest have first priority,

There is not as much variety of

consumer goods available as one

would find in South Korea, but there

appears to be plenty of all types of

necessities for all of the people.

A House Church Meeting

On Sunday we and our guides

visited a house church meeting in a

high-rise apartment building. The

worshipers included an elder who
lived in the apartment, the Rev. Mr. Ko
who heads the North Korean Christian

Federation, the Rev. Mr, Kim who
preached the sermon, two other men
and six women. After a brief greeting

we sat around the room on cushions,

passed out the New Testaments and
hymnbooks which had been pub-

lished in Pyongyang in 1983, and
began the formal worship service

which included prayers, hymns,
Scripture reading (Matthew 5: 14-16
and Philippians 2;15), and a sermon
on the text, "let us become the light of

the world."

After the worship there was a

fellowship time where we were served

drinks and cookies. Mr. Ko talked to us

about the situation of the Christian

Church in North Korea. He told us that

before the war there had been 1400

churches and 120,000 believers in

North Korea, but during the war all the

churches were destroyed by U.S.

bombs. Many Christians were killed

while praying in their churches. Then

because the United States threatened

to drop a nuclear bomb, many more

Christians fled to the South, and many

died on the way. After the war there

were so few Christians left that they

had no interest in rebuilding churches.

They were quite satisfied with meeting

in homes as they had started to do

during the war. Now they meet in

small groups throughout the country.

Most of the people are elderly and

there are only seventeen pastors.

I shared with the group a small

picture albdm of our family in South

Korea and I talked about the growing

church there. I brought up the South

Korean Christians' concern that if there

were reunification, they might lose

their freedom to worship. The people

laughed at this, and we wondered if

their laughter meant, "There is nothing

to worry about" or if it meant, "Yes,

we know why they are worried." Mr.

Ko assured us that freedom of worship

was built into their constitution. We
were told that Christians had held

government positions including the

Vice-President of the country who
died last year.

They gave each of us a New
Testament and a hymnbook, and 1

gave them a tape of the Inchon Elders

Choir.

Buddhism, though not practiced by

large numbers of people, appears to be

more acceptable as a part of historical

Korea. It was the state religion during

the Koryo Dynasty and is associated

with patriotism and fighting for free-

dom against the Japanese. Therefore

its temples are restored and preserved

by the government as national trea-

sures. In addition to the monks who
practice their religion at the temple,

the government pays researchers. The
monks meditate in the temples and
visit in homes. They are frequently

invited to funerals but don't have
weddings any more. There are about
three hundred monks who meet to-

gether periodically in Pyongyang, and
the Buddhist Federation has ex-

changes with Buddhists in South East

Asian countries.

People "Not Interested" in Religion

Frequently we were told that people
were not interested in religion because
they have everything they need. The
most dramatic illustration of this point

of view was made by an irrigation

specialist proudly showing us his

project. He said that in the past people
used to pray to the gods for rain, and
when no rain came the crops failed.

Now, thanks to the Beloved Leader
President Kim II Sung, they had built

this irrigation project and were always
assured of water for a good harvest.
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We could feel on both sides

the pain of the divided country.

It seems that Kim II Sung has taken

the place of religion for the North
Koreans. They give him thanks for

everything. Their songs and art praise

him. Everywhere there are slogans

honoring him; his picture is in every
room; each person wears a Kim II Sung
button. Murals picture him with his

arms around the children. It apppears
that they feel he is their wise and caring

father,

Everyone studies Juche, Kim II

Sung's philosophy which teaches in-

dependence in ideology and politics

and self-reliance in economics and
the military.

At a lecture on Juche, I asked if

religion was incompatible with Juche.

The answer was that both atheists and
believers were interested in Juche.

Religion is not incompatible with

Juche if it advocates independence,

opposes oppression and domination,
and if it demands equality, harmony,
cooperation and love between per-

sons and nations.

What Does the Trip Mean?

What does the experience of this trip

mean to me as an American Christian?

A truck driver in a convoy of relief

supplies from North to South Korea
cheered by people on the streets

of Pyongyang.

I am finding it difficult to report the

good things I saw in North Korea
because some persons in the U.S.

become quite upset. By the same
token, our hosts in North Korea, who
courteously listened to my difficult

questions and disagreements, were
silent when I made any comment
about the accomplishments of South
Koreans. It is quite disturbing to think

of "the enemy" doing anything good.
I do not think of North Korea as a

utopia. A two week guided tour cannot
allow me to see the problems of a

country in the same way that living in

South Korea for fifteen years brought

us into the middle of a human rights

struggle.

In North Korea we were told that

every person works eight hours a day
six days a week. The life of a farmer or

construction worker must be very

difficult, and we have no idea what
kinds of pressures are put on people or

what kinds of punishments they might
face if they disagree with the regimen-

ted program of work and study they are

expected to follow. There is much we
do not know, but there was much we
could see, and there are many things

we could feel,

The Pain of a Divided Country

Standing at Panmunjom looking at

the great division, we could feel for

both sides the pain of the divided

country. We could see the huge
concrete wall which has been built

across the peninsula on the South side

of the DMZ, and we heard the North

Koreans lament that the U.S. has built

a wall so that even the animals cannot
cross. We saw only American soldiers

on the South side of the DMZ, and we
felt strange as they set up their big

cameras to take our pictures. Since

there are no foreign troops in North

Korea we can see that they feel

threatened by the presence of 40,000
U.S. troops, nuclear weapons and
"Team Spirit Maneuvers".

South Koreans also feel threatened.

Both sides would be destroyed if there

were ever another war. I believe the

North Koreans claim that they do not

want reunification by force. Remem-
bering the destruction of the Korean

War they point out a building under

construction and say, "One bomb
would destroy that building."

Experiences of Hope

There were several experiences
which gave us hope. One of the

highlights of the trip was meeting a

Korean American pastor who was on
our plane to Pyongyang to be reunited

with a sister he had not seen for

thirty-five years. We shared his great

anticipation and his great anxiety over

an unexpected delay caused by two of

his five suitcases being missent to

Tokyo. At last toward the end of our

visit we were able to share his great joy

at his family reunion.

Another moving experience was
standing out in the streets of Pyon-

gyang watching the parade of trucks

loaded with relief supplies for the flood

victims of South Korea. In pouring rain

people lined the streets cheering and

waving flowers. Many were weeping

to think of having some contact with

their brothers and sisters in the South.

This would be the first time any goods
would cross the line since the war.

Relief supplies had been offered by

both sides in the past but had never

been accepted.

Recent history had taken North and
South Korea down very different paths,

and there are many obstacles to be
overcome if the dream of reunification

were to take place. But they have

much to gain from each other, and too

much to lose if they continue to put

their resources into fighting each
other. Negotiations will not be any
easier when the next generation can
no longer remember any ties.

What about the relationship be-

tween North Korea and the United

States? North Korea has opened its

doors to American scholars, church
delegations and Korean Americans

wishing to be reunited with their

families. Our State Department has

refused to give a visa to any North

Korean. We could at least start to open
the door for trade and exchanges

which would promote better and more
truthful understanding between North

Korea and the United States. What do
we have to lose?

Dorothy L. Ogle, a former missionary m
the Republic of Korea, now lives in the

Washington, D.C., area.
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north, bouth Koreans Embrace Kin for First Tune in Decades
By Young H. Lee

S»KUl IS TKc Wulu|IOS Pwl

SEOUL. Sepl. 21—An elderly
South Korean woman gazed m be-
wilderment at the North Korean
man in the dark suit seated before
her.

"Mother, it is me. your son," he
told her. She said nothing. "You re-
member this scar on my eye," he
continued, pointing to it. 'Tfou tried

so hard to cure it. Please touch it

and remember,"
For this divided Korean family

and 34 others, more than three dec-
ades of waiting and wondering
ended today. They were brought
together again in emotional re-
ufiions in Seoul and the North's cap-
ital, Pyongyang, in the first family
visits between North and South
since the Korean War.

Sponsored by the two sides' Red
Cross societies, the visits were the
most tangible and dramatic results
of p detente that has been unfolding
slowly for the past year on the mil-
itarily tense Korean peninsula.

About 10 million of Korea's 60
milLm people have immediate fam-
ily acre. J the Demilitarized Zone,
which separates the two intensely
hostile societies. Until today, the
isolation was all but total—no let-

ters. phone calls, visits or news of
any kind could be exchanged.

Fifteen families were reunited for
two hours in Seoul in a ballroom in

the Sheraton Walker Hill Hotel.
Seated at round tables, parents and
children, brothers and sisters
clasped hands and tried to catch up
on more than 30 years of family
events.

“It has been so painful. I have
missed you for so long," said Oh Sok
Hee, a North Korean mining min-
istry official, in a voice cracking
with emotion. With him sat his 76-

year-old father. Oh Chang Keun.
They had last seen one another dur-
ing the 1950-53 Korean War in the
town of Yongrn, 30 miles south of
Seoul.

"It’s so good to be alive to see
you," the elder Oh said. His son in-

quired about his mother and was
told that she was ill and unable to
come.

At another t.ible. a 61-year-old
Seoul woman. Lee Ki Suk, embraced
her brother. 58-year-old Pyongyang
factory manager Lee Young Jae, and
gave him the news that their mother
had died 17 years ago.

The visitors were part of a 151-
member North Korean delegation

that arrived in Seoul Friday while
151 South Koreans went to Pyon-
gyang. Both delegations will return
home on Monday.

Fifty of the North Korc.ms were
former residents of Seoul. South
Korean officials said that living rel-

atives of only 30 of them could be
located. Of those, 15 were reunited
today. The other 15 are expected to
see their families on Sunday.

This afternoon, the 50 members
of a North Korean folk art troupe
that was part of the deleg.ition gave
a 90-minute performance m Seoul's
national theater. An audience of
about 1.500, mostly officials and
other dignitaries, re.sponded with

polite applause to their renditions of
fan and sword dancing and songs.

In Pyongyang, a southern art

troupe performed, and 20 southern-
ers met with family members at the
city's Koryo Hotel today. A report
from the North's official news agen-
cy, monitored in Tokyo, said, 'The
place of reunion is overflowing with
warm, kindred sentiments."

One of the southerners is Daniel
TJi, a Catholic archbishop and prom-
inent human rights campaigner who
is a lormer Pyongyang resident.
There he met and embraced a sis-

ter and for the first time met her
hu.sband and two sons.

In the Seoul meetings, some ol

the North Koreans wore lapel but-
tons bearing the image of their
president, Kim II Sung, a standard
adornment in their society. But
generally the two sides steered
clear of overt politicking.

Discord was never far below the
surface, however. The two sides
argued in the morning over a place
for the meetings. The South called
for an initial public session, with
pnvate meetings m the visitors'

rooms to follow. The North wanted
them m closed rooms from the start
but relented.

In places, the reunion underlined
the political differences between
the two societies. In one incident

reported from Pyongyang, two
brothers met. The southerner
thanked Cod; the northerner
thanked Kim II Sung.

There is no guarantee that the
relatives will ever see each other
again or be able to communicate.
Red Cross negotiators have yet to

reach agreement for further visits

or for the reopening of mail and
telephone service.

More than 1 million troops face
each other across the Demilitarized
Zone. Despite this tension, the two
sides are conducting a dialogue that

encompasses humanitarian, eco-
nomic and sports cooperation, as
well as talks among legislators.

I
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FIRST OFFICIAL WCC VISIT

North Korean Christians

Reaching out to share

common Christian faith in

an ecumenical visit to a

house church in Pyongyang

As our Mercedes Benz limousine ap-
proached the entrance of an apartment
building overlooking the Taedong river, we
passed by a number of large mounds of
discarded cabbage leaves. Our escorts
showed some embarrassment, for this con-
trasted .sharply with the impeccably clean
streets of Pyongyang, proud capital of the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
(DPRK) as North Korea is officially calied.

"November is the season for making kim-
chi." explained our interpreter. We had
already become familiar with that boldly
spiced dish of fermented and preserved Ko-
rean celery cabbage — a national favourite

and one of the host of cultural staples

shared by the Korean people in both halves

of this tragically divided peninsula. "The
refuse will be transported to farms outside

the city to be used as feed for livestock," he
added, underlining as he had done several

limes before that North Korea is totally self-

sufficient in basic food products.

Our arrival at the modest entrance door

attracted some discreet attention. Private

automobiles do not exist in North Korea.
The young woman who operated the narrow
elevator averted her eyes from the in-

timidating collection of foreigners and local

officials who had intruded on her private

domain. She was sealed under a calendar
depicting favourite North Korean film stars,

reading a journal which she set down on a
tiny desk as she pressed the button for the
twelfth floor.

The interpreter glanced at his watch as

someone joked about the appropriateness of
the top floor location for a church. We were
excessively late for Sunday morning wor-
ship, which traditionally begins, as in so
many parts of the world, at 1 1 :00 a.m. We
had spent the morning at the headquarters
of the Korean Christian Federation, learn-

ing a great deal about the remnant of Chris-
tianity in a country almost totally cut off
from the outside world for nearly forty
years.

On the first official visit to North Korea
ever undertaken by the World Council of
Churches, we were forgiven for upsetting
carefully arranged schedules by asking in-

numerable questions, especially when we
had the rare opportunity to encounter fellow
Christians.

Before the Korean war, we were told,

there were some 120,000 Christians living

in what is now the DPRK. There were 1400
church buildings, as well as theological

institutes and Bible schools. In Pyongyang
alone, there were 20,000 Christians out of a

population of 400,000, worshipping in 70
churches.

The predominant denominations had
been the Presbyterian and the Methodist,
who were more firmly rooted in the North.
The Roman Catholic Church had been
stronger in the South, with only about

10,000 believers and 50 churches in the

North.

But this was before the brutal and fratn-

cidal war that left more than five million

families divided, without the means even to

know whether relatives on the other side are

alive or dead.

Today, neither churches nor denomina-
tions exist in the North. The total number of
Christians is difficult to estimate. Previous

visitors have reported being given the

number of 5000. We were told there could
be as many as 10,000. Perhaps only half

that number still practise their faith regu-
larly. Roman Catholics appear to have
dwindled to a mere SOO adherents.

What was the reason for this drastic re-

duction in the number of believers? The
incompatible answers given to this question
in the two parts of Korea illustrate the

extent to which histoncal memory itself has
taken a divided pathway.

The conviction strongly held in the South
is that North Korean Christianity was effec-

tively eliminated by 'Communist au-

thorities. Stories abound of atrocities,

purges and concentration camps. The trau-

ma of personal tragedy is still very present

for many among the older generation.

The reason consistently given in the

North is as follows; The systematic bom-
bardment of North Korean cities in Ameri-
can air raids during the Korean war
accounts for the fact that all church build-

ings were destroyed. Many Chnstians. be-

lieving that a Christian country like the US
would not bomb churches, perished when
they look refuge in these buildings. The
majority of Christians, however, fled to the

South. Along with many others, they feared
the atomic bomb which the US threatened
to use against the North.

The entrance of the flat we arrived in

seemed to swarm with people greeting us,

taking our coats and requiring us, according
to custom, to take off our shoes. As we
were ushered inside, however, the three-

bedroom apanment housing our host’s five-

member family proved quite spacious.

North Koreans pay no rent. All housing
comes equipped with modest but efficient

furniture, complete with refrigerator, stove

and television.

One bedroom had been emptied for the

Chnstians in North Korea see worship in their homes as a link with the experience of the early church
of New Testament times.

ONE WORLD April 1966
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purpose of worship, Dclicalcly cmbroi- iS

dercd pillows lined the wall and a coffee ^
lable served as aliar and pulpit, The only
decoration on the walls was the ever-pre-

sent portrait of President Kim II Sung,
echoing his image pinned to every chest.

Crosses were not in evidence.

Our entourage almost doubled the con-
gregation of four women and four men.
who had patiently awaited our arrival.

Officiating at a simple but moving service

was evangelist Yu Byong Choi.

Since fully trained and ordained pastors

arc in such short supply, some 200 evangel-
ists. deacons and presbyters serve the

roughly 500 fixed places of worship
throughout the country, 30 to 40 of them in

the Pyongyang area. In response to our
question regarding the number of pastors,

we had been told that only some ten pastors

ordained before the war are still alive. Since
1972 however, the Korean Christian Feder-

ation has trained some twenty new pastors

in three-year theological courses. Charac-
teristically. all such statistics were given in

round figures.

After an enthusiastically sung opening
hymn, a prayer led by a member of the
conBregation thanked Cod for the opportun-
ity of our visit and offered repentance for
not having done enough for national
reunification. Because of the World Coun-
cil of Churches' three member churches in

South Korea, our visit in some ways rep-
resented a tenuous, symbolic connection
with Christians in the South. An hour ear-
lier. wc had presented to Pastor Ko Gi Jun,
general secretary of the Central Committee
of the Korean Christian Federation, a gift of
six hymnbooks from the National Council
of Churches in Korea. In return, we had
been given copies of the Old and New
Testaments, newly published in North
Korea in 1983 and 1984. It was the first

exchange of gifts between Christian organi-
zations in South and North since the divi-
sion of the country.

After the service, which lasted about half
an hour, wc had the opportunity for infor-
mal conversations over a cup of tea. Infant
baptism, wc discovered, is no longer prac-
tised. Christian marriages are extremely
rare, since there arc few young Christian
couples requesting such a ceremony Wc
had of course noted the absence of children
or young people at our worship.

Holy communion, a concept our interpre-
ter found difficult to translate, is celebrated
on major festivals, once or twice a year
Because of the shortage of pastors, several
worship groups may join together on such
occasions.

Would they not wish to build a new

church to worship in? In fact, there was
once an offer by the Federation to build a
church in Pyongyang, It was the house
churches which turned it down. Believers,
they said, are spread so widely that they
would have to travel great distances to fill a
larger sanctuary.

But there is a deeper reason. Christians in
North Korea have been worshipping in the
privacy of homes for over thirty years. It

has become more than expediency. It has
become a way of Christian life and witness.
To forsake the intimacy of this experience
in favour of a showcase edifice would be to
forsake what links them to the early church
of New Testament times.

The need for (rusf

There are many skep ics who believe that
all talk of a living Christian presence in the
DPRK is a fiction promoted by a North
Korean government eager to establish trade
relations with Western governments. The
Korean Christian Fed' ration, they would
argue, is a front organization designed to
entice gullible Christians the world over
into supporting North Korean causes.

Such skepticism is actively promoted by
the South Korean government. During my
vi^sit to Seoul, where 1 reported the results
of our visit to the North to leaders of WCC
member ehurches. 1 ha-' the opportunity to
meet South Korea’s vice minister of Culture
and Information. He aticmpied to persuade
me of the danger of North Korea's decep-
tion tactics.

A year before our visit, the Commission
ot the Churches on International Affairs had
held a consultation in Tozanso. Japan on

"Peace and Justice in North-East Asia".
That consultation had wrestled a great deal
with the question of doubt regarding the
authenticity of Christian groups in North
Korea. In the end its report stressed the
necessity of trust, not in the power of hu-
man discernment, but in God as the
sovereign Lord of all history.

The report put it this way: "Given the
strong Roman Catholic and Protestant chur-
ches existing in Nonh Korea before 1945,
we believe that God has not abandoned
these churches nor left these people without
witness. In this confidence, we are deter-
mined to reach out to greet and share our
common faith with those from whom we
have been so long divided."

As our limousine crossed the Taedong
river, leaving the 12-storey apanment
building with its kimchi refuse behind, we
were filled with the warmth of an encounter
that was not without ambiguity.

But first steps arc never without ambigui-
ty. When building bridges, one runs the risk

of getting wet. The endeavour is neverthe-
less worthwhile.

Erich Weingartner

Canadian Lutheran Erich Weiiigdriner is execu-
tive secretary of the WCC.r Commission of the
Churches on Interniilional Affairs (CCIA). To-
gether with CCIA director Ninan Koshy, he
participated in the first official WCC visit to
North Korea in mid-November 1985. As guests
of the Korean Christian Federation and the
Committee for the Peaceful Reunification of the
Fatherland, they had the opportunity described
here to worship with a small congregation in a
"house church
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Going Back
Home

By Myong Gul Son (As told to Shelley Mixire)

with M ^ general secretary for Parish Ministries

JiuerLthod?"^ rh‘'‘^^®"'
Ministries of theUnited Methodist Church, served on a committee to draft a policy

the National Council of Churches of Chrlst-USA on the

his iirtri
assignment afforded Dr. Son a visit to

40 vea^r
April 1986 for the first time in almost40 years. Here he shares with NEW WORLD OUTLOOK readers the storyof his reunion. '

They told me this was Samdung,
the place where I grew up. But
nothing looked the same. All of the
buildings, even the layout of the
streets, were different. The home-
town I knew 40 years ago was
gone, destroyed by the bombs of
the Korean conflict. Everything
about this place was new to me.

I had already left home several
years before the bombing started.
It was 1947, and I was just out of
high school. Tensions were build-
ing between the foreign nations
that were competing for control of
my country. Korea had become
free of Japanese dominance two
years earlier. But almost immedia-
tely, the United States and the
Soviet Union drew a line across
Korea at the 38th parallel, dividing
one nation and one people into
two—"temporarily."

I lived in the northern half of the
country, which was controlled by
the Soviets. The future did not look
promising for young Christians
there. I made up my mind to
escape to the south. I couldn't tell

anyone I was leaving—not my
parents, my grandfather nor any of
my five brothers and sisters. They
wouldn't have let me go through
with it.

I successfully escaped by fishing
boat from the port city of Haeju on
the northern side of the border to
Chungdan just to the south. A year
later, the Democratic People's Re-
public of Korea, commonly re-
ferred to as North Korea, and the
Republic of Korea, now known as
South Korea, were officially creat-
ed. By then, I had already entered
seminary in Seoul to prepare for a
career in the ministry. Once, and
orUy once, I was able to get a letter

across the border to my family to

explain what had become of me.
In 1950, the war began. As a

civilian, I ministered to some of the

I made up my
mind to escape
... I couldn'l tell

anyone I was
leaving.

South Korean troops. Life in Seoul
was relatively peaceful, but there
were reports of widespread de-
struction in the North. I worried
about how my family was doing.

I was on my way to the First
Presbyterian Church one day. It

was 1951. I was supposed to be
going to the First Methodist Church,
but I had made a mistake. In the
end, however, it wasn't a mistake
for me at all. When I got to First

Presbyterian, I bumped into my
older sister, whom I hadn't seen in
four years. She had come to South
Korea a year earlier as a refugee
from the war. The rest of the family
had stayed behind. I learned from
her that my grandfather had died
in 1949.

The United Methodist Church
awarded me a Crusade Scholarship
in 1957, so I came to the United
States to study at Perkins Theologi-
cal Seminary for two years. I

returned to Seoul but came back to

the United States to pursue further
study in 1966. I have lived here
ever since.

Four decades have passed since
my country was divided. For years,
Korean Christians in the South
have longed for reunification with
North Korean Christians who
never escaped. Korean Christians
also long for the political reunifica-
tion of all Korea. In recent years,
ecumenical bodies, such as the
World Council of Churches and the
National Council of the Churches
of Christ, have grown interested in

i NEW WORLD

this issue, too. The concerns of the
churches were first brought to light

at a 1984 consultation between the
NCCCs of North America and the
Republic of Korea.

In 1986, the NCCC decided to
develop a policy statement on
Korean reunification. The Council
appointed a ten-member commit-
tee to draft the statement, I was one
of the appointed members. One of
our first tasks as a committee was
to take a fact-finding trip to the two
Koreas in April of last year. It was a
trip that would allow me to see my
North Korean homeland for the
first time in 39 years.

Our journey was rather compli-
cated. With some of the other
members of the delegation, I had to
fly first to Seoul, then to Hong
Kong and then to Beijing, China. In
Beijing, we met the rest of the
committee, which had flown there
from Tokyo. From Beijing, we all

flew into North Korea.
The night before we arrived, I

could not sleep. I was almost
home. I didn't even know if any of
my family was still alive.

We landed at the airport outside
the capitol city of Pyongyang. My
village lay on the outskirts of the
city. Government officials, church
leaders and young girls with flow-
ers greeted us upon our arrival.

The three of us in the delegation
who were native Koreans were
immediately given some very good
news: arrangements had been
made for all three of us to be
reunited with our families during
our stay.

For Rev. Syngman Rhee of the
Presbyterian Church, this was the
third visit back to North Korea. He
had re-established contact with his
family on an earlier trip. But for me
and Rev. In Sik Kim, also of the
Presbyterian Church, these would
be our first family encounters since
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'Our first

encounter
was full of

information
as well as

emotion'
says
Myong Gul
Son (left)

as he
greets a

sister and
brother in

hotel lobby

before the war. We were very
anxious.

Our days were filled with tours
and meetings concerning Korea's
future. At dinner one evening, a
representative from the Committee
on the Peaceful Unification of the
Fatherland announced that our
"family reunions" would take
place the next day. But all that day,
there was no sight, nor any men-
tion, of our families. We were
deeoly disheartened and frustrat-
ed. We didn't hear anything at all

about our families for the next
three days. The day before our tour
of the site of the historic North-
South truce meeting, we were told
that we would meet our families
the next evening. Naturally, we
were skeptical. But when we re-
turned to our hotel at about 6:00
p.m., there they were. Members of

NEW WORLD OUTLOOK JULY-v

all three families were sitting in the
lobby waiting for us.

If I had passed my brother and
sister on a busy street, I would
never have known them. But I had
been thinking about them and
remembering for several days now;
I recognized them the moment I

saw them.
Of course, they looked older

than they did 39 years ago, but
then so did I. The deep lines in
their faces spoke of a vastly differ-
ent life than I had known. Al-
though my sister was younger than
I, she looked much older.
We ate dinner together at the

hotel, and then we talked in my
room for hours. Our first encoun-
ter was full of information as well
as emotion. 1 learned that my
father had died during the war; my
mother in 1968. She had lived to be
L’GUST 1987

about 76 years. One brother had
been killed in the bombing, and a
sister had died of an illness during
the war. No medical facility had
been available to her. The price of
war had been high for my family.

After the war and the devasta-
tion, one of my brothers started
working the land as a cooperative
farmer. He did this until his retire-

ment five years ago at the age of 65.
He and his wife have three daugh-
ters, a son and one grandson. My
sister—who was 12 when I last saw
fier—has a husband, four daugh-
ters and three sons.
Two days after I met with my

family, staff from the Committee to
Aid Overseas Nationals picked me
up at the hotel to take me to visit

Samdung twelve miles from
downtown. We arrived at about
7:00 p.m. As 1 said before, I didn't
recognize a thing. During the war,
more bombs had been dropped on
North Korea than on the entire

European Theatre during World
War II. The destruction was total.

My village, as well as my family,
had risen from the ashes.

Thirty people met me at my
brothers home. The village leaders
were there. So was my high school
classmate who is now an elemen-
tary school principal. I met my
sister-in-law again and my broth-
er-in-law for the first time. I met
my niece, my nephew and my
grand-nephew.
My brother's home was very

simple. There were no luxuries,

except for a black-and-white tele-

vision, but all the necessary fur-

nishings were there, and every-
thing was very clean. Most of the
people in Samdung live in single
family homes or apartments. All of
their basic needs—housing, cloth-

ing, health care—are met.

A banquet was held in my honor
at Samdung's cooperative restau-
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rant that evening. Later, I returned
to my brother's home, visited with
the townspeople for another half
hour and then talked with my
family until 2:00 a.m., when I fell

asleep, I awoke at about 4:30 when
I sensed that someone was holding
nw hand. When I opened my eyes,
I found my rriece and my nephew,
both in their twenties, with my
hands in theirs, just watching me
sleep.

After a walk around town the
next morning, I visited the ceme-
tery. The sight of the tombs of my
grandfather and my parents
brought back painful memories. I

had never said goodbye to them
while they were still alive. I cried
for an hour and a half.

I was taken back downtown after
lunch. My family was able to visit

me three more times before I left

North Korea to go to the South.
I am a fortunate man. There are

an estimated 10 million members of
Korean families who remain se-
parated today. They don't know
each other. They don't even know
if their loved ones exist. I was lucky
even to visit the tombs of my
parents.

And now my generation is be-
ginning to pass away. If Korean
parents and children, brothers and
sisters divided by the war are ever
to see each other alive again, they
must begin to do so now. The
families of Korea must be reunited.
My children do not know who their
own cousins are. My generation is

the only existing link. o

Shelley Moore is a freelance writer
based in New York.

[Christianity in North Korea

Before the country was divided,
the North was the heartland of

I

Korean Protestantism. But then
thousands of Christians began to
flee to the South. Thousands more,
including those who sought safety

I

inside churches, lost their lives to
the bombs of war. Others—like Dr.
Son's family in Samdung—simply

I

left the church under the pressures
of their new Commurust society.
Today, only 5,000 to 10,000

Christians remain in the North,

I

compared with the 10 to 15 milliori

I

Christians in South Korea. The
I

Christians of North Korea are all

over 50 years old. There are no
"new" Christians; there are only
those who were already Christians

I

before the war.

"To manifest Christianity in
places like North Korea takes more

' courage than it does in places like
the Uruted States," says Dr. Son.
There are approximately 500

Christian "house churches" that

I

meet in people's private homes
and apartments. Since there are
only 25 ordained ministers in the
country, services are usually led by
lay evangelists. In 1986, the theo-
logical seminary had 21 students

I

enrolled in a three-year program.
They study a traditional curricu-
lum from pre-1945 textbooks. The
house churches still use pre-war

I hymnals, but new editions of the

I

New Testament and the Old Tes-
tament were published in 1983 and

1

1984, respectively, by the Korean
[

Christian Federation.
During their visit to North

Korea, members of the NCCC
policy statement drafting commit-
tee attended worship services at
local house churches in Pyon-
gysng. Dr. Son and other United
Methodists attended a service just
around the comer from their hotel.
The church was in a small room

in an eleventh-floor apartment. Six
women and three men were there,
in addition to the committee mem-
bers. This conpegation was only a
year old. The lay leader and evan-
gelist of the conCTegation was
named Kim. He ana his wife were
the ordy married couple there.
Christianity is not a family religion

I

in North Korea.

Kim conducted a simple, tradi-

I

tional order of service: silent
I prayer, a hymn, a prayer led by Dr.

Son, a special solo, a scripture
reading, another hymn, the ser-
mon, doxology and benediction.
There was no offering. Church
work in North Korea is supported
by membership fees. Parishioners
tithe two percent of their income.

In his sermon, Kim spoke of
blood relationships as the true
source of peace. He was referring
not only to the bonds of family but
also to the bonds among country-
men and among Christians, too,
through the blood of Jesus Christ.
There was no musical accompa-

niment, but the singing was in-
spired and enthusiastic. The
hynms were traditional ones. The
soloist became very emotional as
she sang—so much so that she
broke down in the middle of the
second verse of her selection. She
could not continue.

The world is sometimes very
small. After the service, the soloist
learned through Dr. Son, the fate
of several of her classmates who
had fled North Korea long ago.
Michael Hahn a colleague of Dr.
Son's, is now in the United States,
working with General Board of
Global Ministries' World Division.
Dr. Dae Sun Park is now a universi-
ty president in Seoul.

When the Christian leaders of
North Korea learned that the
NCCC committee would soon be
worshiping with Christians in the
South, they held hands and cried.
Once in Seoul, the committee
spoke on the ChrisLan experience
in North Korea at a sharing session
with Christian leaders in the
South. Many South Koreans have
doubted that Christianity in the
North still exists. At the sharing
session, the committee played a
tape of a hymn being sung at one of
the house churches. People in the
room began to hum along. A few
began to sing along. Soon every-
one was singing, and by the third
starua, their eyes were filled with
tears.

"It was the realization that we
are all one in Christ," Dr. Son
explains. "No truce line. No ideo-
logical differences. Same Bible,
same hymnal, same blessings and
repentances in the name of Jesus
Christ. To materialize that uruty is

our theological task."

—Shelley Moore
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NCC DELEGATION FIRST TO VISIT BOTH KOREAS

NEW YORK, July 7 For the first time since Korea was divided in 1945,
in the aftermath of World War II, an official church delegation has visited
both North and South Korea. Ten representatives of the National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the USA, under the leadership of General Secretary
Arie Brouwer, were hosted in North Korea June 19-26 by the Korean Christians
Federation and the government Committee for the Peaceful Reunification of the
Fatherland. After transiting through Beijing (People’s Republic of China),
they arrived in South Korea where they were hosted by the Korean National
Council of Churches June 26-July 2.

The NCCCUSA delegation travelled to both parts of Korea officially to
present the policy statement on "Peace and the Reunification of Korea" thatwas adopted by the Council's Governing Board on November 6, 1986. The policystatement makes recommendations for substantial changes in United States
government policy on Korea, outlining measures that the Council believes couldpromote reunification. The division of Korea was the result in 1945 of a U Ssuggestion - promptly accepted by the Soviet Union - that the two powers

following the defeat of Japan, which

"High among the concerns of our delegation was the exploration of

esUmated'Ln^^^l^'^ families." Brouwer said. Anestimated ten million Koreans were separated from their families following

iar ^etweL ^ '^he Korean

r
1950-1953. One member of the group. Dr. Michael Hahm, areasecretary for Southeast Asia in the World Division of the Board of Global

he haHastie reunited with his sister whomhe had last seen in 1950. At the time she was eight years old.

As a result of inquiries made during an April 1986 visit bv a technical

JL if ch' b

t survived and lived near the

br:^iiL-r-u: III
Pyongyang. Hahm a!sc Lt Ms

were together severa^M
six nieces and nephews. Hahm and his familywere together several times while the delegation was in North Korea.
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During their stay in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK),
members of the delegation worshiped with four house church groups in
Pyongyang, and prayed with a fifth in Kaesong City, near the Military
Demarcation Line. They also met several times with leaders of the Korean
Christians Federation, a non-governmental membership association organized to
represent the interests of persons identifying themselves as Christians in the
officially Communist country. The Rev. Dwain C. Epps, NCC assistant general
secretary for international affairs, who had led the earlier technical group
visit, compared the two experiences: "While we have much to learn still about
the extent and history of the Christian community which remained in North
Korea after 1953, we are now more convinced than ever of the authenticity of
the faith of groups with whom we have worshiped and prayed. We believe that
we have laid a firm foundation for future relations. We have much to learn
from their piety and experience in what elsewhere might be described as 'basic
Christian communities.' God willing, perhaps some things we have to share out
of our own experience can also benefit them."

The Rev. Dr. Byung-Kyu Lee, chairperson of the Ecumenical Relations
Committee and past moderator of the Korean Presbyterian Church in America, was
one of the delegation members to offer prayers during house church services in
Pyongyang. "I was born and raised in South Korea," he said, "and admit to
having been somewhat skeptical about earlier reports of active church life in
the North. But the genuineness of the Christian spirit we encountered during
worship in the house churches, and in sharing prayers and a hymn with
Christians in Kaesong convinced me that the faith has indeed been sustained
and has authentic witnesses in North Korea."

Delegation member Bishop Gustav Schultz of the Association of
Evangelical Lutheran Churches had been among the first American visitors to
the DPRK in 1981, and has published the first interview read abroad with
Pastor Ko Gi Jun, general secretary of the Korean Christians Federation. "The
Federation has indicated that it has some 10,000 members, about half of whom
worship in house churches of 8-12 persons each," he reported. "While we have
met with only a very few of these congregations thus far, we hope in the
coming years, through an exchange of visits with DPRK Christians, to grow much
closer to these worshiping communities."

The NCC delegation also met with representatives of the Korean Buddhists
Federation and of Chondo-kyo, a traditional religious organization unique to
Korea.

In Pyongyang, the delegation met with a number of government officials,
including Vice President Park Sung Chujl, who is the head of the delegation to
Che North-South Parliamentary Talks in Korea. Park is also a former foreign
minister of Che DPRK.

Arriving in the Republic of Korea (ROK) on the heels of massive peaceful
demonstrations around the country called by Protestant, Catholic and Buddhist
religious leaders, Che delegation found it impossible to continue dialogue on
peaceful reunification with ROK government officials. The NCC drafting group
last year had met with the minister of Che Board of Unification, an assistant
minister for foreign affairs, and the vice minister for information and
culture.
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Despite various obstacles, the delegation held substantive talks on
peace and reunification Issues with a broad range of South Korean church
leaders. During one session, in which the delegation reported on its visit to
the North to a gathering of clergy and lay leaders, South Korean government
officials were present. The American church leaders also conferred with the
U.S. ambassador to Seoul, Mr. James Lllley.

While in Seoul, though refused official contact with government
ministries directly concerned with reunification, the U.S. church leaders were
offered hospitality by the Ministry of Information and Culture and met
unofficially with the vice-chairperson of the ROK National Committee of the
Red Cross for discussions on the promotion of humanitarian contact between
separated family members living in South and North Korea.

The NCC visit, Brouwer explained, was made in the context of an

international ecumenical initiative to promote peace in the Northeast Aslan
region and the reunification of Korea. "This process," he said, "is

coordinated by the World Council of Churches in cooperation with the
Christian Conference of Asia. It is humbling that God has entrusted
Christians in the country which first suggested the division of Korea and the
only one still to maintain a foreign military presence there, to carry the
prayers of the churches around the world to Christians in North and South
Korea.

The members of the NCC delegation were: Dr. Peggy Billings, deputy
general secretary, World Division of the Board of Global Ministries, United
Methodist Church, New York City; Dr. Arie Brouwer, general secretary, NCC, New
York City; Dr. William Creevey, pastor. First Presbyterian Church, Portland,
Oregon, Presbyterian Church (USA); the Rev. Dwain C. Epps, assistant general
secretary for international affairs, NCC, New York City; the Rev. Claudia
Ewing Grant, deputy general minister and president of the Christian Church
CDisciples of Christ), Indianapolis, Indiana; Dr. Michael Hahm, area executive
secretary of Southeast Asia, World Division of the Board of Global Ministries
of the United Methodist Church, New York City; Bishop Leroy Hodapp, bishop of
the Indiana Area of the United Methodist Church, Indianapolis, Indiana; Dr.
Byung Kyu Lee, Korean Presbyterian Church in America chairperson for
ecumenical relations and pastor in Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania; Dr. Mattilyn T.

school principal in Burlington, New Jersey, and lay leader

rh
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church; Dr. Gustav Schultz, bishop of

e Southwest Province of the Association of Evangelical Lutheran Churches,and pastor of the University Lutheran Chapel, Berkeley. California.
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TWO KOREAS

momentous encounter
prcveni a direct collision between the vic-

torious armies of the two emerging super-

powers.

For the first lime

in 40 years, sharing

the Lord’s supper.

If anyone had asked me before 5 Sep-
tember 1986 what was my most significant

experience in almost nine years of work in

the Commission of the Churches on Inter-

national Affairs (CCIA). a celebration of
the eucharist would not have been foremost
on my mind.

With issues such as the arms race,

militarism, human rights and conflict situa-

tions to deal with on a daily basis, the CCIA
has regularly been involved in events of
substantial importance

What was so noteworthy, then, about a

communion service held in a meeting room
of the Hotel Righi Vaudois m Glion. Swit-

zerland. that Fnday afternoon?

The answer lies in the hopes and prayers

of millions of people over long and painful

years. That single act of receiving the body
and blood of Christ Jesus represented the

culmination of a difficult process for which
many people have struggled, suffered and
died. It marked the beginning of a new era.

a visible sign of a longed-for unity which
has yet to be restored

For the first time in more than forty

years. Koreans from both parts of a bitterly

divided peninsula were able to share the

Lord's Suppler together

From the beginning, it was an extraordi-

nary occasion, Every one of the 22 partici-

pants who came from the world over to

attend a CCIA seminar on the “biblical and
theological foundation of Christian concern

for peace” were aware that they would
witness a moment of great significance in

ecumenical history.

In his welcoming address, CCIA director

Ninan Koshy described the meeting as the

beginning of a new chapter in the ecumeni-
cal movement Building bridges and work-

ing for peace, he said, had always been

major elements in the search for Christian

unity.

Prior to the seminar, a four-person dele-

gation (plus interpreter) representing the

Korean Christians' Federation of the Demo-
cratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK)

visited the Ecumenical Center in Geneva.
This first official visit to the WCC by Chns-
tians from North Korea had been preceded
by a WCC staff visit to Pyongyang in

November 1985 (see One World no 114.
April 1986) and another in April 1986 by a

delegation from the US National Council of
Churches.

The North Korean delegation, headed by
KCF General Secretary Pastor Ko Gi Jun.

attended an ecumenical worship, was wel-
comed by the WCC General Secretary

Emilio (Tastro, had conversations with
senior WCC staff, and met with leaders of

the World Alliance of Reformed Churches
and the Lutheran World Federation.

This was merely the prelude, however, to

the main event. At the meeting in Glion. the
North Korean delegation was introduced to

a six-person delegation representing the

WCC member churches and the National

Council of Churches in the Republic of
(South) Korea IROK)
To grasp how momentous this encounter

was, one must recall that the Korean penin-

sula has been divided since the end of
World War II in 1945 The division itself

was imposed on Korea by an agreement
between the USSR and the US, in order to

similar strategy leo to the division ot

Gennany, But the case of Korea is far more
poignant. Korea was never an aggressor
Korea suffered under Japanese colonialism
and then became the victim of superpower
confrontation.

Unlike Germany's divided families, who
arc able to communicate with each other by
mail, by telephone or even through visits,

the estimated ten million divided family

members of Korea have no way of knowing
whether their relatives on the other side are

alive or dead. It is easy to see why the

question of the reunification of Korea
arouses such powerful emotions among Ko-
reans on both sides of the divide

A fratricidal war from 1950 to 1955
further hardened attitudes and hostility. An
armistice signed by North Korea and the US
ha.s not led to a peace agreement Some
40.(K)0 US troops continue to he stationed

m the South, along with an estimated 1000
nuclear battlefield weapons

Emigrants continue to trickle through the

Berlin wall But the US-built reinforced

concrete barrier stretching 240 km along the

Demilitarized Zone across the Korean
peninsula is impenetrable

The painful rupture of Korea has not

spared the country's Christians. Most fled

to the South during the war. partly out of

ONE WORLD November 1966
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tor Pmor So Young Km. Central Secretary of the SCC m Korea. Pastor Gt Jun Ko. stlZa.general of the Central Committee o) the Korean Christians Federnuon\ and Mr .Vloon-Ku, Kangeneral secretary oj the National Council of YMCAs of Korea. ,• North Korean
,

fear of the atheist ideology promoted by the
leaders of the North, partly out of trust in
the country which had sent missionaries to
Korea to preach the gospel of Chnst. None
expected the division of Korea to become
permanent-

In the South. Chnsuanity has thnved
since the war. Estimates range from a quar-
ter to a third of South Korea’s population of
40 million. Chnstians in the North, once
the heartland of Protestantism, have shrunk
to some 5.000 to 10.000 believers (in a
populauon of 20 million).

What happened to Chnstians m the Nonh
IS a matter of controversy that continues to
serve division. Tales of purges, murder and
concentration camps are used to substan-
tiate the Southern contention that Chnstian-
ity has ceased to exist m the North. North-
erners explain that most of those Chnstians
who did not flee to the South penshed m
crowded church buildings which they be-
lieved to be immune to Amencan bombing.

In an atmosphere where mistrust has be-
come government policy, where anti-Com-
munism has attained the force of a creed,
where until recently senous study of unifi-

cation by Chnstians could lead to impnson-
ment. it should be no surpnse that the
churches of the South have been reluctant to

pursue any contact with the North.
The breakthough came in the form of

recommendations adopted by a consultation
on Peace and Justice in North East Asia,
convened by the WCC m October 1984 m
Tozanso, Japan With the leadership of
WCC member churches from South Korea
in full attendance, this landmark ecumeni-
cal gathenng asked the Council to -faciii-

tate opportunities for Chnstians from both
North and South Korea to meet in

dialogue"

This recommendation was by no means
simple to implement. A dialogue between
Koreans of North and South had up until

now been possible only for government-
related people. Even those families which
took part in an exchange visit organized by
the two Red Cross societies in 1985 had
been government-chosen. At present, all

governmental dialogues have come to a

complete halt. The North had walked out of
the latest round of talks to protest Team
Spirit '86’', the joint US-South Korean
nulitary exercises

Days before the Glion meeting, there

were still apprehensions about whether the
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participants would receive the necessary
visas.

Some of us also had apprehensions as to

how the two delegations would react during
the meeting. Would the 40 years of hostile

propaganda which has marked North-South
relations influence their attitudes toward
each other? Would pre-determined political

positions prevent dialogue, or would there

be an openness to the new covenant in

Christ, who “has broken down the wall of
hostility, creating in himself one new peo-
ple. reconciling all people into one body
through the cross" (Ephesians 2:l4f0?

In the end. would trust or suspicion pre-

vail?

Those of us who harboured such ap-

prehensions were to be shamed by events as

they unfolded. We were to learn that the

desire of the Korean people for the reunifi-

cation of their nation is far greater than the

armies or ideologies that separate them.

That is not to say that tensions did not

surface Rev Jacques Maury, president of
the French Protestant Federation, some-
times had to use his pastoral skills as chair-

man to move the dialogue over hurdles. At

times we were told the interpreter had sof-

tened words that sounded harsher in Ko-
rean.

In reading their papers on the subject of

the seminar, both delegations clearly iden-

tified their respective positions on reunifica-

tion. The Northern delegation outlined the

position of their government; withdrawal of

all foreign forces from Korean territory;

tripartite talks among the DPRK, the US and
the ROK; adoption of a peace agreement and

a declaration of non-aggression; suspension
of military exercises; establishment of a nuc-
lear-free zone; and ultimately reunification

through a confederal system where each side
would retain its social system within a non-
aligned federation

The Southern paper was presented by Mr
Kang Moon Kyu, general secretary of the
National Council of YMCAs m Korea and
member of the CCIA, He defined the con-
tent of peace as freedom. Justice and recon-
ciliation. An important and realistic step
had been taken towards this goal in the July
4 Joint Communique of 1972 by the two
Korean governments. However, the delega-
tion fell that the three principles outlined in

the agreement had been misused as internal

political means to intensify the existing
power structures of both Koreas.

More important than the formal presenta-
tions were the informal discussions which
took place at various times dunng meals
and breaks. It became clear that both sides
expended great efforts to make a success of
of this first encounter It was agreed that a,,

joint communique on political positions
would be impossible to amve at and would
unnecessarily complicate any follow-up

Recognizing the many differences in

ideology and socio-economic systems be-
tween the two parts of Korea, which have
grown over the four decades of division, the
two delegations reaffirmed the role Chris-
tians and churches in their two countries
should play in breaking down barriers and
creating a new. just and peaceful future for

a unified Korea.

Participants from outside Korea, all of

whom had attended the earlier Tozanso
Consultation, exchanged ideas on how
churches in their countries could contribute

more actively to the creation of a climate
suitable for the Koreans’ own struggles for

peace, justice and national reunification.

The seminar concluded with worship,
using the liturgy celebrated at the WCC
Sixth Assembly in Vancouver. In this way
the North Korean Christians could join with
the entire ecumenical community in “The
Feast of Life" cucharist.

Pastor Kim Un Bong of North Korea
delivered the sermon while Scripture read-
ings and prayer were offered by Rev. Kim
So Young, general secretary of the NCC-K
and Bishop Kim Bong Lt»k of the Korean
Methodist Church. A Korean hymn of
praise rang with the unified voice and
language of the Korean people.

The most dramatic moment came when
the celebrant, the Rev. Dwain C. Epps of
the US NCC, invited the congregation to

give one another a sign of reconciliation
and peace. What began a.s timid handshakes
soon broke out into warm embraces which
left no heart untouched.

Those who expected from this meeting
weighty statements to pass on to posterity
will have been disappointed, Both North
and South delegations will have had
difficulties explaining the "results” of the
meeting to their colleagues back home. The
main achievement was neither rhetoric nor
propaganda. The main achievement was the

celebration of the eucharist

The eucharist, as the sign of the unity of
the church and the unity of humankind, is a
reminder that reconciliation and peace are
gifts of God through the body and blood of
Jesus Christ.

More powerful than any paper that could
have been written is the hope that is still

alive in the hearts of a people divided now
for over 40 years. The fact that Christians
from North and South could pray and wor-
ship together is testimony to the assurance
that the reunification of Korea is pos.sible.

The story is told of an aging South Ko-
rean pastor who. on his death, donated his
eyes to a young person needing sight. He
wished his eyes to be able to see the reunifi-

cation of his homeland. Those of us attend-

ing the seminar were privileged to catch a
glimpse of the meaning of Korean reunifi-

cation.

Erich Weingartner

Ertih Weingartner. a Canadian Lutheran, is

executive secretary with the WCC r Commission
of the Churches on International Affairs
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North Koreans Propose Reduction

Of Troops in the North andSouth

By CLYDE HABEKMAN
special 10 TTie New Voik Tlmcl

July 24,1987
TOKYO, July 23 — North Korea to-

day proposed vast troop reductions by
both North and South Korea, and said

that it would cut its own forces by
100.000 before the end of the year to

"open up a practical breakthrough."
The Nonh Korean plan called for a

phased cutback that would leave each
side with armed forces totaling less

than 100,000 by 1992 — a fraction of (he

numbers now massed along one of the

world's most heavily fortified borders.

The proposal would also require the

United Slates to withdraw all of the

40.000 troops it stations in South Korea,
along with any nuclear weapons (hat it

may store there.

According to American Government
estimates. North Korea has 638,000

men and women under arms, com-
pared with 596,000 for the South. The
North also enjoys a great numerical
advantage in tanks, artillery, multiple

rocket launchers and naval forces and,

to a lesser degree. In air power.

Awaiting Democratic Change

The North Koreans urged that the

two Koreas and the United States hold

talks in Geneva next March on ways to

put Us plan Into effect.

The choice of March seemed to have
been made with South Korea's roiled

domestic politics in mind. In late Feb-
ruary, .President Chun Doo Hwan is

supposed to step down and yield to a

successor who, under democratic steps

taken in Seoul early this month, would
be chosen through direct elections.

In (he North Korean statement, (he

only direct reference to liic South's

political situation was a comment that

"as long us the North and the South
preserve such huge armed forces as to-

day, peace and security cannot be
guaranteed even if a democratic gov-
ernment desirous of peace and reuni-

fication is established in South Korea."
The statement was corned by (he

North Korean press agency, monitored
in Tokyo.
There was* no immediate reaction

from the South Korean Government,
but an official noted that a key reco-
mendation — three-way talks in

Geneva — was essentially a rehash of

an idea that the North first offered in

1984. Each time the suggestion has
been made, Seoul has rejected it.'

Wiishingion .Supports 2-Way Talks

South Korea fears that it would bo
shunted aside in a three-sided confer-
ence. suspecting that the North's true
motive is to deal directly with the
United States. Instead, with Washing-
ton's support, it has proposed two-way
talks involving only the Koreas, but
says it would accept four-sided negotia-
tions, to include China,' and even six-

way discussions, to also include the
Soviet Union and Japan.

"At this point, wc might be very
skeptical," the South Korean official

said of the latest Northern plan.

A United States official said that to-
day's proposal was largely a rework-
ing of ideas that, in some instances, go

back more than 30 years, to the period

Immediately following the 1950-53 Ko-

rean War. Among the more familiar

elements, he said, was the call for a re-

duction in overall troop strength to less

than 100,000 on either side of the Ko-

rean demilitarized zone.

Despite the initial skepticism, it was

the most far-reaching and detailed

North Korean proposal to reduce ten-

sions in several years — certainly

since talks on several dominant issues

broke off in early J986. It was also the

most significant statement by the Gov-

ernment in Pyongyang since the

United Stales said in April that it was

prepared to take steps to improve rela-

tions. including the easing of a near

total ban on trade, if the North re-

sumed talks with the South and sent a

team to the 1988 Olympic Games in

Seoul.

Why the North Koreans chose to act

now was not clear, but the South Ko-

rean official said that the considera-

tions probably included Seoul's domes-

tic political troubles and long-stalled

negotiations on whether Pyongyang

should be allowed to share the 1988

Olympics to a limited extent.

"Every time South Korean politics

becomes a little unstable, they make
this kind of proposal," he said.

The Washington Post

Sunday, September 27^^1987

North Korea:

Force Cutback

Has Begun

Gesture Said Aimed

At Reducing Tension

By Don Oberdorfer
Wuhiaglon Post Stall Wnler

~
UNITED NATIONS. Sept. 26—

North Korea has demobilizeij more
than 30.000 tro(^ in the past two
months as a unilateral gesture to
ease tension on the divided penin-
sula and is prepared for much deep-
er military reductions in the context
of negotiations with South Korea
and the United States, a senior
North Korean official said today.
Kang Sok Ju, North Korea’s dep-

uty foreign minister and chief of its

observer delegation to the current
session of the U.N. General Assem-
bly, said in an interview that some of
the demobilized men are helping to
build a 150,000-seal stadium in the
apital of Pyongyang, which North
Korea still hopes will be the site of
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some events in next year’s Olympic

Gaines.

North Korea announced July 23 it

would unilaterally reduce its forces

by 100,000 men before the end of

this year, and Kang said the 30,000

to 40,000 demobilized so far signify

that the target will be achieved. As
part of the same declaration. North
Korea proposed negotiations involv-

ing South Korea and the United
States next March aimed at reduc-

ing North and South Korean forces

by stages to 100,000 on each side

by 1991, and removing U.S. troops
and nuclear weapons.

Kang said the military reduction of
100,000 men currently under way
would leave his country’s armed
forces at 420,000 men. However,
the most recent U.S. official esti-

mate, made before the reductions
were announced, put North Korea’s
armed forces at 630,000.
The divided peninsula, which is

one of the world’s most heavily
armed areas of confrontation, also

includes South Korean forces esti-

mated at about 600,000 and U.S,
forces of 40,000 arm^ with nuclear
weapons and other highly sophisti-

cal^ arms.

South Korea and the United
States treated the recent North Ko-
rean troop announcements and pro-

posals with skepticism, and Washing-
ton said that any mutual cuts should
be negotiated between the two Ko-
reas without U.S. participation.

According to material provided by
Kang, North Korea this year has
made an unprecedentedly large num-
ber of public statements and propos-
als regarding north-south talks or
military reductions. Many of these
drew counterproposals or other re-

sponses from South Korea, but so far

diplomatic and other talks between
north and south remain dormant.
"We gave the ball to the South

Korean side but they did not return
the ball,” charged Kang. “Instead,

they returned a stone.”

Reminded that South Korea is

going through a period of intense

internal political activity leading to

the popular election of a new pres-

ident in December, Kang said a de-

cision to pursue disarmament talks

with the north would contribute to

stability in the south.

*TVe are following developments in

the south with deep interest,” he
said. “It is our hope that a democrat-
ic government will be set up in the

south and we hope the election will

be held in a fair way. We think the

establishment of a democratic gov-

ernment in South Korea would con-

tribute to an improvement in the re-

lationship between north and south.”

Conti’iued on page '68



The Washinctow Post

Tuesday, August 4, 1987

Seoul Proposes Talks

Between North, South
S. Korea Suggests Foreign Ministers Meet

By Fred Hiatt
WMliipiion PoalFof«lgnS*rvite

TOKYO, Aug, 3—South Korea
today rejected a North Korean pro-
posal for mutual troop reductions
but proposed that foreign ministers
from the two nations meet in Sep-
tember for wide-ranging peace
talks.

The two nations have not held
ministerial-level talks since the Ko-
rean War left the peninsula divided
in 1953, officials in Seoul said. The
South Korean government today
suggested that while both foreign
ministers are at the United Nations
in New York next month they
should discuss troop strength, con-
fidence-building measures and a
possible summit meeting between
Korean leaders.

However, the South Koreans in-

sisted that the talks be bilateral,

while North Korea has demanded
three-way negotiations including
the United States. With that major

difference still separating the two
sides, South Korean officials and
diplomats here were not optimistic

that Seoul’s latest proposal will

bear fruit.

“Part of the whole game here is

propaganda," one diplomat said.

“Neither side wants to appear to

reject anything out of hand."

Still, observers said both sides

may be somewhat more flexible

than in the past because of the

Olympic games scheduled to take

place in Seoul in September 1988
and because of recent political

chanitesHaSo^fh Korea.
In Washington, State Depart-

ment spokesman Charles E. Red-
man called Seoul's proposal "far-
reaching and flexible" and said the
United Stales fully supported the
proposal

North Ktusa wadQ hasL'adne
of the tl^irt* mave Wen
awardedv to Seoul, and to- «durt
world opinion -toward that end, may
make some concessions;, diplomats
said. Last month Pyongyang pro-

posed multilateral Ulks that would
lead to dramatically smaller arises
on both sides of the Demilitarized
Zone.

North Korea now fields more
than 800,000 troops and South Ko-
rea more than 600.000, with
42,000 U.S. troops allied with the
South Korean Army. North Korea
said that within five years bpth
sides should reduce to 100,000 sol-
diers and the United States should
then withdraw its forces.

North Korea also said it would
unilaterally demobilize 100.000
troops this year as a sign of good
faith.

The South Korean Foreign Min-
istry, however, said yesterday that
three-way talks run "counter to the
principle of self-determination."

South Korea's government is un-
der pressure at home, however, to
at least appear to be moving toward
peace talks. The government has
promised free elections for the fall,

and reunification is a deeply emo-
tional issue for many Koreans.

RDPproposes n uke -free e"™
zone, S-Nnonaggressionpact
100-reform package for election campaign

The major opposiiion Reunihcation
Democratic Party has presented "100 re-
forms for the national administration m
the age of democratization." which it

plans to u.se as election pledges
The reform mea.sures seeks the country

free of nuclear forces, and a nonaggres-
sion pact between south and north Korea
to help deter a possible recurrence of war
on (he peninsula
The measures further suggest an inter-

Korea joint development of tounst attrac-
tions along the Demilitarized Zone
The reform project stipulates establish-

ment of "the Armed Forces Charter" and
a "public security council” to help ensure
political neutrality of the military and
police, respectively

The RDP measures also seeks to re-
tneve the commandership of the Korean

Armed Forces from the U S. forces and
revise some unfair provisions of the Status
of Forces Agreements (SOFA)
The reform measures propose estab-

lishment of a board of overseas Korean
residents under the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

According to the reforms, the Law on
Assembly and Demonstration, the Social
Secunty Law and other "evil" laws would
be revised or abolished The National
Secunty Law will be assimilated to the
Criminal Law.

Independent Office of Police will be
established, the Measures stipulate.
The RDP's reform mea.sures. drafted

by the party Policy Deliberation Commit-
tee. will soon be referred to the pany's
decision-making organs for final and offi-
cial approval.

For the autonomous and independent
economy, the RDP measures seek to issue
a white paper on foreign debts and wage a

pannational movement for an early repay-
ment of (he debts.

To help reduce the concentration of
economic power and abolish the economic
nepotism, the reform measures actively

recommend opening of business firms and
form an apparatus to tackle the problem

of the debt-ndden firms.

The reform project also seeks enact-
ment of a law to suspend the repayment of
farmers' debts

In addition, the measures seek to open
hearings at the National Assembly to the
public and allow television and radio sta-
tions to broadcast them live, implementa-
tion of an agricultural disaster insurance
system; and establishment of a board of
national disaster
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Chinese predict

steady growth
in indirect

Sino-Korean trade
Scholars say in

H.K. conference
HONG KONG (Reuter) — Scholars

from China have fended off calls from
south Korean counterparts for belter poli-
tical tics but said indirect trade between
China and south Korea could grow
steadily.

In a rare meeting with the Chinese,
south Korean scholars attending a politic-
al conference here said improved relations
with China would help keep peace in the
Pacific region.

Chang Dal-joong. a political scientist
from Seoul's Sogang University, told the

three-day meeting, which ended Friday:
“China shares parallel interests with south
Korea in countering Soviet military ex-
pansion.”

But Chen Oida, a Chinese political sci-

entist, articulated Beijing line when he
said: “Hope for trade between China and
south Korea lies in the unification ofsouth
and north Korea.”
An economist at the research center for

economics in Beijing, Wang Huijiong,
added; "It’s not necessary for China to
rely on external sources to protect itself.”

China has no diplomatic relations with
Seoul.

The south Koreans probed China’s
trade attitude towards Seoul. "South
Korea can become a perfect alternative
source of technologies and know-how.”
ChangNiaid.

Fang Zongyin, an economist at Zhong-
Shan University in Canton, said; “If south
Korean products can compete with those
from Japan and the United States, and I

hope they can. then south Korea’s exports
to China should increase.”
However, south Korean exports to Chi-

na via Hong Kong, which had risen sub-
stantially from 1983 to 1985, fell 22 per-
cent to $277 million, the statistics say.

National Reunification
Hong SeunUng, 1984

Reprinted froo 198f Calendar
''12 Chapters of National Art"
produced by United People's

Movement for Democracy and Unification
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THE
WISH

POEMS OF CONTEMPORARY
KOREA

Translations by Lee Sun-ai

Edited by Lee Sun-ai and Don Luce

^ FflIENOSHIP PRESS • NEW YORK

THE
WISH
It is a season of splendor

When the creeks break free to run
And pussy willows bloom; the buds

New greens, break through oppressing soil
The flowers, delicate, paint scenes of joy and hope

It was the same thirty some years ago
When one day. in a glorious season

I became a refugee, not knowing why

Yes, we had thought that it was done
And that the lime had come
That we could be ourselves

The hosts of our own houses, in our land
But why have I become a refugee?
What crimes have I committed

That I have had to pack up like a thief
Collecting someone else’s things
In haste, perplexity, all hidden
From the neighbor's eyes

Abandoning my home, my heart
To travel like a vagabond
Loathing my luggage

In the tide of the evening darkness
We went up to Wonsan for a boat

There was no boat
At least we had a truck we'd hired in Pyong-Yang

We drove along the coast
How beautiful the beaches of the land I lefti

Myong Sa-Ship-Ri, the miles of white sand
The matching miles of untainted sky and sea
The smiling infant joy of innocence, the being
With the one. the changing and unchanging

The sublime, with a being all its own
How mystically serene, the far horizon

Luring always far away
As if it were whispering "Come to me!"
And shouting "Stay!" at the same time
We passed the pines, innumerable groves

Like parasols of green. They made my heart ache
The pains of life were born in me, so young a child

Who would normally play and laughi

Then there was the magnitude and delicacy
Of the mountains of Keum Kang

How I wanted to jump from peak to peak
Playlfig hide-and-seek on each, and standing proud

I wanted to cry out to my heart's content
To listen to the trails of my own echoes

"I want to live like this!
I have the right to live like this!"

Bang, bang, bang!
It is a river in our own country

That we were forced to cross. Hoping for luck aloneWe rolled our skirts and pants up to our thighs
We were desperate

Some Russian soldiers tired at us. It was
our own river. It was a time of peace
Who were they, these Russians!

Someone high up gave an order
That order made a chain

That chain bound them and us
That chain bound him and me
"Do I know him? Have we met?"
If only I had met him face-to-face

It might have been different
We could have been friends . . . who knows?

We had no chance to try
Even before we could question them
They shot. We were their targets

Russians firing on Koreans
It is absurd

Is it a game? But how dangerous, and real
And yet I didn't envy them their posts

Those soldiers dangling at the end of the chain
And yet, at my endlessly vulnerable position

I wept

On the other side at last, we reached a hill

Escaping narrowly
We fled, were refugees, not knowing why

Just sitting on a southern hill

Just like a northern hill

I could not laugh at the triumph of escape
But only weep again

My laughter having been repressed
Before I was born

Helpl Oh, help me and my people!
Someone said that all the refugees

Should go to the camp—a sea of people
I asked, "Is all of north Korea down here now7'

I saw Yankee soldiers for the first time in my life

They all had shiny shoes
Clean, pressed uniforms

They were clean themselves
Just out of the bath, perhaps

They all chewed gum relentlessly
They all held strange machines

They were spraying us with powder, DDT, as if to say
"We'll rid you of the bugs and germs
You are carrying from the north."
As if to say. as well, "This rife

Will- authorize you to live in the south
Like us civilized and free."

Was this their way of humanitarian benevolence?
We were made all white, baptized from head to toe
All white as flour-packers or as homeless nomads

Roaming in the dust. Weren't we the same
Once called the bourgeoisie

Who have been pushed into this plight?
Some bourgeoisie! We whose very lives depend

On excess grain from the USA!
Do I thank them? Curse them?

Oh, I cannot distinguish friend from foel

This is how my "Freedom" and my "Dignity" began
This is how my "Politics" awoke in me

As my knowledge grows, our plight seems more diflicult
As the dictators sing of "democracy"

They call "communist
' whoever speaks of

"Rights," "justice," and "freedom"
And innocents are found, imprisoned, tortured, killed

The schemes are devilishi
To reinforce their power

They loan us money, making their pockets fat

With snow-balling interest
While the weight of our countr/s debt

Strangles the poor
How dangerous this "anti-communism" is

How mutable!

"Free the poor! Free the oppressed!
Free them from the grips of a thousand demons!
Jesus set the example; we are merely following

His steps." They say: "You are the reds.
You’re communists, and dangerous."

The Christians exiled by the Kim regime
Are harrassed by the Park/Chun regime

Where can we turn now
With the Red Sea and the desert before us?
Oh. God help our people to build a bridge

Over the Red Sea and straighten the road in the desert
To come out victorious from the hell

Of hatred and division, to be led in the land
Of love, unity and peace!

Spring has returned again
Thirty-five springs since I crossed that wretched border

The thirty-eighth parallel
So arbitrary a division in our history
O Korea, where we each are born
With marks of death, indelible

Yes, if IS another spring, another hope
My days are turning round and round, and I can see
The original point, but cannot get to it somehow

My enemies are too many and, too strong
Oh. Korea! I suffer in my love for you!

Let the day come, let me see it

All—before my eyes, which have shed so many tears
Have finally closed

- 51 -
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THE HEART OF THE EARTH
(A Poem from a Prison Cell)

by Rev, Moon Ik Whan

The Earth is the conscience;

The heart of the Earth is the conscience.

Have you ever seen the Earth deceive anyone?
Would the Earth betray the sprouting blades of grass

nourished by the milk from her own bosom?
Would she harm the playful grasshoppers on the meadows?
Would the Earth betray the pine trees, paulownia trees,

birch trees, or ash trees?

Or would she hurt the song birds who dwell among them?
Does the Earth destroy the tigers?

The bears, the hares, and the mountain lions?

Does the Earth deceive man?

No, the Earth is honest; the heart of the Earth is the truth.

The Earth is the ball of burning truth.

Bare feet, I step on the pulsating E^h;
The Conscience of the Universe beats upon your heart.

You say the conscience is anything you make of it.

I say, the conscience is the heart of the Earth.

I am bom of the Earth. I cat from the earth,

and I will return to the earth.

The heart of the Earth is as soft as silk.

The Earth under P'yong-yang,'

The Earth under Seoul;

Is it not all one Earth?

Then, why shouldn't P'yong-yang's conscience
And Seoul's conscience be the same?
Washington's Earth and Moscow's Earth arc one;
Then, why should Washington's heart

and Moscow's heart not be the same?

Draw a line here and draw a line there,

and claim this is my land, that is your land.

Claim this earth is my conscience, and that earth is yours;
And we have destroyed the Earth and her soul.

You cannot draw a line on the Earth!

When you drew a line in your heart, you killed it.

We must all return to the Earth one day.

We will all be embraced by her bosom of conscience.
Then all strife will have ended;

Francis of Assisi of long ago showed us:

'The wild flowers of the field;

Large and small trees in the woods;
”1116 squirrels, and the cuckoo birds who lived among them;

He loved them and called them "my brothers and sisters all".

When all the children of the Earth are united as one,

and build peace together;

TTic mother Earth will shamelessly cry her heart out;

The sky will split with thunder, and her tears will shower
upon all her children.

^Vhy, because they arc the conscience of the Earth.

They all belong to the heart of the Earth.

From the molten core of the Earth pulsing day and night, the Earth
Feeds all our hearts, large and small, with burning conscience.

How is it then, that there is such strife, so much turmoil among us?
Why arc all the beautiful hearts shedding so much blood?
From where does the icy wind blow trampling all our conscience,

into frozen bits of pebbles?

I have no time to dwell upon such idle philosophical discourse;

No matter how hard the north wind blows,
No matter how strong the typhoon rakes the ocean;
The wind cannot burrow into the heart of the Earth.

It cannot touch the roots of the grass,

Anxiously waiting to break forth when the Spring comes.

Yes, Father,^ I shall stand firmly against the wind.
Worst that can happen to me is death.
And if I should die; then like you,
I will have done my small bit to bring hope to the mankind.

The conscience will have conquered the wars.
Then, the peace will bring unity and freedom.
Melt down the cannons and forge them into sickles.

Break up the tanks and shape them into plows.

AM
extend my hand into my people's bosom,

c ^ V •
fathers, the mothers, the sons and the daughti

6end iheir heart beats in unison to tell me their conscience is livin
Yes, theu' s is the heart beat of the Earth's conscience
And as I stand with them. I feel ten feet tall!

• P yong-yang is the North Korean capital; and Seoul is
the capital of South Korea; two capitals of a divided nation.

From the Seoul Prison
In the late Fall of

the Year of the Tiger (1986)

Moon Ik Whan

Translated by
Yun-kuk Kim
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Friends, put your hands in your bosoms.

If you arc alive, you will feel the warmth in your palms.

Do you know what it means, your warm heart?

It means you are alive.

Your heart, your conscience is alive!

Even a sparrow's heart is warm,
And a crow's, and dove's heart is warm.
A rabbit's heart, a dog's heart;

They all arc warm.



THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
IN KOREA

Editor So Young Kim

KOREAN CHURCH STATEMENT ON PEACE

Thz Ko^e.an chuAchti, o6 panXiciparvU ^ ihz kUtofiy tkz Holy SplAU, oaq.
6-tAugg^ng ^OA human Aight6, locJjxl, Jiutice,, and democAollzatlon In e.^^0A^ to
Azcognlzz God'6 pzacz on tkl6 land, ThAoagh thtiz woAk^, thz chuAcnZA havz
comz to thz Azcognltcon that many o^ thz ZKpiloltattoni, oppAz^ilon6 and tuA~
moll tn thz human zormunlty oAlgtnatz i^Aom thz p^Z6znt situation o^ division
Otj ouA nation' 6 pzoplz and mothzAland.

Thz dzozlopmznti o^ thz 6upzA‘'poweAi havz actzd to dl6ml66 thz Idzntlty
Koaz^

^

06 an tndzpzndznt naXAon and ha^'Z cAzatzd and continuz to 6U6tal.n thz
dtvl^ton ojJ tkl6 zountAy. Thz dl^^zAznzZ6 In ldzologlz6 on which thl6 division
4^ ^ound^ OAZ abu4zd to pAz6CAvz thz pn.z6znt political powzAi and obitAuct thz
ilouAA6hlng Indzpzndznt democAotlc movemznt6 o^ thz pzoplz. This Idzologlcal
mvl^oaz, has, In zUzcX, ^undamzntaHy AzstAlctzd socajiZ justlzz and human
A4.ghts, and Aot<.onal(.zzs thz zxlstznzz o^ dlctatofishlp politics as wzll as
mclUoAy zontAol oozA all aspzcts o^ tl^z.

U this 40th yzoA oi division, we come togzthzA to zxamlnz thzsz Azallt/.zs
andzA thz asszmbly's thzmz o^ "Pzazz on this Land". We szzh to orncniQh fhJA

0^ n^on s hlstoAy has been tuAbulznt; we havz znduAzd colonial fiulz, thz 2ndWo^d fiioA, thz division oi ouA land with thz KoAzan bJoA a]tzA llbznatlon thz
Cold (jJoA, and today's mitUoAy zon^fiontatlon. In this, qua nation's pzoplz^ con|Je44 that 3zsus ChAlst Is thz su^zAlng szAvant ol thz woAld
and thz^ pzoplz long £oa pzazz.

To God,cAzatoA oi a mold In which"stzadiast lovz and ialth wUX mzzt, Ughtous-n^s and pzazz kiss zazh othzA. falXh(^ulnzss will spAlng up lAom thz
gAound and hcghtousnzss will look down ^Aom thz sky" {Psalms S5:10~11)and
05 S(lvatzon, who, "Hlrnszl^ bestows happiness as ouA soil gives Its h

pAzzzdlng Him, and Peace ^o^owcng In his {^ootstzps"
^i>:u-l5}, we make this concession oC ialth togethzA.

''FoAChUstlsouApeazzwhohasmadzusbothonz,and has bnokzn down thz
(UvAjUng walls oi hostility, by abolishing In His ilzsh thz law 0 ^ thz zorrmind-

o-mcnance4 , that hz might zAzatz In Hlmszli one new pzASon In place
oi thz two, so malUng pzazz, and might AczonzUz us both to God as one boduthAough thz cAoss, thzAzby bAlnglng hostility to an znd." {Ephesians 2:14-17]
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OJt Pio.Ue. .ouA. ^a<ctk iin. the. Vafuueh peace and tn the Hot^ T/u.ntt^.
In OUA commi6^ton ^Aom God to be God'6 ^eAvant6 o6 peace makeA£ [BZe66ed ofie
the peace makeM, icA th^u ^haJU be catted the duZdJien oi God; MatthfM 5 : 9 )

ujc dcAcoe OUA.
^

extdtentlat aeoAon {oa tC^e. Being at the ozAy heant o^ thti
geneAotion' 6 mCtitoAy tension, we 6eek to poAticlpate in the peace movement
thAough act& o^ AeconciZiation and the unification of the nation'i people. Cntij
thAough thi4> way can the people become the 6ubjecti> of theiA hiAtoAij and na-
tional peaceful unification be Aeatized. TkU i& qua confei>4iion of faith.

Because tkzAe iA no peace, oua nation'^ people have ^ked blood and teoA6 which
have 6tacned the whole of thii land. Because theAe i4> no peace, the lamenta-
tions of countless souls, the "han" of sepeAoted families and those fatigued bu
the stAuggle foA suAvival have gone without consolation. The pAet>ent dividing
ideologies pnamote distAust, hostility, and anxiety which act to spAcad a
moAol

_

depAavity among oua nation's people. These have Aesulted in
AestAo^ng spiAitual,^ academic, and cultoAol fAeedom and cAeativity,
cuAtai^ng the. human capacity foA ingenuity and development. The advancement
of a democAotcc, just, and peaceful people is being thwoAted by depAiving the
people of theiA nights to cAi^cize and defy the social, political, and econo-
mic oppAessions and exploitations thAough the supnession and distoAtion of
cAeative o^eAnateves . UndeA the name of "economic development", an economic
system which is heavily dependent on foAeign monies has been constAucted. This
economic stnuctuAe is devastating the economic conditions of the peoplesystemM^ng inequality and exploitation of laboAens, and totally annihilating
peasant life. Mone uAgent^ than these is the fact that undeA the guise of the
supeA-poweAS Satanic logic which claims that militoAy buildup in the penime-
tens of the KoAean peninsula will maintain peace, Konea is becorrming a pawn as
^ ^-gipAOf a limited nucleoA woa expeniment. . Even in the face of this
potential cn^es of human destAuctcon, because of anti-coimunist pAopaganda and
anti-communxst ec^cation, oua people oAe unable to Aecognize the dangeA and
hoAAOA of a possible nucleoA woa. A situation so Aigid has been cAeated th^
even (Uscussion of the nucleoA pAoblem is seen as taboo. WoAeoveA, the pAesent
Situation does not even allow the people to speak out against the potential ha-
zoAds o f Aadio-active waste which ate the by-pAoducts o f Accent Aapid develop-
ment of atomic poweA plants.

FuAth^oAe, OUA people do not possess the Aights to knowledge oa communication
y^a the. media because of its Aestnictive stAuctuAe which is enfoAced by law.
ViStoA^ons and fabAicatcons in the media hampeA the people fAom obtaining
accuAote infoAmation conceAning the pAesent cAitical Aealities. A villainous
oAOeA AS being constAucted though Ugal and stAuctuAol Aestnictions against
the media, thAough fabAicated infoAmation and goveAnment domination of the mass
media, All which act to supAess the democAotization movements of oua people
who seek to communicate theiA suffeAuig and dAeams and build on this land ofDAoken peace a new peace founded on justice.

The logic of the militoAy sapeA-poweAS which seeks to constAuct a system ofdomna^on and exploitation ignoAes the^hungeA and poveAty in the woAld, in-
tensifies the monopolistic poweA stAuctuAe of woAld economics and politics,
acceleAates the oAms Aace which has the possibility of exteAminating the human
hace, and pAovokes conflicts among social gAoups and classes. We must find a
way to eAadicate the confAontations and stAuggles initiated undeA this mili-
toAiStic StAuctuAe between the students and the rrUlitoAy, the students and
the woAkeAS, and between the woAkeAS and the militoAu, especiallu in tivis,tke
InteAnational Vouth VeoA.

In oAdeA to build on this land "a new heaven and a new eoAth" when "He will
wipe away eveAy teoA fAom oua eyes, and death shall be no moAe, neldieA shall
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thzAz be mouAyung noA cAylng noA. pcUn anymoAz" {RtvOMioru 2U1-5], and az-
^gy^z^ng oncz aga^n that unt^taition t6 thz only msy to oveAcome con/lict and
(Uv^^on, we hzAz makz thz lottowlng A.Z6olutLonA ^OA peace thAough act and

. Ut^j^catcon, wfuch l6 the Aoad to peace cannot be the excliulve po66e66ton
0(5 ^e gove/uvnent. Becaoie tho6e Mho mo6t oAdentty .uxUh i^oA peace OAe the
weofe, -the Ihe oppAz/>6ed, that U, peace l& thelA moi,t long^ul
ana 6A.gntul tfmth, the^e people mu>t be the rmln cuAAents In the urUAtca-
tcon movement. TheAe^oAe, ducuiUotu about the unification pAoblem
mu6t no longeA be a monopoly of the goveAnment. hleltheA mu6t the goveAn-
me>^ du^pt OA 6up/i£^6 the chuAch In lt6 woAk tonJOAd unification. MoAeoveA,th^ pAoblem of uncflcatcon muit not be a poAt of the ^upeA-pouieA6 ’ politi-
cal, economcc, and cultuAol hegemony.

2. The hioAt^ and Soi^b KoAean goveAnment6, mu6t not, foA thelA own puApo6e6 ofP^long^ng political poweA, ob6tAuct the unification movement uUth Ideolo-
gA.cal confx^ctz>. The goveAnmenti muit not midlead the nation by Idolatlng
OA concealing InfoAmation AegoAdlng the unification paofa£eni foA thelA own
pfwpaganda puApodei. Me dtAongly uAge the goveAnmentd to cAeate uiayd In
Mncch we czm dhoAe In dialogue do that we may be able to undeAdtand the
mutual Aealltied of the divided dltuatlon.

3. The imdylng toldh of the KoAean chuAciied foA a democAotlc and judt docl ty
dhould be the coAneAdtone foA oveAcoming thld dtate of division. Me Aecog-
yuze that the ultimate puApo<se of unification Id democAacy and judtlce and
theAefoA.e, the wnlflcatlon movement mudt be boded on the Ideod of jud-
•ttce and democAooy. fuAtheAmoAe, In oua woo/j,we mudt not be afnald of dac-
^fice YWA difficulties. Tf we oAe to be IntegAol poAtlclpantd In oua na-
tion d hldtoAy df democAacy and p^ce, we must place these feoAs In peA-

TheAefoAe, democAacy, justice, unification, and peace, must be^e objectives of the movement to Aeallze Cod's kingdom on this land. Me
have, up to pAesent times, been Involved In the people's movements foA de-
mocAacy and social justice. Me must make even a stAongeA committment uilth
deepeA devotion to these movements foA oua people and oua nation. fill
these movements should conveAge towoAd the goals of peace and unification.
In pfwmotlng the peace movement, we must tAy to bning to Aeconcltiatlon the
hostility Mhich Is so deeply mooted In oua tAaglc hlstoAy. Me must dlscoveA
and expand on the Idea of homogenlty of oua people to szAve as a basis foA
Aeconciliation, co-existence, and communal inteAests. foA these tasks, it
is uAgent that the KoAean chuAches execute a peace education pAogAom as
building a cultuAol atomspheAe of peace is an impoAtant flAst step.

4. Me osseAt that on the basis of oua faith In the peace of God's kingdom, all
the KoA.em chuAches have a duty, a Aight, and the fAzedom to poAticipate
and Ini^ate woAk In the unification movement. Me, as poAtlcipantd in the
suffeAlng of the people, beoA uitness to God's love and justice. Me also
confess that we beoA a Aesponslbility foA not having yet Acsolved this
state of division wUch was the Aesult oj foAelgn manipulations. At the
sme time, we Azpent and nnke the^ confession that to be initiating panti-
cipants in oveAcomlng division is a command given to us fAom God In oAdzA
to establish God's peace on this land. Me the KoAean chuAches, must become
a foAum foA public discussion of the unification pAoblem.

In conczAt uiith this, me have Azsolved to put out a white papeA on peace foA
the KoAean chuAches so that the unification movement does not become a
blind OA Aeckless jouAney. This white papeA will establish the apologia and
method of pnaxis foA the ChAistian movement's Aole In peaceful unification.
Me do this In oAdeA that eveAijone Involved In the peaceful unification
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mov&jne.yit tiviy 6c c.ooAAA.ruLtzd and 6c -tw 6oZ^ciiVvLty uxCth on<L ano^thnA,

Ttt ondvi to paji^cipatt tn tkz untiftcatton movejnznt, the Korean chiiAcke^ miitovzAcom ^ d^o^dzd to Unk tkz bloodUnz o^ oua nS 8%
giudzd by ^Z pMCZ o^ God 6 fungdom, tkz KoAzan chuAckzi mu6t 6c uxltLing tolay AX&zti ^acAA.^A,caZ aZtz^. Wc again con^inm oua zoopzn/ition uiith tkzpzazz moozmznti 60 that wz may ovzAzomz thU dividzd AzaJUty and Z6tabli6h a
tAiiZ pzazz on Zand. Toa thU znd, mz mint zonquzA tkz zon^Zizt6 Mkizh

(^6, idzology, and AzUgion - aU tko6z thatact to ^c mo6tjcn6t^ad 6kakz thz hand6 o^ AzzonziUation. It i6 alho^poAtant to baUd 6oUdoAAty uiUh mAZd-uiidt zzumznizaZ movzmznt6 and mAk to-Se^eA wU/t them A.n zkang^ng thi6 u .ju6t 6y6tzm and in zAzating a new iutt OA-
dzA, Wc g^vz OUA mo6t zoAnz6t pAayzA6 tovooAd tkU znd.

peace and a an^jl^cd nation, wc oAc giUdzd in oua ivoAk by tkz Holy

t^uTund
^(Utkial ^n oua committmznt to ZitabZtih God' 6 kingdom on

2S FzbAuoAu 19SB
MzmbzAd 0 ^ tkz 54tk GznzAoZ Mojnbly
thz National Coanctl o^ ChoAzkzi KoAza

THE KOREA HERALD. TUESDAY, AUGUST 11. 1987

(S3iiief*«»(7i)«ig5n

BUDDHISTS RALLY FOR NATIONAL UNIFICATION- Thousands of Buddhists
attend a rally for the reunification of the divided country in Kangnung along the east
coast Sunday. Following the rally, they released captive fish as a token of benevolence.
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No. 12

Activity JSIews THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
IN KOREA

IMCC

In the process of evalnatino
the last three years, the ncc
has formulated program priorities
for 1987-1989. The following
exerpts were taken from the
document "Planning for the Fu-
ture. "

The introduction emphasized
the importance of democratization
while relating the excitement
found within Korean people's
struggle for "self-liberation."
"Democracy is a form that will
allow people to participate
maximally in the mainstream
of social and political life.
...Churches can take the role
of a catalyst in this process."

The Priorities

1) Theology and Ideology:
"As the struggle for democratiza-

tion has intensified the search
for an ideological option to
the present political system
has emerged sharply. ...Can
churches in Korea overcome the
anti -communism which has been
closely linked to U.S. foreign
policy, and has also been used
as a tool of ideological indoc-
trination over the last 40 years?
...What will be the form of
government for the unified nation
of the future?

2) Democratization: This
"not only involves change of
political form but also includes

a systematic change in education,
freedom of press, and in all
other basic freedoms which need
to be restored." Because culture
and nationalism are closely
related, "[a]uthentic cultural
expression has become an impor-
tant matter in building national
identity.

3)

Human Rights/The Right
to Survive: "One of the struggles
of Korean Churches has been to
remain on the side of the poor.
...In spite of external and internal
pressures, NCC member churches
have been able to be supportive
of the struggle of the poor in
their own survival. The defense
of basic rights has been closely
linked with this stance. What
is further required is advocacy
for a fuller understanding of the
concept of human rights itself
[through, for example, [a] new draft
of the constitution."

7) Peace and Reunification:
"Peace in Korea is closely tied
with the task of reunifying the
country. The division of the
nation has been used as a pretext
for military build-up on each
side, generating hostilities
between the two. . . .The churches
must. . . play a meaningful rol^e
[beginning with implementation of]
peace education and ...[overcoming]
their own strong anti-communism."
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June 18, 1986
FOR THE RBUNIFICATION OP OUR DIVIDED NATION

The national partition is a tragedy that must beovercome

.

Therefore, we should all be ready to negate what has
been produced so far during our divided history in order to
create a unified history in the future. In these years of
division, we have been denied national homogeneity. Even the
minimum identity indispensable to a national unity, has been
distorted and virtually taken away by the ruling group's
ideological warfare. To us, unification means trenscendence
of our pains. It can never be a tool to alienate the
MinJoong. We shall achieve unification only through sincere
self-denial

.

Unification movement roust start from the viewpoint of
the nationalist liberation movement against foreign powers.
Furthermore, the fundamental purpose of unification is to
build a society where basic human rights and the right to
participate in a democratic political process are secured for

viduals . Thus, the movement to democratize our
society is a very vital condition for unification. In
consequence, our unification has to be achieved through mass
movement in the national context, based on democracy.

The subject of unification is the MinJoong. This is
neither a simplistic slogan of romanticists nor an eloquent
statement of a certain group of politicans. People who are
struggling honestly and sincerely to survive on this land are
certainly the masters of history and therefore, the subject
of unification. Only those who are now sacrificing their
lives for democracy and independence in this peninsula will
lead this present age to unification.

"Faced as we are with the forty years' tragic
division of the Korean peninsula, we express our longing
for unification of the nation in any form possible
through peaceful means in the earliest possible time.
This must be done through establishing a democratic
political structure based upon freedom and human
rights, and must be fulfilled by working toward the
establishment of a just society built for the sake of
the people. Therefore, we reject any form whatever of
dictatorship. Deploring the long history of our nation
In which the reality has been the sacrifice of our
country s political life, and now with a definite sense
of national self-determination which rejects any
domination by the superpowers, we disavow any form of
war or the taking of life, and commit the whole
strength of the Korean Methodist Church to the peaceful
reunification of our country."

The Catholic Social Movement Council

CENTENNIAL STATEMENT
OF

THE KOREAN METHODIST CIILRCII

April 5, 1985
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STATEMENT
ON THE REUNIFICATION OF KOREA

BY
The Presbyterian Church of Korea

The Presbyterian Church in the Republic of Korea
The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

Occasion and Setting

Representatives of the Presbyterian Church of Korea (PCK) , the
Presbyterian Church in the Republic of Korea (PROK)

, and the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) (PCUSA) give thanks that God has granted them the opportunity
to meet January 22-23, 1986, at San Francisco Theological Seminary, San
Anselmo, California, in an historic consultation on reunification of Korea.

Our Belief and Calline

We believe that peacemaking is an essential part of the mission
and calling of our churches. We realize that the Peace of God is not the
same as the peace of this world. Existentially the Cross is the point of
intersection where the conflict between the powers of this world and the
will of God is manifest

.

The Cross provides the evidence of our redemption and salvation;
the basis for resistance to the forces of oppression and injustice; the
power of reconciliation; the imperative to love even our enemies; and the
symbol of Christ's identification with those who suffer and the hope for
their liberation.

Our Affirmations

Therefore, the Presbyterian Church in Korea (PCK) , the Presbyterian
Church in the Republic of Korea (PROK) and tie Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

(PCUSA) make the following affirmations:

We affirm the responsibility of our churches to pray and work for

justice, reconciliation and peace.

We affirm the necessity for our churches to work in our respective
societies to overcome Che "enemy images". Chat perpetuate hostility and

prevent the building of trust.

We affirm chat our three churches will make reconciliation and

reunification of South and North Korea a priority for ministry and mission.

We affirm the responsibility of our churches to educate their consti-
tuencies on the issues involved in Korean reunification.

We affirm the autonomy of each church in working in its own way
yet commit our churches to pray together, Co consult and work together where
possible in this ministry.

We affirm our commitments to work together with our ecumenical
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partners as appropriate in this ministry.

We commit ourselves, separately and together, to work for and encourage
exchanges between Christians and others in South and North Korea, and the

United States of America.

We affirm our commitment to learn from churches living and witnessing
in different social systems.

We affirm the commitment of our churches to support in all appropriate
ways the witness and growth of the Christian Church in North Korea as our

relations grow.

We affirm the desirability of direct dialogue between Christians
in South Korea and North Korea. The PCK, PROK. and PCUSA in consultation
with our ecumenical partners will explore the possibility of such dialogue.

We affirm the appropriateness of visits to North Korea by the PCUSA.

When such visits are contemplated, the PCUSA will inform and consult with
the PCK and the PROK.

We affirm the desirability of the establishment of an Ad Hoc Committee
on North Korea by the PCK. PROK and the PCUSA for the purpose of continuing
dialogue and consultation on reunification, joint study, exchanging information
and facilitation visits to North Korea.

We affirm the desirablility of designating a Day of Prayer for
Peace in Korea, and pledge our commitment to work toward a common date in

our churches.

We affirm the need for each of our churches to become strong advocates
for effective policies for peace and reconciliation in Korea.

We affirm the need for increasing peace education in each of our
churches and urge that this concern be referred to the appropriate office
in each church.

We affirm our commitment to walk in humility, with open minds,
prepared to change our ways, fulfilling the ministry of reconciliation,
under the Lordship of Christ.
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WOMEN'S DECLARATION '85

-in unity with the Minjung, for
for Democracy

the Nation and

Excerpts
On the occasion of worldwide Women's Day, we confirm our sol-idarity with the worldwide women's movement, and at the same timewe recognize the special situation of the Korean women's movementwhich IS in the process of setting new directions.

Today we are living under a situation which threatens the
life of our whole Korean nation— military competition between
south and north due to the tragic division imposed by outside
forces, the excessive burden of the military budget; the deploy-
ment of nuclear weapons; and the tension of the ideological strug-

situation has also become the excuse which prevents
the democratic development of the whole society.

***
A proper women's movement must be characterized by its work

for our national reunification, rejecting the foreign power which
brought about the division of the country for its own benefit.
The proper movement must be away from political oppression and
back to democracy, to accomplish the democratization of society
and equality between women and men. It must be based in the rain-
jung movement, supporting those who are struggling for their very
existence.

Therefore, as our women's movement goes forward in unity with
the minjung for our nation and for democracy, we declare the follow
ing:

- We oppose the solidifying of the national division in
obedience to outside pressure, and we reject the setting
up of nuclear capability on the Korean peninsula. We
insist that discussion of reunification must be open to
include the minjung, and that political, economic and
military policies forcing the sacrifice of the minjung
and subordinating them to the great powers, must be corrected.

March 8, 1985

Women's Department, The National Council of Churches in Korea
Korea Church Women United
Women's Department, Korea Student Christian Federation
Women's Mission Committee, Ecumenical Youth Council
Korean Association of Women Theologians
Professional Women Church Workers, Presbyterian Church ROK
Women for Equality and Peace
Women's Hot Line
Another Culture
Housewives' Association of Korea Christian Academy
Women's Department, Youth for Democracy
Women's Department, Inchon District Joint Social Action Association
Women's Department, Korean Labourers’ Welfare Association
Catholic Women Farmers' Association
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Q. & A. : Woo Sang Ho

A ‘Moderate’

Tells Why
Students in Woo Sang Ho

Korea Fight

S
OUTH KOREAN university students were the
principal force in the protests that culminated
in June with street fighting in Seoul. Partly
because of these protests, the Government

accepted most opposition demands, notably for direct
presidential elections. Yet many students say they will
continue to demonstrate. They say they mistrust
almost everyone — the Government, opposition
politicians, the domestic and foreign press.
Woo Sang Ho. who is generally regarded as a

relative moderate, is president of the student body of
Yonsei University in Seoul, one of the most prestigious
and politicized campuses. In a recent interview in his
campus office, the 24-year-old Mr. Woo. who is
majoring in Korean literature, explained student eoals
and attitudes to Nicholas D. Kristof. a New York
Times correspondent. Excerpts follow.

Question. Haven't you gotten what you wanted?
Answer. People in America think that just because

we got direct elections, it's over That’s just the begin-
ning. The people in the present Government have no
right to be there and know nothing about democracy

Q. Dldn*t the Government promise freedoms?
A. Suppose a burglar goes into a house and robs a

family of all its belongings. The neighbors tell the bur-
glar to stop, and they make a big scene So the burglar
afraid of being killed, leaves a broken radio behind to
mollify the people. But he’s still a burglar. And if he
comes out and says he’s going to help the family no
one is going to believe him. We want the abolition of
this Government, not just a few favors to justify the
Government staying in power.

Q. Will there be more demonstrations?
A. Not just violent demonstrations in the streets but

we’ll also find other ways to press our demands.
Q. Will there be more violence, more street clashes?
A. No. we re not going demonstrate m a way to make

people mad at us. We’ll have peaceful demonstrations.
But » the Government and police try to stop us, then
there’ll be some violence We’re not going to stand bvand be hassled.

Q. Is It right for students to use violence?
A. Violence can be justified. For example, violence

against Nazis was iegitlmaie.
Q. Is the Government truly like the Nazis?
A. It’s hard to make a precise comparison. The o>

pression in (Occupied) France must have been more
severe, because It came from abroad. But we’re fiaht-
ing against military fascism. The fascism in Korea is
directly related to Hitler’s Nazism.

Q. Couldn’t you go to jail for saying that?
A. I'm not afraid of going to jail. As a student leader

It s something 1 take for granted.
’

Q. Will you have difficulty getting a job?
A. It would be an honor if I didn’t get a job because of

my activities. I’ll be doing the same thing 1 am now,
fighting for democracy

Q. When the American flag was burned on July 9 and
the crowd applauded, were you clapping?

A. I was not there, but if I had been there, I would
have applauded. I'm not angry with Individual Amer-
icans, who in general are kind, but with the system.
We’re controlled militarily by the Americans, who
hand down commands to our military. Culturally and
economically, we’re very much a part of America.
Farmers and laborers aren’t getting their share of
wealth, because a lot of their sweat and hard labor
goes abroad. And the reason our country is divided is
because of America

Q. There are 42 million South Koreans and 42,000
Americans in Korea. How can they control you?

A. Those 42.000 Americans are as powerful as we
are. because they represent all of America.

Q. Aren’t your people being made richer by selling
cars and televisions and other goods to America?

A. 1 can’t deny that the exports have helped the Ko-
rean economy. But the United States has benefited as
well. And our laborers are being sacrificed. They work
for low wages m bad conditions, and the Americans
are taking advantage of the situation.

Q. Isn’t Korea divided because of the arrival of
Soviet forces in 194S and their refusal to allow elec-
tions for a unified Govemmeilt, and because of the in-
compatible systems in the North and South?

A. Until 1 was in high school, I was taught that. By
studying history. I found that the reason for separation
was that America also wanted North Korea under its
own control, just as the Soviets did. If the Americans
had allowed Korea to have its own Government at that
time, separation wouldn’t have happened.

Q. II It weren’t for America, Korea would have been
unified in 1950 after North Korea attacked, and the
president now would be Kim II Sung.

A. We were sacrificed by the superpowers. America
selected a President for South Korea. Syngman Rhee.
and Russia selected a president for North Korea Kim
11 Sung. If everybody had left us alone, we would have
selected our own leader. Russia was responsible, but
the U.S. played a bigger role individing our country.

Q. Aren’t many of the Americans hfere on the North
Korea border, risking their lives to deter an attack?

A. As for the individuals on the border risking their
lives, we feel gratitude and sympathy. But there’s a
conspiracy. They are being sacrificed just as we are.

Q. Do you regard North Korea as a belter system?
A. We are blocked from getting any information

about the North, so I can’t say whether It is good or
bad. But they are the same people we are, and I’m sure
that they want peace as much as we do.
Q. So Is there no risk of attack?
At. 1 don’t think North Korea will attack first Our

Government always says we can’t have democracy
here because of the North. But we don’t believe it.
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PART V - NEW DIRECTIONS FOR U,S.

Discussion
Questions

POLICY

1. In his July 21, 1987 speech U.S. State Department Assistantecretary for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, Gaston Sigur, stronglynorth Korea but ignores the shortcomings of the U.S. andsouth Korea, (p. 65 ) He talks about development in north Koreataking place at phenominal cost to the human spirit. Has the devel-opment in south Korea taken place at phenominal cost to the human
problem with his statement that north Koreaspends 20 percent of its GNP on the military and has a three to twopreponderance of ground forces? (pp, 23 -24 )

H*
^ctions for peace are called for by Gaston Sigur? What doeshe think the U.S. should do? Is that adequate? He says. "We bearno hostility toward anyone." Why have we singled out north Korea asa country with which trade is illegal even now, thirty-four yearsafter the truce?

3. Gaston Sigur says that history shows that conflict between adivided people need not be forever. Does he ever mention theword reunification? The KCCC-USA policy statement calls upon theU.S. government to affirm formally that it is a policy goal ofthe U.S. to support the peaceful reunification of Korea. Wouldsuch a statement be helpful?

to th^ ROK
"Korea: Asian Paradox" (p.67) former Ambassador

tL n% K
Gleysteen has suggested important steps thatthe U.S. should take that would reduce tensions and the risk of warand signal Ameriaan willingness to engage in further reciprocalsteps. What are these steps?

5. Korea is the only country in the world where the U.S. op-erationally controls the presumably sovereign armed forces ofanother state. Why does this relationship exist? How would wefeel If a foreign government had operational control over ourarmed forces?

6. What gesture of good will did Washington make? (p. 68) How
does DPRK Deputy Foreign Minister Kang Sok Ju feel about it’
(p. 68) What more should the U.S. do to reduce tensions?

7. After his 1981 visit to north Korea Professor Lee Man-woomade a number of common sense suggestions concerning U.S. Korearelationships. What are they? Does it seem like anyone making
. . foreign policy has followed his advice? Which of the

suggestions are still relevant? What can we do to encourage thedevelopment of a foreign policy that will lead to an atmosphereOf peace and understanding? (p.69)

8. List suggested specific steps for shifts in U.S. policytoward Korea in "AFSC Perspectives" (pp. 72 ) and the NCCC-USAPolicy Statement (p.84 )?
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Following is an address by Gaston J.
Sigur, Assistant Secretaryfor East
Asian and Pacific Affairs, before the
Foreign Policy Association, New York
City, July 81, 1987.

Since 1950, and especially over the last
several months, the world has devoted a
great deal of attention to the Korean
Peninsula. Recently, this interest has
focused on the phenomenal develop-
ments on the southern half of the penin-
sula involving our ally and enduringly
close friend, the Republic of Korea
(R.O.K.). We must keep in focus the
developments, or their lack, not only in
the Republic of Korea but also in the
northern half of the peninsula. Let me
begin with a few observations on devel-
opments in the South, then offer some
perspectives on the North and on North-
South relations.

The United States has built its policy
toward the Republic of Korea on bedrock
including three main components: secu-
rity. democracy, and economic partner-
ship. All are interdependent: a stable
economy promotes greater security;
greater security enhances the economy;
steps toward democracy enhance both
the R.O.K.’s security and its economic
progress. When we talk about the U.S.
relationship with the Republic of Korea,
we must include all three parts of the
foundation.

Our commitment to the defense of
the Republic of Korea remains firm. At
their request, we have contributed to the
Koreans' ability to defend themselves,
assisting with the shield behind which

the Korean people have built their
phenomenal economic growth and begun
their democratic modernization. Koreans
have earned and deserve every credit for
their accomplishments and for the coura-
geous, inspiring path on which they are
now embafked. Americans justifiably
take pride in having contributed to the
defense shield behind which these impor-
tant developments could occur.

Koreans have taken remarkable
steps in recent weeks to build toward
democracy. Koreans have a proverb,
"shejagi panida,” which translates
approximately as "well begun is half
done.” While there is still much work to
do, it is clear to all that the Korean peo-
ple have begun the process very well.
We applaud those accomplishments and

encourage both government and opposi-
tion parties to promptly complete the
process which has been started.

We lend our full support—unqual-
ified—to the Korean people and to
whichever candidate they choose to be
their next president in an open and fair
election. We are prepared to work with a
fairly elected Korean Government to
carry our close alliance and deep friend-
ship even beyond the point it has reached
today. Let me be clear on this point:
anyone who claims that he has or will
get the support of the U.S. Government
as a candidate is wrong; we lend our full
and enthusiastic support to the process
but not to any individual or party.

Our neutrality in this contest is

appropriate and fitting. As much as we,
as friends, cheer the political moderniza-
tion process, Koreans must make their
choices. We continue to hope that all

major institutions in Korea will play a
constructive, neutral role as the people
assume the important and exciting
responsibility of choosing their leader-
ship and managing theirown government.

There is, of course, a specific out-
come in the economic area we hope to
see-a greater opening of the Korean
market. We will work closely with the
new administration which takes office in
February 1988. toward continuing the
process of liberalizing market access and
thereby encouraging the kind of balanced
growth in our trade that helps both our
peoples. Protectionism is a “product” we
reject, whether “made in U.S.A.” or
“made in Korea.”

North Korea

Asall ofyou know, North Korea unbridled
its aggression against the South in June
1950. At the request of the Government
of the Republic of Korea, the United
States and other members of the United
Nations joined to help the Republic
throw back that aggression, to stop the
war. Since that time, the Korean Penin-
sula has remained a dangerous arena
where two different economic and social
systems, and very different political
structures, have faced each other across
the demilitarized zone.

In the intervening period, Koreans
on both sides have had to rebuild a
peninsula ravaged by war. Koreans in
the South, faced with destruction of

their land, have built one of the miracle
economies of the world.

The Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea (D.P.R.K.) has also built its

economy from the devastation of war,
providing the base for considerable
industrial development and a basic, if

spar^n, standard of living for its people.
But it has done so at a phenomenal cost
to the human spirit and individual free-
dom. And it has misallocated its

resoimces by emphasizing the buildup of
a military machine far larger than is

justified by legitimate self-defense
needs. North Korea's military budget
absorbs over 20% of its GNP (gross
national product]; and it has a three-to-
two preponderance in ground forces
over the R.O.K.

The democratic process now under-
way in the South is all the more stunning
when contrasted with the closed society
to the north. While the Republic of
Korea embarks on a path toward greater
openness, toward a fuller and more pros-
perous future, the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea remains trapped in a
bubble of isolation and repressive
bureaucracy, breathing and rebreathing
an atmosphere of polemics and fear. The
concepts of free elections and multiple
parties would be unthinkable in a state
where public information and expression
are tightly controlled and manipulated.

In addition, the North has isolated
itself internationally by its often out-
rageous activities abroad. Its support for
international terrorism was most
directly manifested by its own assault
upon Seoul’s leadership in 1983, the
callous bombing attack in Rangoon
targeted against President Chun Doo
Hwan, which killed 17 senior R.O.K.
officials. Pyongyang also has persisted in
aiding communist insurgencies in
troubled areas and in providing sur-
rogate forces to bolster such warfare
and instability far from its own territory.
Whatever the motives or impetus for its

behavior, North Korea has earned a rep-
utation for being volatile and unpre-
dictable. Earning a new reputation and
image internationally requires more than
words; it requires real, positive actions.

Sadly, we have too often seen the
North try to force its will on the people
in the South. Those who continue to per-
sist in provocative, destabilizing policies
will remain in the backwaters of political
and economic stagnation, separated
from the mainstream of regional and
global progress taking place around
them. That is a self-defeating posture
and one we hope will be abandoned in
favor of productive international par-
ticipation and cooperation.

We hope that some day the northern
portion of Korea will choose to follow a
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path similar to that now being blazed by
the southern half—that the Democractic
People's Republic of Korea will come to
realize a more open and free society is

intrinsically more stable, more secure,
and better able to meet the challenges of
the future.

North-South Cooperation

The saddest irony, however, is that,

despite many differences North and
South, this is a single people divided,
with the same fascinating culture, with
the same long history, and with the same
boundless potential.

Since the beginning of 1986, con-
structive contacts between South and
North Korea have dwindled. The distrust
and hostility which have developed
between the Korean people must be

(

overcome. History shows that conflict
between a divided people need not be
forever.

(

History provides many lessons.
Those who fail to learn from the past are
doomed to repeat it; on the other hand,
those too preoccupied with the past, who
cannot shake free from old fears and
outdated formulas, can be entombed—
forever— in the past.

The only way to build real progress
and to develop an enduring trust
between people long divided is through
an active policy of peace, not war-
through building for the future, not seek-
ing revenge for the past. Many such pro-
posals have been on the table for some
time: economic cooperation, family con-
tacts and reunification, trade, return of
remains, cessation of slander. Others
could proceed from there, such as
broader contacts between political

leaders from North and South, greater
involvement and participation in interna-
tional fora, and cooperation on joint proj-

I
ects to benefit the entire Korean people.
We regret that the three channels of
dialogue begun in 1984-85, largely at
R.O.K. initiative, were unilaterally
suspended by the North in January 1986.
It is not for the United States or any
other third party to make specific pro-
posals; Koreans on their own can find
the right steps.

This past winter and spring, we
watched closely the interplay between
North and South over resumption of
dialogue. As we often have said during
that process, we saw hopeful signs on
both sides. We joined many others in
genuine disappointment that, despite the
effort of both governments, including
the South s constructive proposal for

.
pnme minister-level talks, formal
dialogue failed to resume. We remain

I
committed to North-South dialogue as

the essential ingredient toward a
genuine reduction of tension. We urge
further efforts to resume dialogue, to
ignore past grievances, to concentrate
together on real and achievable objec-
tives, in order to demonstrate to all

Koreans and to the world that Koreans
are ready to take their peninsula into a
new age, to write a new history of prog-
ress and achievement.

To those who say conflict between
North and South is inevitable, to those
who say it would take a miracle to end
the hostility, I have only one answer; the
events of the last few weeks and years in
Asia have restored my faith in miracles.
But it is not really miraculous at all: the
Korean people are extraordinary people.
If we are surprised by the economic
growth and the political progress in the
Republic of Korea, it is only because out-
siders have consistently underestimated
Korean determination and Korean
talents. If Koreans determine to make
progress, if they choose to use their
talents to promote understanding and
reduce tension, I—for one—will under-
estimate neither their potential nor what
they might accomplish.

The past is past. The future provides
opportunities for new, positive actions
and relationships. The world will be
watching.

Today Korea stands on the threshold
of a new age. The 1988 Olympics are
barely a year away. This event-to which
all Koreans, wherever they reside,
should look with pride—is likewise a
celebration in which all Koreans should
participate. From their ancient origins,
the Olympics were designed to bring
people closer together. The United
States earnestly hopes that the 1988
Olympics will fulfill the age-old tradition,
will impress upon the Korean people
their uniqueness and their potential, just
as those Olympics held thousands of
years ago helped the Greek city-states
nurture their own longings for peace and
an end to conflict. For our part, we
stand ready to send American athletes
to Korea to compete in the Seoul Olym-
pics, including Olympic events held in

Pyongyang.
We genuinely hope the Democratic

People s Republic of Korea will grasp
the opportunities now before it.

- iiiwjrnacionai uiympic Uom-
mittee s (IOC) historic offer to provide
Pyongyang a role in the Olympics, whicl
would be a unique event in allowing the
world to see Koreans working together,
allowing free movement of people
between the two parts of Korea, and
demonstrating that past differences can
not block cooperation. The peninsula
hereby can be a model for international
harmony, peaceful achievement, and
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concrete results. We applaud the
R.O.K. 's unselfish acceptance of the
IOC's proposal.

• The even greater opportunities
and challenges presented by the
resurgent expansion of the economies of
the Pacific, including, but not limited to.

the splendid growth in the Republic of
Korea. There are things that the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
must do on its own to help usher in a
new age for the peninsula, including
greater commitment of resources and
manpower to the civilian sector; develop-
ment of economic reforms following the
positive experience of other countries in

East Asia; and greater involvement in

the international economic system. Eco-
nomic interdependence not only stimu-
lates individual national growth but also
provides greater common security and
well-being. We hope, therefore, that the
leadership of the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea will work toward
bringing their country into the com-
munity of nations.

We call upon North Korea to coop-
erate in lessening conflict and
strengthening regional peace. We also

call upon the allies of the D.P.R.K. to

work with us to reduce tensions on the
peninsula and to create a healthier

environment to stimulate prosperity,

peace, and the flourishing of the Olympic
spirit. We are prepared to do our part in

ushering in a new era of peace in Korea;
earlier this year, for example, we
changed our diplomatic contact guidance
toward North Korea in hopes of creating
a more favorable environment for prog-
ress in South-North relations. We
recognize, however, that our role—as
well as the role of the North’s allies— is

secondary to that of Koreans them-
selves. Ultimate responsibility for the
state of North-South relations, of course,
resides with the people of Korea.

The U.S. Government and American
people hold an unwavering, unbreakable
commitment toward the security of our
ally, the Republic of Korea. At the same
time, we bear no hostility toward
anyone. Americans, bold and resolute in
defense of peace, remain bold and
unswerving in the desire to help build
peace as well.

I believe the people of Korea, both
North and South, now face historic

opportunities and challenges. We urge
their leadership to implement the
positive; to pursue contacts, not confron-
tation; and to adopt cooperation as the
new watchword for all of Korea. Only
this way can new possibilities and pros-
pects begin to materialize.
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KOREA: ASIAN PARADOX
EXCERPTS (pp. 1051-1052)

Pyongyang has for years blamed North-South Korean ten-
sions on the U.S. military presence and the high level of U.S.-
R.O.K. military exercises. Particularly sharp rhetoric has been
directed at the annual “Team Spirit’’ military exercise, the
largest annual exercise in the world. Conducted for the past
ten years, in 1987 Team Spirit involved over 200,000 South
Korean and American forces and lasted for about three
months. Whether of genuine concern to North Korea or not,
it at least provides a pretext for Pyongyang’s noncooperation,
and it is frequently cited by the Chinese as an irritant that only
enhances Moscow’s leverage.

The United States may be forced for purely budgetary
reasons to cut back on the scope of the Team Spirit exercise in
future years. But, particularly in light of Pyongyang’s an-
nounced stand-down from major field exercises since early
1986. the United States should seize the initiative to reduce

—

in meaningful measure—both the scale and duration of the
exercise. This need not harm South Korean readiness or U.S.-
R.O.K. collaboration and it could signal American willingness
to engage in further reciprocal steps. In any case, it would put
the ball back in the North Korean court.

Beyond these rather limited measures, the United States
should press the R.O.K. government to develop Joint positions

on long-term mutual and balanced force reductions to be
negotiated with North Korea as well as the conditions under
which they could be discussed with Pyongyang. Actual move-
ment in this arena seems most unlikely for some time, even if

there is considerable change in North Korea’s behavior. Major
changes would be unwise in the absence of an overall peace
settlement—a prospect for the distant future, at best. But as

South Korean forces reach rough equivalence to those of the
North, the time has come to develop proposals for reductions
that w'ould preserve the relative military balance on the pen-
insula. These would help deflect potential domestic criticism

in South Korea over defense spending, offer a way to reduce
tensions and the risks of war, and take the initiative away from
the D.P.R.K., where it has long resided.
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Cocktail diplomacy
US slightly softens Its stance

towards North Korea

By John McBoth In S«oul

and Nayan Chanda In Waahington

^ MARTK i4gi • iv> lAinnn I niHimc m vif tv

American diplomats normally circle

around the sombre dark-suited
men wiih Kim II Sung badges on ihcir
lapels at diplomatic receptions. But all

that IS about to change Instead of com-
menting on the weather during chance
encounters, and then moving away,
they can now talk about more substan-
tive matters — provided the North Ko-
reans begin the conversation.

The US decision came after two
months of deliberation and is designed
both to create the climate for the re-
sumption of North-South Korean
dialogue and also to induce Pyongyang
to either participate in the 1988 Seoul
Olympic Games or at least to lake a less
disruptive approach.

US Secretary of Stale George
Shultz discussed the issue both during
12 hours of contacts with Chinese leacT
ers Deng Xiaoping and Zhao Ziyang in

Peking, and later with South Korean
President Chun Doo Hwan during a
five-hour stopover in Seoul. Shortly be-
fore the Washington announcement, a
Chinese delegation arrived in Pyong-
yang to brief Kim on the Shultz visit.

While the details of the conversation
between Zhu Liang, director of the In-
ternational Liaison Department of the
Chinese Communist Parly, and Kim are
not known, Zhu is believed to have
underlined the importance of respond-
ing positively to the US overture Hav-
ing burned its finger once in 1983 by
promoting US-North Korea contacts.
China obviously wants to make sure
that things go better this time

The significance of the US gesture
lies in the fact that a similar order was is-

sued on 30 September 1983 and then re-
scinded nine days later when a North
Korean-planted bomb killed South
Korean cabinet members in Rangoon.
Diplomatic sources say Peking has been
pressing the US for some time to
broaden its contacts with North Korea,
partly to balance growing Soviet influ-
ence and partly to make clear its true
military commitment on the divided
peninsula. They say the Chinese are
now apparently acknowledging that
their own clout in Pyongyang has been
weakened by Soviet military and econo-
mic assistance and by increased trade
between China and Seoul

The Rangoon incident meant a parti-
cular loss of face for China because dur-
ing his talks with US Secretary of De-
fence Caspar Weinberger in September
1983, Deng had assured him of North
Korea's peaceful intentions and called
on the US to help reduce tension in the
Korean Peninsula, In fact, just a day be-
fore the bombing incident China had
passed on to the US a North Korean
message seeking direct contact with
Washington.

T he State Department says the re-
vised guidance will allow US dip-

lomats to “respond substantively when
North Korean diplomats initiate con-
versations in neutral settings,” normally
a reference to embassy cocktail parties'^
As one official explained: "Under the
old guidelines we could shake their
hands and at best nod if they said ‘the
weather is nice,' But then we were to
break off conversation quickly ." Asked
if avoidance of bilateral meeting meant
the U.S and North Korean diplomats
had to meet with a third party present,
an administration official explained that
during a reception hosted by a third
country, US and North Korean dip-
lomats could go into a corner and dis-
cuss whatever matter they choose

It is understood in such conserva-
tions the Americans will seek to explain
their own position, hut at the same time
they will place any serious bilateral
overtures within the framework of
North-South dialogue, which has been
stalled since early last year

Although the U.S believes this is the
first lime the South Koreans have felt
confident enough to say that some good
might come out of the move. Seoul offi-
cials are anxious all the same that na-
tions friendly with the US. particularly
those in Europe, do not feel encouraged
to make hasty attempts to improve rela-
tions with Pyongyang.

The officials say it is still premature
to determine whether the latest deve-
lopments arc encouraging or not, but
they are anxiously awaiting the outcome
of US Undersecretary of State Michael
Armacost’s 16-19 March talks with
Soviet officials in Moscow where the
Korean Question was high on the
agenda. They arc also hope^l that both
the Soviet Union and China will reci-
procate the US initiative by allowing
their diplomats to talk to their South
Korean counterparts.

US and South Korean officials in
Seoul caution against reading too much
into the easing of the restrictions, and
one US source said any suggestion of di-
rect talks with North Korea was out of
the question until the North-South
dialogue yields substantial results

The North Koreans have been trying
to interest the South Koreans m high-
level political and military talks, with
the incentive of offering to discuss the
controversial Kumgang Dam issue
(Review, 20 Nov. ’Sb) In late De-
cember Kim proposed for the first time
high-level political and military talks be-
tween North and South Korea Tbat
proposal, considered significant by
some US analysis as indicative of ac-
ceptance of the legitimacy of South
Korea, has been further softened.

Chinese leaders briefed Shultz on
the new North Korean proposal calling
for high-level — meaning at deputy
prime minister level — talks simultane-
ously with the resumption of economic,
parliamentary and Red Cross talks that
nave remained frozen for a year This
latest offer seems to take into account
US-South Korean objection to Kim's
December proposal.
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Diplomatic sources say South Ko-
rean officials are divided over the Nor. h
Korean overture Senior political lead-
ers are aware that they would be unable
to use the talks to exercise any influenc-.
over the North's closed society, while
Pyongyang might manipulate domestic
opinion in the South.

Because of these constraints. US of-
ficials are doing nothing to push the
South Koreans into the talks, though
Foreign Affairs Vice-Minister Park Soo
Gil has indicated that the last of three
North Korean letters received on 3
March did contain elements that require
a studied response. q

Washington Post
September 27, 1987

NORTH KOREA FORCE
CUTBACK HAS BEGUN
Gesture Said Aimed
At Reducing Tension

Continued from page 46
Kang said he is prepared to have

"contact" with South Korean officials

during his current trip to New York,
but that this is different from the
official talks the north has proposed.

Regarding U.S. policy, Kang ex-
pressed frustration with the results
of a shift announced by Washington
in March permitting U.S. diplomats
to conduct conversations with North
Korean officials at diplomatic recep-
tions and other "neutrar locations.
“The idea was good but we have

just exchanged greetings, talk about
the weather, food and such,” Kang
said. "If we attempt to discuss
soraeffiing of a political nature, the
Americans are reluctant to talk
.... Just contacts at social func-
tions cannot solve our problems."
Kang said North Korea is “sur-

prised" and "disappointed” at recent
U.S. statements suggesting an in-
crease in U.S. air and naval deploy-
ments around South Korea before
and during next September’s Seoul
Olympics in order to deter any inter-
ference from the north. North Korea
fears this is a “pretext” for more mil-
itarization. he said. "We have no in-
tention to take any action" to inter-
fere m the games, he said.

Kang said Nor^ Korea still hopes
to hMt some Olympic events, a pos-
sibility that has been under nego-
tiation with the south and the Inter-
national Olympics Committee. He
said the failure of Pyongyang to
participate might contribute to a
"complicated” environment, includ-
ing unwillingness of some non-
aligned countries to participate in
Seoul. He seemed virtually to con-
cede that the Soviet Union and
Chinese athletes are likely to be in
Seoul, saying that 'Ve don’t care”
whether they participate.
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Since ihc division of ihe Korean pemnsuln in 1945, ai Icosl icn mil-

lion Koreans have been separated from Ihcir families. They have never
seen each oiher again. Considering this, I was one of the very few for-

lunaie Koreans to have the opportunity lo see both Koreas. If I learned

anything from the irip in the summer of 1981, it is tha t neiiher side wanis
another war in Pyongyang I lold mv hosts that ihe II <; imnni anri ih>

South Korean armed forces are noi offensive but defensive. They did not
believe me In Seoul 1 told some responsible people lhat Pyongyang is not
imerested in aiiacklng Seoul and that Pyongyang is very defensive. They
did not believe me ^Ea£h_jide_£on(inuesi^vie^jh^oiher^s_an_im£l^^
ble enemy, both sides are consumed wiih fear and haired . 1 wish that

several million Koreans on each side could visii the other If Ihev did .

they would learn that neither side wants anoiher~fraineidal war. What is

imporianl is that both sides must correct their tendency to see Ihe other in

0 mirror refleeimg a demon What is imperative is that each side must
jcnigam^^jriiMh^oihe^

So I'ar, boih sides have mobilized ihcir bcsl brains lo misread each
other North Korea has been perceiving South Korea so much through its

chuch’e lenses ihai the South Korean reality is completely lost lo iL Like-

wise, the North Korean reality is lost lo South Korea If both sides were

to understand Robert Kennedy’s words that "the final lesson of Ihe

Cuban missile crisis was the importance of placing ourselves in the other

country's shoes,"' there would be some hope for the two Koreas.

To conclude. I should like to offer the following suggestions, hoping

that these would be considered by policy makers in Seoul and in Washing-
ton in iheir efforts lo reduce tension on ihe Korean peninsula.

We need lo reexamine ihc official American mythology that Norih
Korea s only goal is lo communize the South. The assessrneni of Norih
Korean oeiiigeieney has been made with hlile firsthand observation The
defense community needs to sensitize itself to North Korea's nightmare .

iisobscssionwiih surviv.il

— - -

we need to assess North Korea's inlernal situation more accurately

Thanks to ihe increasing numbers of travelers lo Pyongyang in recent

years, the flow of information about North Korea is increasing. It is clear

that sifting through the volumes of rhetoric from Nodong Smmun and

Radio Pyongyang cannot match firsthand information. Those who have

visited North Korea recently point out that the main emphasis in_lhg

NflflB Sifife Ihe early ivrus has been on peaceful consirucuon If it is

true lhat North Korea is concentrating more on this, it would seem lime

to reevaluate that sociely. North Korea, despite its rhetoric, seems aware

that ii cannot match the Souih economically Kim II Sung was reported to

have said, "We are in a state of inferiority to the South in all areas"'

Some impressions I gained from my trip lo the North confirm this suspi-

cion. North Koreans I met talked more about how their country has been

rebuilt since the war than about foreign affairs. They talked about self-

sufficiency In food production, new apartment complexes, upgrading Ihe

duality of consumer goods, importing technology from abroad, and finally

making North Korea a socialist paradise. Visilors lo North Korea do ngi

get the impression that it is interested itT r^slcing another fralricidal_wat

wiih South Korea. North Koreans complain ibouLiMiLdefense^exflen^-

lure burdens. They worry about labor shormes. They are constantly

reminded of ihe war that destroyed every cityrevery village, and every

ind ustrial and agricultural base In ihe'i t country .
Clearly, the notion thai

Norih Korea is likely to risk another war lo achieve unificaiion is exag -

gerated North KorMns are not so stupid as to risk occupation by the

United Sines.

We need to expose North Korea io_ihe_Umied_Staie| Though it

may SDUIIO A&iUi, Pyongyang s coniscis with the United Slates might

introduce a measure of realism into its policy, and this realism might

eventually prove beneficial lo South Korea as well as lo ihe United States

It has been often said that despite regular contacts between the United

Slates and the Soviet Union reiaiions between Ihe two have not improved.

On the other hand. U.S -Soviet relations mighl be much worse if neither

had talked to the other. Soviet scholars and journalisis who regularly visit

the United Stales have a much more sophisticated and accurate view of

Ihe United Slates than they had during the Stalin ere. Norih Koreans

need their own Georgi Arbalovs They need lo allay their fear, which

largely accounts for their militant behavior, that South Korea is a bridge-

head for penetration into North Korea by the United States and fapan

The task of improving ihc pcrcepiion each Korea has of the other is by no

means easy It is psychologically useful for each to kick the enemy

around. Depriving them of an enemy might be a blow to Iheir

psyches—and even ihcir power—but the continuing cycle of vicious

misunderstanding must be broken Norih Korea especially, ihe product of

decades of self-centered political indocirinalion, must not continue to be

narrow, rigid, and poorly informed about the outside world

I John G SiociStni^cr, Namwf t)^fkneu Chm, Rinsio omt Amenn York R«rv-

doffl House. I9J5). p

9 TAr Yofk Timn. Aususl 10. 1910. ft 12 Kim wis reporlod 10 hive ntd ihu (o

Rep Stephen Sobri <0-*Nev York)

We must make certain psychological adjustmems in aniicipaiion of
new things lo come under changed eireumsianecs, aided by our improved
knowledge about the Korean peninsula. We must free ourselves from the

mythology that has done so much damage to fifty million Koreans and
many Americans The American policy of doing what Is best for South
Korea and what is worst for North Korea has not brought about the

OMirea results , the recognition oi this lact is the hrst step in the nthi

direction. This mythology produced the miliiaritaiion of South Korean
sociely. which in turn has led to a deterioration in the quality of South
Korean poliiical life South Korea's increased defense capability and
America s steady supply of modern weapons lo South Korea have not

made South Koreans feel safe The cold war tensions harm both Koreas
and Ihe United Stales. What is the point of building an exterior defense

at the cost of inlernal ruins?

Th e Uitiied Slates must gain the confidence and respect of both

Korea^jlher_lhanju^^ —u posture more behiiing .a world leader

North Korea has been knocking on ihe American door _lfjheUniied
Stales realizes lhai both Koreas do not want another war and ihail^orih

iLorea isjusi as wary ol Soviet expansionism os Ihe United States is, a new
P^icy toward the Korean peninsula is possible A dialogue focusejLon

mutual inieresis and carefully pursued by the United Slates need not be

detrimental to South Korea and the United Slates. Furiher. it is in the

interest of them both to make some elTon to change the North Korean

perception of them. The conlinuaiion of the present cold war can push
the Norih Into desperale international veniures The United Slates must
rLiize mat North Korea's primary concern is its securiiy. and that to

North Korea even ihe issue of reunification is bound up in Iheir overall

securiiy concern. North Korea, 1 believe, is ready to accept two Koreas,

provided ihe myth of one Korea is kept alive

A dialogue between the United States and North Korea need not

compromise America's commilments lo South Korea. As Roger Fisher of

Harvard University says , talking to an adversary is not a sign of weakness
,

By hanging up the phone and culling Ihe line, the United States deprives

Itself of the opporiumiy to alTeci North Korean behavior. Talking to

North Korea conveys no approval of its philosophy and eonduci To para-

phrase Fisher again, all parlies should not decide first and argue about

positions but should talk about mieresls, generate options, and decide

later '»

10. The Ne0 Ywk September 24, 1911, p 27- The Nr" Y^fk TimtK $<pltmbef 26,

1981, p 22

M.-inwoo Lee is professor of poliiical science at Millersville Stale Col-

lege (Pennsylvania) and cofounder of Journal of Developing Areas His

numerous studies include “Argentine Political Insubiliiy." Journal of

Inier-Amerkon Studies (1969), "China afier Mao." Chinese Affairs

(1978); and "The Prospects for Normalization of Relaiions between

Moscow and Seoul," Korea and World Affairs (1980).

.Conclusions

B. C. Koh and C. I. Eugene Kim
Final Reflections

^.camc convinced (hat Ihe United Stales should unrtfriakA .

reappraisal ol m polcy lowjrd ihe UPRK W'ashinaion's anoareni per
~

lion ihai Pyongyang is dangerously miliiam, armed to ihe leeih and
poised for an invasion of ihe South appears too simolisiic The rg-iinv M
wmcri we cannoi cljim lo have scratched even a imy surface, is far more
complex. Norih Korea’s mililani rhetoric masks a deep sense of insecu-
rity, and Its leaders seem as eager lo defuse Ihe Korean powder keg as the
policy makers in Seoul and Wuhinglon. The status rjuo rteeds to be
altered so that a more enduring peace may be secured If there is little
inducement for Ihe United Stales to respond positively to Norih Korean
overiures for direct talks at the cost of alienating ihe Republic of Korea,
there are a number of measures falling short of direct negotiations thai
could materially help improve American-North Korean reloiions. One
such measure is the encouragement of academic and other exehin [^A«

^iween the two countries . Exchange implies a two-way flow. North
Korean scholars must be enc^raxetl and permm^ ^<r visit the Uniieit

Slates for legitimate academic reasons. Harsh rcsiriciions on Ihe move-
ments Ol Norm Korean diplomats assigned lo ihe DPRK Observer Mis-
sion to me uniteq Nations should be relaxed^ under appropriate cir-

cumsiances 1 he iraoe et^rgo on Norifi Korea should be lifted for non-
straiegic items . Finally, the ^ssibilily of ambassadorial-level laiks in \
ihifd couniry should be explore<ir

ui primary imporunce is preserving peace in the Korean peninsula,

and our firsthand observations of the moods and perceptions of ihe princi-

pal adversaries lead us to believe ihai the greatest danger to peace in

Korea is mutual distrust and tnisundersianding We hope thai our trios lo

North Korea represent a small step in the long and hard journey toward

alleviating such conditions.
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Chapter 8

A FUTURE FOR KOREA
An AFSC Perspective

The preceding chapters have presented a range of viewpoints and
analyses about events on the Korean peninsula and the current
realities of a divided country. This final chapter provides an AFSC
perspective and offers a number of suggestions that seem to speak
to the current situation and give promise of opening the way to a
brighter future for Korea.

The AFSC perspective reflects the Committee’s Quaker roots.
Because of their particular perception of the divine-human relation-
ship, for three centuries Quakers have regarded all persons as children
of God. not to be debased or destroyed for any reason under any
circumstances. For them, nonviolence has been more than a tactic;
it has been a way of life. They have insisted that means determine
ends, and that if conflicts are to be resolved without sowing the seeds
of new conflict, they must be resolved by peaceful means.

This is the philosophy, tested by the Committee's direct experience
in Korea itself and around the world, that governs our approach to
the tensions that plague this divided nation caught at a focal point
of Great Power connict. In Korea, we seek paths for North-South
reconciliation that will lead towerd reunification, shaped by the
Korean people themselves on both sides of the DMZ. In our view,
such an approach is not visionary; it is an attainable goal whose
achievement should command the efforts of all men and women of
good will.

It will not be easy. The division of Korea by the United States
and the Soviet Union in 1945 at the end of World War II has in the
years since been widened by war and the conflict of ideologies, and
what was traditionally a single state and a single people has been
split into two separate states deeply suspicious and hostile toward
each other . A particularly poignant aspect of the division that goes
beyond geography and politics is the reality that ten million Koreans
are separated from family members on opposite sides of the thirty-
eighth parallel. Despite the passage of more than forty years, the

tragedy of split families remains a powerful reminder of the human
consequences of the division. But it also provides a dynamic for

reconciliation and reunification; in spite of all that has happened,

the American Friends Service Committee has found that people in

both the North and the South continue to keep alive their hopes for

a better future. Indeed, we have found this hope for family reunion

and national reconciliation one of the two most powerful emotions

a visitor encounters in Korea today. The other is the people's pro-

found fear of war.

This fear is exacerbated by Korea’s geographic location, which
makes it a locus of cold war tensions. The United States maintains

nuclear weapons and forty thousand troops in the South, while both

China and the Soviet Union are in a position quickly to introduce

major military forces across the borders they share with North Korea.

Miscalculation or escalation of a minor incident could lead to a

military confrontation and renewed war between North and South.

These realities are deeply troubling to a people who have known first

hand the suffering that war and occupation bring.

Eloquent pleas for reunification have been made by many Koreans.

In the words of Ham Sok Hon, the venerable Quaker leader in Seoul:

The thirty-eighth parallel is an absurdity from every

angle, contrary to reason, something inconceivable. There
is every reason that it ought to be eliminated, and it

should in fact be easy to do so. once one’s mind is set

on it. The thirty-eighth parallel is not a line to be resolv-

ed by the sword, but one to be settled by reason, princi-

ple of right, the heavenly way, and human character.

What is required is a will to life, with the realization of
what life is and what the path to life is. This is a line that

can be lifted in no lime.

No army, however large or powerful, on either side of
the line can possibly keep a nation asunder, a nation
which savs "We are one....” (Queen of Suffering. p.l62)
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Given such longing, made more urgent by the fear of war, what

are some of the positive factors that might give substance to hope,

and what are some of the obstacles that must be overcome?

One important positive factor in working toward reconciliation

is to be found in the commonalities among all Koreans. They share

a Confucian heritage, the values of which remain a powerful in-

fluence today. The primacy of the family and the importance of
education, keystones of this Confucian legacy, are evident not only

within the boundaries of the Korean peninsula, but also in Korean
communities overseas. Additional factors are a common language

and culture which have enabled Koreans to resist being assimilated

into the culture of occupying powers over the centuries. Even dur-

ing the thirty-five year period of Japanese colonization, Koreans

maintained a strong sense of national tradition and identity despite
extreme pressures to deny their Korean heritage, language, names
and religion.

Some observers argue that this strong sense of Korean identity will

be the most important factor in achieving Korean independence and
reunification. They believe that this identity, rather than imposed
ideologies, will enable Koreans to recreate wholeness on the penin-
sula. There is a mystical element in this, an expression of faith. It

leads some who yearn for reunification to resist defining concrete
strategies or steps. Reunification, they say, will happen because it

must. If there are no contrary external interferences, the Korean peo-
ple will make it happen and will determine the form it will take. This
belief in the inevitability of reunification is a positive and impor-
tant factor in Korea’s ability to reunite peacefully, although it is

unlikely to provide sufficient impetus in itself. Specific steps are also

needed.

A series of positive steps was taken by government and Red Cross
representatives of North and South Korea in 1984 and 1985 as they

engaged in talks and sponsored family visits across the DMZ.
However, neither the people of the Nonh nor of the South have had
a determining voice, or have even participated in these negotiations.

Certainly any efforts to negotiate, even at the governmental level,

are a welcome move away from unremitting tension and periodic

hostilities between the two governments. At the same time, most of
the sixty million people on the two sides of the DMZ have been so

isolated from each other, and so kept in the dark by their govern-
ments, that they are now incapable of informed discussion. In order

for negotiations to be meaningful and enduring and for a solution

to represent the will of the people, ways must be found for popular
participation in the process.

Such participation of the Korean people will be the primary fac-

tor in determining the future of Korea. At the same time, Korea does
not exist in a vacuum. Outside powers have had and continue to have

significant impact on events there. Over the centuries, Korea has

borne the brunt of the aggressive policies of its neighbors, especial-

ly Japan. The division of Korea by the United States and the Soviet

Union after World War II has had profound effects on several

generations of Koreans.

For a combination of reasons, China's current policies have helped

in a modest way to reduce tensions between North and South. China
has been serving as a mediator between North Korea and the United

States and has entered into discussions with South Korea about direct

trade and economic cooperation. This welcome development may
continue, since China believes that peace in Asia is essential for the

success of its current priority on domestic development. The Soviet

Union has also placed revitalization of its economy second only to

its own security. Like China, the Soviet Union would greatly benefit

from peace in Asia. Yet, while the Soviet Union has supported the

North’s proposal of tripartite talks among North Korea, South Korea
and the United States, it has also recently provided modern military
planes and equipment to the North, an act that can only further
heighten military tensions.

As Moscow and Beijing seek to address their own internal econom-

ic problems, they are also attempting to end the rift that has divided
them. In addition, leaders in both Moscow and Beijing have held high-

level discussions with U.S. policy makers about Korea, discussions
which presumably are aimed at tension reduction on the peninsula.

In many ways, Korea’s most difficult major power relations are

with Japan. North and South Korea share the thirty-five-year history

of Japanese occupation and colonization and the negative legacy of
that period. People on both sides of the thirty-eighth parallel

celebrate August 15 as the day of liberation from Japanese rule, and
both the South and the North responded quickly and negatively to

Japan’s textbook revisions of a few years ago which minimized
Japan’s actions in Korea and elsewhere in Asia prior to and during
World War II. It would be ironic and unfortunate if the perception
of Japan as the common enemy were one of the forces helping to

draw North and South Korea together. Chung Kyungmo's chapter,
above, indicates the depth of his feelings toward Japan. These feel-

ings are not atypical among Koreans and are of great concern to

many sensitive Japanese who deplore their country’s record in Korea.
On balance. Japan’s ruling party prefers the present division to

a united Korea which might be an economic and political threat to

Japan. At the same time, many Japanese recognize that current ten-

sions in Korea and the uneasy status quo could develop into a war
between North and South that would threaten Japanese investments

in the South and possibly spread to the Japanese islands. While main-
taining its relations with South Korea, Japan has made a number
of overtures toward agreements with the North. Among these are

a fisheries agreement, agreement on direct charter flight service be-

tween Tokyo and Pyongyang, visas for visiting North Korean gym-
nasts and others, and travel by Japanese to North Korea. It is not

clear that Japan's relations with both the Nonh and the South are

intended to encourage the interest of eventual reconciliation between
the two Koreas. Rather, they may represent efforts to recognize both,

while continuing to suppon division.

A desirable step for Tokyo toward tension reduction in all of
Northeast Asia would be to reinforce its commitment to remaining
a peaceful nation. That would mean standing up to pressures from
Washington to increase its military budget and abrogate its constitu-

tional commitment against war.

One South Korean has observed that one of the greatest obstacles

to reconciliation and reunification in Korea is the export to Korea
of the U.S. security doctrine, which places primacy on the military

and on military solutions to political problems. There is little ques-

tion that modification of military and political attitudes toward Korea
in Washington would reduce the threat of war, U.S. policy has been
frozen in a cold war attitude toward Korea since 1945. However,
recent indications are that some changes may be underway.
Washington has shown some flexibility and willingness to hold top
level discussions about Korea with leaders in both Moscow and
Beijing and for the first time granted visas (for a three-day stay) in

1985 to three North Korean scholars to attend an academic meeting
in Washington. This is a welcome beginning, but much more is

needed to support constructive negotiations and open communica-
tions with Nonh Korea.

If the United States government is to be encouraged to find a more
flexible policy toward Korea, and especially an openness to relating

to Nonh Korea, there will need to be greater popular understanding
of the people and issues involved. Information about the North as

well as the South must be widely available in the United States.
Knowledge about both sides may begin to create awareness that each
side in the Korean division has had substantial success in building
a viable society. The more people know about Korea, the more they
will see that each side is neither as bad as its detractors would have
us believe, nor as good as its government's own information bureaus
and official statistics would indicate. The expansion of U.S. visits

to North Korea would not only let Americans sec for themselves but
would also help North Koreans be exposed to a diversity of views.

This process would assist a loosening of tension on both sides.
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We turn now to some concrete suggestions based on AFSC discus-
sions wnh North and South Koreans, with other religious organiza-

ZTnmZ
«P^“*"'alWes of the U.S. Stme Department, with

diplomatic officials at the United Nations, and in conferences withKorean residents in North America. From these varied sources, we

au?r«“?L
reconciliation and reunification re-

quires the following steps.

/. Easing North-South Tensions: South and North Korea should

198?
momentum of talks begun in 1984-

Iboui^he is nS f H
encourage open discussion

«« «nH h 1 ? participation in the reconciliation proc-

lo aL . T outbreak of hostilities ando address the fears of war in North and South Korea, both sidesshould cease mutual vilification and inflammatory propaganda and

Th/ m ^ T'“^‘
oon-aggrcssion pact and immediatelyreduce the number of troops on either side of the DM2 Thesemeasures would be steps toward eventual elimination of^rmilitiy

aTs^eZ nate th^'^Vr""
^ Korea. lich wS

rMn ?K c
^ non-aggression pact.China, the Soviet Union, Japan and the United States should besupportive of North-South negotiations but at the same time agreeto a policy of non-mierfcrcnce in Korea. For instance, they could

TiZ'tT.
"‘^SOtiations between North and South on sending

held Tn Se^ul."
Olympic Games, scheduled to be

^
Shifts in U.S. Policy Toward Korea

S“p=i=aS£.f
action, in addition to the positive factor that both North and Si^uth

n K
^ South Korea. U.S. troops are

iefe„;e of Somh KorT'“'"“ ‘h

being” drat^Luml ^nr rn'ew uT'froT”"' “-'‘lwould also remove U.S. conrplicity in .hetman^ifged^
Korean"''

'""'“‘iing Prostitution, subs“.^ien« ffKorean nationals, and corruption of minor and higher Xials
ydangtt~;;;rir:?dL“^

J States hear almost exclusively of the fear in

a felr
of 'ho fear°n the North

anH 'r
Koreans visas for visits to the United States

Korean H ?
to have normal contact with North

c. Use the good offices of China to find ways to open communica-
tions with the North.

d. Allow North Korean diplomats at the United Nations in New
York expanded freedom of movement; they are now kept within a
twenly-five-mile radius of New York City.

e. Be open to tripartite talks involving North and South Korea
and the United States, with or without other parties present, as and
if these seem appropriate.

South Korea: The United States should cease its direct support
of South Korea's military government. While maintaining official
recognition, the U.S. should also establish relations with those out
of power, including religious leaders, opposition party figures
students and workers. To the extent that similar contacts are possi-ble in the North, they too should be developed.

^

The United States should contribute to the easing of tensions bvreviewing and changing those provisions of the 1954 Mutual Defense

3 PoT ^7'r toward ^he Nonh

rhC? rh- f’-y
Soviet Union and Japan

China. China should continue its efforts to mediate differences
especially between North Korea and the United States

Somh^K^r^ economic discussions with

cpumrie^
' “‘"'“8= between the two

»c
^ Korea, especially when andas U.S. troops are withdrawn from the South

soSkf?.y?°"' «^se its supply of

th? t 1

^ weapons and aircraft to North Korea, and make Larthat It. too, would not send troops to North Korea’s defense in case

withd?a"wr 3S U.S. troops are

The Soviet Union and China should engage Japan in discussionsaimed at tension reduction in Northeast Asia.

SomrKori«nH^°''''^
continue its contacts with both North and

and llie So“ th
the North

Japan should develop policies that will serve not only Jaoan’s in
reversing Japkn’s negatfve legacy in

noiir t
could be made with more equitable aid justpolicies toward Japan’s Korean residents

^

ing roTaceful
' ““‘‘'“‘“"‘‘I “mmitment (o remain-mg a peaceful nation. To do so. Japan will have to stand up to U S

^ abandon its de facto support for a divided Korea

Japan should participate in discussions with the other great nowerstoward tension reduction in Northeast Asia
^

4. Human Contact With Both North and South Korea- Academi

shn.'.M
Toward Japanese Rearmament: The U Sshould review and reverse the 1960 Mutual Defense Treaty with Japan

security “roughen? ris,"!!' reln™T“
which has suffered grievously from Japa;es"emSsm in'Ihe pa".'
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To put these recommendations forward is not to suggest they are
easy to accomplish. Entrenched hostilities, military tensions, an em-
phasis on military security, and a U.S. policy supporting the status
quo are powerful factors in inhibiting positive change. Weighing
against these negative factors are the visions of the Korean people
and numerous pragmatic considerations.

Economically, a popularly reunited Korea would provide a large
combined domestic market, many of whose needs could be fulfilled

with its own resources. Reunification would ultimately allow an
escape from foreign economic domination on the peninsula, and
Korea could take advantage of trade with China and other major
powers, according to its own priorities.

Given Korea’s crucial location in Northeast Asia, creative changes
in Korea could contribute to peace rather than tension in that region.
Historically, peaceful reunification of Korea and its establishment as
a nuclear-free zone would be of great significance. Korea is strategical-

ly located near three of the four great powers with which its present
fate is entwined. It was occupied by Japan earlier in this century
and by the two major powers after World War II. It has experienced
the benefits and the liabilities of both capitalism and socialism. If
Korea can transcend the current political division and establish a
political and economic system specifically designed to meet its own
diverse needs, the process could be a model for other Third World

countries that are struggling to develop independent domestic systems
appropriate to their histories and cultures.

Surely a unified, nuclear-free Korean peninsula relieved of in-

terference from any outside power would offer greater security in

East Asia and in the international community than does the present
concentration of weapons and taut-nerved military personnel along
a narrow strip of fortified land.

We close this study with the hope and belief that all who have
been concerned with events on the Korean peninsula in the past four
decades may find guidance in the reflection of Ham Sok Hon;

It is time for the world to become one. This is the time
for all who have been fighting and murdering each other,

divided as they are by nation, by land, by race, by belief,

by ideology, to put an end to all contradiction, all waste,

and all misunderstanding. Failing that, the best efforts

will be a brake on history, the highest level of morality
a deadweight to sink history, the greatest lalerit will

prove a deadly poison. Total mobilization thus becomes
all the more urgent to bring humankind together. Noth-
ing short of a new interpretation of world history can
bring it about. Only the realization that we are brothers
and sisters of a common ancestor will bring an end to

fighting. (Queen of Suffering, p. 4)

EdiiMW
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Penitence for Peace:

Toward a Theology of Reunification

David Kwaog'Suo Suh
Ewha Womans University

Presented at the Fourth Korean-North Amertcan Church Consuluaton, Honolulu, Hawati, September
29-Oaober i, 1986.

Han of August Moon

Choosuk—the day of the full moon of the lunar month of August, ts the ancient thanksgiving day.

This is the day for all Koreans to offer the year's harvest to heaven and to pay their respects to the

ancestors spirits at the family graves. Family members scattered around the world come back to the family

grave site in the hiUs of the hometown to celebrate Choosuk—thanksgiving day. This is an annual family

reunion day—family members living in thts world gather togetherm the presence of the spirits of family

members in the other world. This is the time of reconciliation—some arguments, crying and weeping

over a little rice wine, but departing with a feeling of consolation and reconaliation in the names of the

ancestor spirits.

According to a newscast, more than ten million people left Seoul to celebrate Choosuk this year at

their southern rural ancestral graves. I went with my family to my parencs-in-law's grave site about 20

miles northeast ofSeoul. Our teenage boys asked me whether I thought I could visit my father's grave in

Pyongyang during my life time. As I could not respond to the question quickly, their second question

attacked my already emotional consciousness; "Do you think you can find your father's grave in

Pyongyang?"

Millions of Koreans left home in 1950, promising that they woudl come back home to celebrate the

next Choosuk at their family grave sites. I left my father's grave on the southern hillside looking over the

Daedong River, without ever seeing the green grass growing on the mound. My father was a freedom

preacher when he was young herefused to worship at theShinto shrine, and left Korea for Manchuria in

self-imposed exile. When we came back to our North Korean hometown, he became an anti-Communist

preacher, calking about the Exodus and liberatioa On the eve of the Korean War, he was taken by the

North Korean police. I found his bullet-ridden body on the Daedong River bank on an evening of

freezing October wind
When the August moon is full and bright, millions of us separated in the North and South swallow

the tears that well out of our broken heans of deepest han—longing for the family members left behind

with shame and guilt for our "escape " from danger to safety and comfort. 1 feel sorry and guilty that for

more than 35 years as the first son of theSuh family, 1 cannot go to my father s grave and trim the grass on

the mound Millions of Koreans on both sides lost their family members in combat and in bombings, in
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tomire chambers and in firing lines in dark nights of horror, and have experienced doubts about their
beliefs and deep confusion about ideologies. Scars of division and wounds of war are carved into the
Aan-ridden hearts of Koreans. The shame and guilt of division and separation is the colJeaive
subconsciousness of the Korean people- Cam's murderous hands are not yet dry from the blood, and the
cry of Abel s blood is still haunting the land.

But still the bright August moon is inviting us to a Choosuk family reunion, to the harvest festival for
reconciliation among the living in the presence of the dead. Sons and daughters of Cam, and daughters
and sons of Abel are called into the house of God for reunion and reconciliation. But the sons of Abel are
crying out for the blood of Abel, from their deepest wound, and spit out hatred, vengeance and killing.
And the daughters of Abel are weeping not just three nights but thirty years over the deaths of their
fathers, and for their ^an-ndden, widowed mothers. How can the sons and daughters of Abel make peace
with Cain.> And yet God is calling them first to make peace with their enemies (Matt 5:23-4), before they
come into the house of God.

Most Christians, in the South and the North, seem to identify themselves with the sons and
daughters of Abel and would ask the same question; How can the sons and daughters of Abel make peace
with Cam? The Godless Cam is the one who murdered Abel. Cam is the one who divided the country. Cam
IS the one who wants to occupy the whole world. They would point their fingers at Cam and asserr Cam is
strong and has powerful weapons; Cam should not be trusted, and he should be destroyed by God. But
now. at the same time, more and more Korean Christians come to realize that the sons and daughters of
Abel wOl have to live with the Cams, the sons and daughters of Qin, together, side by side, in peace, in
order for them to survive and to live a meaningful life without fear of death and annihilation. Are they
coming to the Choosuk feast cable with cunning strategies to win the peaceful submission of the other
side? For the Lord cold them to be wise as the snake. But then, are they to be as innocent as doves when
they come to the table of the Lord? (Matt. 10:16)

Whether snakes or doves. God is calling us to the table of the feast of reconciliation. And we are
standing before God as children ofGod who are called to reconciliation, recogruzmg the brokenness of our
relationship with God. That is, for reconoliauon with God, we must recognize our brokenness, our sms
against God. We must repent our brokenness with God and with our neighbors for reconciliation with
God and with our neighbors. The gift of repentance is reconciliation with God. And retientance is the
commandment for the Kingdom of God

The Policy Sutement of the Governing Board of the National Council of Churches of Christ, USA
(NCCC/USA), states a partial confession of guilr 'As Christians we regard the need to overcome division
not primarily from diplomatic or military perspeaives, but rather from the side of a suffering, divided
people whose pam we know well and for which we are truly sorry." (Lines 17-20) As Christians in Korea,

^ are called in the presence of God to confess our sms to the divided, suffering and han-nddcn people'We must confess to God that we have committed the sms of division, separation, enmity, hatred, revenge
a^killing. As Christians in Korea we must confess in public that we have broken the commandments of
God; we have worshipped political idoU, and we have not loved our neighbors, and even helped kill our
brothers and sisters. We are truly sorry, not simply because we sympathize with the divided and suffering^ple of Korea, but because we have commined—direaly or mdirealy—the grave sms of division
hatred and killing.

’

And yet. we are troubled because we are still struggling against the notion that we are not the ones to

repent and confess our sms. We obstinately refuse tocome to the table of the Lord to repent and confess
our sms, and rather we lift up our faces to claim our righteousness. Therefore, when we respond to this

call of God for repentance and confession of sin, it comes from the deepest agony of pain and suffering.

This confession of sm comes from the cry of the blood of Abel, the viaims, the oppressed, and the
murdered. I for one am reluaant to confess my sm of hating to the marrow of my bones, those who killed

my father; I would protest to God for justice; "Am I not right to rake revenge on my enemies?"
Existentially, it is not easy to say "I am sorry " to my enemy brothers. And even in my faith, it is not

easy to say to God "I am sorry " for my sense of justice that my enemies would be destroyed before my eyes.

It is dishonest as a human to say that it is easy to forgive our enemies and even to ask forgiveness for our
longing for justice and revenge. There is no sentimentalism involved This has to be a heroic decision of
faith, to accept the grace ofGod to repent and to confess our sins. This is a tough decision—tocome to the

cable of the Lord in repentance and desiring reconciliation

Scams Confessionis and Confession of Sins

Historically, it was not easy for the Korean Cbristians to come forward to confess their public sins, in
1936. the General Assembly of the then "united" Presbyterian Qiurch of Korea adopted though by force,

a resolution to allow Christians to pay their respects at the Shinto Shrine. Those who refused to follow the
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resolution and considered the matter a status confesssonis. had to go to prison to endure torture and

martyrdom. After the liberation in 1945, the whole Korean church was called to repentance and public

confession of sin. The Giristians refused, and for 50 years no voice calling for national repentance has

been heard. By the same token, it is not an easy matter to discuss the national confession of sin on the

question of division and suffering of the people in the divided pemnsula. It is such a difficult thing, in fact,

that the churches' theological arrogance remains the ma|or road block to overcoming the division and

moving toward national reunification and peace.

As Christians in Korea, when we recogruze together, through ourcommon faith, that overcoming of

the division, maintenance of peace, and achievement of reutuficarion is a maner of status confessionts.

then the public aa of confessing our sin and repenting the division, separation, enmity and revenge

should come prior to the table of the Lord. The faa of the matter is that only a few Christians in Korea

have stated publicly that peace and the reunification of Korea is a maner of status confesstonts: and even

fewer Korean Christians would respond to the call to repent and confess our sins against peace and the

reunification of the motherland.

At the first meeting of leading Christians ever held on the peace and reunification of Korea, in

August, 1986, Professor Park Jong Wha called for the confession of guilt of the Korean churches:

"The church chat is called to be the community of pea«makers must first become the confessing

community of guilt. The NationalCouncil of Churches - - ought to lead a movement to publicly confess

their guilt, that as Christians we not only did not put our efforts into overcoming the division, but we also

justified the division consciously and unconsciously, and that thereby we have sought comfort and false

security in the division.” (Conference Document, NCCK, August 25, 1986, p. 18, translation mine.)

This statement received a most sincere and serious response from the participants, and was further

articulated by Professor Samuel Lee. As Christians we must confess first that we have not yet seriously

recognized the division as evil, second chat we have helped intensify the division, and thirdly that we have

not put our utmost effort into overcoming the division. (Document, op. cii.. p. 25 ) This public articulation

is historically significant, because as we reflea upon the history of postwar (Zhriscian movement in Korea

(i.e., following both World War II and the Korean War), this is the first such serious reflection upon the

churches' confession in relation to the national division.

For most fundamentally, the division is the enemy of peace with justice. Most immediately, however,

because of the division, millions of families were separated in North and South, and they had to suffer the

pain of separation. Even more disturbingly, the division has become a value system, although false—an

idol, a national consciousness. The division has developed a theology of division arid alienation. The

division has intensified the almost-blind fundamentalistic ideologies of the two Koreas. And in a vicious

circle, the fundamentalist ideological stance of the two Koreas has made the separated walls of division

ever higher. The most radical left on the one hand, and the most radical right on the otehr, have become

national virtue, not only on the Korean political-ideological scene, but also in the inner psyche of the

Korean personality. One must obey and follow the command either from left or from right; there is no

conscious or refleaive choice in between; and there is no opening for discussion of the other side's virrues.

If you are not on my side, then you are on the enemy's side. Theology of division would not discuss the

other side with an open mind, but would produce more ideological heresies and join the evil force of

division. The basic values of the theology of division are hate, condemnation, denunaation, holy war.

crusade, purge and killing. The rheology of division only foments the cancerous epidemic of the mind

which would take away personal growth, aeauvity, development and even life itself.

The theology of division brews militarism. Militarism is a theological idol created out of the theology

of division. Militarism can stand firmly on the ground of theological hatred. The theology of division

justifies the most fundamentalistic militarism, it pours ideological fuel into the already burning military

fire. The ocher side has to be destroyed by military might, and this side has to be protected by military

force—the stronger the better, the bigger the better, the fiercer the better, the more deadly the bener.

In search of greater military strength, militarism in the divided, hostile country has to connect itself

with the militarism of the superpowers. A divided country such as Korea is only a sub-structure of the

division of the world. And the militarism which governs the divided segments of the world is only a

sub-structure of the militarism of the superpowers. National and international militarism today, in

the name of peace in the divided world, structurally violates basic human rights, exploits national

economic development, desroys the basic integrity of national independence, and endangers the

fundamental human aspiration to overcome the division with peace and justice. The theology of division

in the life of militarism thus has a global implication.

Militarism in itself is an ideology or a religion, according to MarekThee; it is 'a system of beliefs and

values that views organized violence and the use of force as indispensable tools of orderly governance,

social order, and international ascendance. ’ (Unpublished paper. Militarism and Militarization; Their

Contemporary Meaning, September, 1984.) National and ideological division is maintained by
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militarism. That is, division is maintained and solidified by organized violence and the use of force.
Militarism is the indispensable tool for social order, national security, and ideological conformity. Division
foments the psychology of fear and insecurity against the possible invasion of the other side. This
psychology of fear and insecurity accentuates military strength. The military power that was to give
comfort and security, on the contrary, creates more fear and insecurity in socio-political and cultural life.

For the price of national security, the people are forced to conform to the military ideology. Voices of

dissent and open criticism against the military ideology are condemned as subversive and anti-state. The
rheology of division has grown out of the psychology of fear and insecurity, under the political situation of
division and the ideology of militarism. The theology of division grows fat on the fear and insecurity of the
people in the divided situation, and it enjoys false security behind the idols of militarist politics.

The basic problem of the theology of division is chat it seeks false security in the idols of military
power, and that it has to endorse organized violence and the use of military force. Furthermore, the
theology of division and the ideology of militarism deny the basic human rights of freedom of thought and

God-given human creativity. Basically, the fundamental sin and aime of the theology
of division and militarism is cheir organized and systematic killing of the human spirit—the killing of the
image of God in human persons. They are against God in humanity.

Based on rhe theology of division and militarism, therefore, free and partiapatory democracy is
impossible. Of course they claim that the division and the military power are to defend freedom and the
life of the people, but in reality they only defend their division and the military interest. They force the
people to believe in the theology of division and in the need to survive by military means. In the name of
peace and national secunty. a whole country becomes a military boot camp. Educational systems are
cloMly governed and controlled by rhe State. From elementary school on. the students are brainwashed
with ide^ of nationalism, national glory, ideologies of division, and glorification of military actions to
destroy the other side. Education becomes, on the whole, a process of discipline and regimentation of
peace and security, for a life of conformity and silence.

Biblical Faith Against the Theology of Division

As Chrisuans. our repentance has to come from our Biblical faith and trust in God. It is a difficult
turn from the theology of division to the Biblical faith of reconciliation. It could be a hard sacrifice to give
up the security that has been promised by the theology of division. But as Christians we must confess our
coUeaive sin of political idol worship before our God in Christ, the suffering servant of peace. In the
cheolop of division, we would see Christ in the image of prince of peace who would conquer the world
by nuclear might and give us safety and security. But in the biblical faith, he is no fighting prince of peace,
but a suffering servant of peace on the cross. Jesus was crucified on the cross in order to overcome
division—ivttion of ideologies, division of God from humanity, division of the people. For on the cross
Jesus has broken down the wall of hostility, creating in himself one new people, reconciling all people
into one body through the Cross." (Eph. 2; 14ff.)

^

In the Biblical faith we recognize the iconclastic nature of the Cross. The Cross denies and destroys
the idols which have been molded in order to keep up thedivision and escalate hostility. The Cross is the
iran^asric power which destroyed the ideologies of militarism and the false theology of division. Thus
the Cross liberates us from our ideological enslavement, from our fears and insecurity, from our use oforganiz^ violence and brutal physical force. In the Biblical faith of the Cross, we shaU not seek false
security ^hind the false idols of national security, nor shaU we worship the false gods of militarism which
are created by the theology of divisioa

Buc Che reality of the Cross is suffering, in the Biblical faith. As we read m the Gospel, Jesus had to^f« on the Cross because he denied the worldly political-economic ideologies: hedid not make bread out
of stones, nor did he worship the devd of political power Jesus had to suffer on the Cross because he
reh^ to stand behind the political ideologies of secunty and comfort.Jesus had to suffr the Cross because
he denied the kingdom of power, the kingdom of violence, and the kingdom of forced silence.

The Cross of reconaliarion is a painful and suffering process. And reconciliation on the Cross is not a
painless harmony or a forced uniformity. It is a painful process of confrontation with the false idols of
military ^l.tics created out of the ideologies of division. In the Biblical faith of the reconciliation of the

r 'ha' ^houJd overcome our .deoiog.cal hostility against«ch 0 her, and that we must free ourselves from our false .dent.flcat.on of ant.<ommunism wifh the

° '«'="°‘“non on the Cross is to bear the cross and foUow the suffermgsetvant Ctast ,n out pobncal hfe of djvuion in Korea. This is a costly disdpleship
*

FinaUy, the cross of teconciliat.on does not panicularly mean the negotiations and tentativecompromises between co^icting ideologies and social and politital systems. The cross is for the peoplesuffering under rhe conflicts between the deadly powers and the weapon systems, CcrS^ of
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reconciliation is the healing of the wounded hearts and the deepest ban of the separated people. It is the
healing of the people's broken hearts. It is the healing of broken families, the healing of the scarred and
divided people of broken Korea. If we identify ourselves with the cross of reconciliation and with the
people, and not with powers and ideologies, we must come to terms with the suffering of the people in
divided Korea. For we believe in the Lord of the Sabbath who declares that people are not for the Sabbath,
but the Sabbath for the people (Matt. 12:8). This means that the cross has destroyed the ideology of the
Sabbath for the reconciliation and healing of the people suffering under the yoke of the ideology of
Sabbath.

Ecumenical Solidarity in Confession

As Korean Qiriscians. we are gathered here not merely to analyze and dissca the already broken
body of the Korean people and to seek the serpent's wisdom for security and solidarity in safety. As a pan
of the world Christian community of peace, we have come to commit ourselves to the costly discipleship

of the suffering Jesus Christ on the cross of reconaliation. We have come to confess our sins, to seek
ecumenical solidarity in confession; for peace and the overcoming of the painful division of the people of

Korea. For the community standing on the Biblical faith is the community of suffering in confession with
the suffenng people.

Korean Christianity is aconfessing Christianity. One hundred years of Korean Protestantism stands

on the tradition of confession. Korean Christians confessed Christ at gunpoint against the Japanese
Shinto shrine worship. Korean Christians confessedJesus Christ as the Lord of history against the powers
that claimed themselves as destiny, Korean Christians confessed the God in whose image each human
person is created, against the organized violation of basic human rights. Korean Christianity stands firmly

on the iconoclastic faith of the Cross. We are once more called, in the presence of God, to confess Jesus
Christ and accept the cross of reconciliation, in this most critical historical situation in the divided Korean
peninsula, where the most hostile destructive powers stand in confrontation.

With the most profound fear and trembling before God. we are here to seek the Christian

community of solidarity, by confesing that we have sinneed against peace with justice in our world. We
first need penitence for peace, before we plan and organize the management of the kingdom of peace. We
musT repent in the hope of the kingdom.

As Christians, we have sinned against the God of peace and reconciliation, by our slowness and

negligence in working to overcome the division of the country for peace and reunification of the people of

Korea. We have failed to heal the suffering of the separated people in the divided peninsula. We failed to

realize that the overcoming of the division is for the very life of the people of Korea. We have been slow

to realize that the process of overcoming the division has to come from the full participation of the people

themselves, and only by peaceful means. We must confess that it is our Christian responsibility to work

towards a just peace in the Korean peninsula and in Asia by overcoming the enmity and alienation of the

people of divided Korea.

As Christians living in South Korea, we must confess our sin of faithlessness in God. We have given

up our trust in God. transferring it to the powerful idols of militarism. We have sinned against God by

seeking false security in the ideologies of national security and economic development.

As Christians living in South Korea, we have not seen the suffering people of North Korea in whom
and among whom the salvation of God is at work. We have sinned against God who is working

everywhere for everyone in the history of human kind without regard to race, culture or ideology We
have sinned against our brothers and sisters in Christ with mistrust, misunderstanding, hatred and

revenge. We have sinned most gravely against God by praying for the utter destruction of the people m
the North in the name of justice and peace.

As Christians living in South Korea, we must confes that we have not worked for peace and

reconciliation to bridge the divisions and chasms among the Christian communiues. We have sinned

againstJesus Christ by disseamg the body ofJeus Christ into theological pieces. As the body of Christ we

did not work for the reunion of the separated church communions, nor for the separated families in the

North and the South.

Together, in the solidarity of our Christian faith, we must confess that we have sinned against God

by putting our trust in nuclear power and in the orgamzed military violence of the superpowers to

maintain peace and security in today's hostile world. We must confes our sin of trusting in the nuclear

umbrella and not in God. We must confess together in ecumenical solidarity that we must work towards

peace and the reunification of Korea, as our Christian responsibility in today s world, and must witness to

our Biblical faith through the process of negotiations and dialogues with the superpowers and our hostile

counterparts. And we must confess chat the suffering of the people of Asia, particularly in Korea, is caused

and imposed by the belligerent superpowers of 'Christian ’ civilization, of which we are a part.

Policy-building for the reunification of Korea and for peace on and around the Korean peninsula is

an important task, for which we came here togetherin ecumenical solidarity.
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know well: we confess that we share responsibili-
ty for their plight and for this we are truly sorry.

The Christian Ministry of Healing,
Reconciliation and Hope

ACopled by the NCC Governing Board
November 6, 1986

National Council ol the Churches of Christ
In the U.S.A.

About NCC Policy Statements

A policy statement ol the National Council
of Ihe Churches ol Christ m the USA ex-
presses the Council's basic position with
respeci to Christian principles and their
general application to today s society and
world The 260-member Governing Board,
made up of delegations representing the
NCC s 32 member communions, is the only
body that can approve such statements
Developed through an extended study pro-

cess that generally culminates with readings
ai two successive Governing Board meeimgs
a policy siaiement

• guides the work of the Council.
• 1 $ commended to member churches lor
their consideration, and
• helps inlluence public opinion
Policy siatemenis have a wide scope and

form the basis for resolutions addressing cur-
rent and more specific situations facing
church and society

The Korean people, whether they live in South
Korea (Republic of Korea/R O K.) or North Korea
(Democratic People's Republic of Korea/D. P.R.K.)
desire to restore the unity that was theirs for more
than a thousand years before the end of World War
II. In 1945 the nation was divided, its people
separated into two increasingly hostile and heavi-
ly armed states, their enmity sparked and sustain-
ed by the global confrontation of the United States
of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics. The churches and the government of the
United States must hear the plea of the Korean peo-
ple for reunification, and so revise attitudes and
policies as to free them to pursue their national uni-
ty without external impediment. Several powers
were and continue to be involved in creating and
maintaining the division of Korea. But the govern-
ment of the United Slates took the initiative in 1945
which led to the division. Furthermore our nation
is the only foreign country which still retains an
armed military presence on the peninsula.
Therefore we must assume today particular respon-
sibilities for assisting all Koreans who strive to over-
come division by peaceful means.

As Christians we regard the need to overcome
division not primarily from diplomatic or military
perspectives, but rather from the side of a suffer-
ing. divided people whose pain we are coming to

4 .u ^
me I'lOllUMdl U,OUnCII

Of Ihe Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. on the ques-
tion of the reunification of Korea, and make recom-
mendations to the member communions and to our
government, we reaffirm these truths; God Ihe
Creator is one, and all human beings are God’s
children, co-responsible for the integrity of Crea-
hon. Jesus Christ is Lord and Savior of all
humankind- The Holy Spirit seeks to draw all peo-
ple into one and inspires all people to show forth
the fruits of the work of the Spirit, The Spirit also
seeks to bind the Church into a single body as a
sign of God’s desire that all people be one. These
fundamental affirmations of our faith are the basis
of our Christian sensitivity to the suffering which
separation and division inflict upon people and the
Church. The pioneer and perfeclor of our faith
Jesus Christ, suffered, was crucified, died and was
buried, but rose again that we might be reconciled
to one another and with God. This same Christ who
blesses the peacemakers and calls us to the
rninisfry of healing and reconciliation gives us hope
that division can be overcome, even against the
greatest odds.

The division of Korea has had consequences
which go far beyond the peninsula. It led to one of

history between 1950
and 1953. It contributed to the deepening of the
Ideological cleft of the Cold War which has ever
since locked the two major power blocks in poten-
tially mortal conflict. It has been the focus of in-
stability and conflict in the North East Asia region.
It has provided justification for raising two of the
world s largest standing armies which today, Ihirtv-
Ihree years after the Armistice, continue to confront

Demarcation Line near
the 38fh parallel. With the additional presence ofa large number of U.S. troops and with the station-
ing or targeting of nuclear weapons on Korean soil
his line which divides Korea has become one of

!,^® dangerous places. Along thisglobal fault line the abrasive edges of the two great
Ideological systems grind against one anotherThus It IS one of the mam "hot spots’’ on the globewhere an accident, a miscalculation, or a foolish
gesture by one or the other side could trigger a
devastating regional conflict or even a global
nuclear war. ^ ’

New Signs of Hope

By the grace of God this division need not be per-
manent; this people can have its unity restored But
that will require the sustained love, concern and
dedicated work of people in many parts of the world
in support of the efforts of the Korean people
themselves in both North and South. After
numerous frustrated attempts to achieve national
reunification, many Koreans have felt powerless tomake any progr®ss toward the goal shared both in

^
'®®®®^ measure, we too have

felt this frustration and sense of powerlessness
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On July 4, 1972. the governments of North and
South issued an important “Joint Communique on
Peaceful Reunification," There they agreed on three

basic principles:

- unification shall be achieved through indepen-
dent Korean efforts without external imposition
or interference;

- unification shall be achieved by peaceful means,
- as a homogeneous people, a great national uni-

ty shall be sought above all, transcending dif-

ferences in ideas, ideologies and systems.

While the “Joint Communique" produced few tangi-

ble results, both sides continue to affirm those
principles.

Since early 1984, however, there have been some
encouraging new openings. There have been renew-
ed official contacts between North and South
Korea, the provision and acceptance of emergen-
cy assistance by the North to flood victims in the
South, followed by official conversations regarding
economic and humanitarian issues, culminating in

the first exchange of visits between separated fami-

ly members in North and South since the Korean
War.
We see signs of hope for Korea which we, as

Christians, believe are the work of the Holy Spirit.

This IS a moment, we believe, of kairos, a welcome,
propitious, critical time to support our sisters and
brothers in the whole of Korea as they seek to take
their destiny in hand. This is a time for decisive

commitment by the churches to help build a climate

in North East Asia which would be conducive to pur-

suing those new opportunities. The biblical word
kairos connotes an opportune time like that of

harvest, a time for repentance and action.

Contributing to a World-Wide
Ecumenical Endeavour

New initiatives have also been taken among the

churches. South Korean churches identified

reunification as a priority concern in early 1984,

asserting their right and responsiblity. as well as

that of the people at large, to participate in the

national discussion on reunification. A Unification

Study Committee has been created by the National

Council of Churches in Korea to this end. The Com-
mission of the Churches on International Affairs of

the World Council of Churches convened a con-

sultation in the Fall of 1984 at Tozanso, Japan, on
'Peace and Justice in North East Asia: Prospects

for Peaceful Resolution of Conflict," which focused

on Korean reunification with full knowledge of the

two Korean governments. While recognizing that

reunification is to be achieved by Koreans
themselves, a major international ecumenical

endeavour is seeking to mobilize support and
establish favorable conditions for the Korean effort.

The NCCCUSA responded to this initiative by

sponsoring the North American Ecumenical Con-

ference on the Unification of Korea in December
1985, in cooperation with Canadian churches. As
had been the case with the WCC consultation, this

Conference was preceded by contacts with the two
Korean governments. It was followed by intensive

discussions between the NCCCUSA and represen-

tatives of the Republic of Korea and the Democratic

People’s Republic of Korea regarding possible

visits to their countries. Both sides agreed to this,

and dialogue and consultation with church and
government leaders took place in North and South

Korea in April and May 1986.

A Focus of Tension and Conflict

Throughout their long history, the Korean peo-
ple have been blessed with cultural, linguistic and
ethnic unity, and a beautiful land, rich in resources
arid in productive agricultural areas which for
millenia have been sufficient to support its popula-

tion. The land is small, roughly the size of the state
of Minnesota. An estimated sixty million persons
live there, one-third north, two-thirds south of the
Demarcation Line.

Korea has never posed a threat to its powerful
neighbours: China, Russia {the present-day Soviet
Union), or Japan, But its key strategic position
bridging Asia and the Pacific made these oft-

aggressive powers anxious to dominate the penin-
sula Japan’s mam islands are located a scant 120
miles to the southeast About the same distance
to the west lies China's Shantung Peninsula. Korea
shares its northern border for about 150 miles with
China, and for eleven miles in the northeast with
the U.S.S R. Seventy-five miles further north is

Vladivostok, one of the Soviet Union's principal
naval bases, and a vital outlet to the Pacific.

Korea has for ages been a focus of contention
among North East Asian powers eager to shore up
their strategic defenses or to have a base from
which to launch attacks against others. It is not sur-

prising therefore that when the United States pur-
sued its "Manifest Destiny" into Asia and the
Pacific in the late nineteenth century, it also view
ed Korea as a pawn to be conquered, controlled,
neutralized, or traded in order to attain or preserve
control over other territories. In the 1905 Taft-
Katsura Agreement, for example, the U.S secretly
accepted Japan's ambitions regarding Korea on
condition that the U.S. would have a free hand in

the Philippines.

For centuries, Korea has been a barometer of the
political climate of its region. Since 1945 it has
become an Indicator of the state of peace and
security in the world. It was over control of this land
that the Cold War produced its first hot regional war
which claimed about four million casualties. Since
then the “Korean conflict" has time and again
reverberated beyond the borders of the peninsula
and of the region. Across the Demilitarized Zone to-

day are faced off, at the ready, two of the world's
largest standing armies, each backed by super-
power military forces which in case of any major
contingency would almost certainly get involved
directly or indirectly. The South's armed forces plus
40,000 U.S. troops are under direct U.S. command
in the R.O.K.-U.S. Combined Forces Command, and
are equipped with sophisticated weaponry. U.S,
nuclear arms, the U.S. Pacific Fleet and U.S. bases
in Japan, as well as logistic support from Japan's

Self Defense Forces, strengthen the South's

military posture. Current U.S. policy is to exert

strong pressure on Japan to extend the scope of

its regional military role. The North’s armed forces,

of a size comparable to the South's despite its

smaller population, are neighbored directly by

Chinese and Soviet allies with nuclear weapons
based nearby in the eastern part of the Soviet

Union. Frequent miiitary incidents along the Demar-
cation Line between tense military forces on both

sides threaten to explode into broader warfare.

Conflict and Division

Such conflict is not new for Koreans. Throughout

its 2,500 years of recorded history, this land has
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been trampled by armies pursuing conquest, sub-
jugated by foreign powers, forced info unwilled
alliances, occupied and humiliated, Despite this for
hirteen centuries before 1945, neither the land 'nor

^ ® ° divided. Therein lies
both the tragedy of division and the hope that it canbe overcome. People so bound together over
mil enia do not easily forget their common ancestry
history, tradition, language and culture, nor readi-
ly accept the division of their nation and land,

art
annexation of Korea by Japan in 1910 mark-

Knrp.n periods inKorean history. The entire productive force of the

rtfro a^rt^.l®
service of the Japanese em-

own irnd ^w rt

to virtual slaves in their

S^en 21 ® l^°^sands of Koreans weretaken as laborers to Japan. In the last staoes

'r
Tiade to erase the very

Tnd Korpln
language, culture and history!

221p< ‘0 '3ke Japanesenames. The Koreans resisted foreign rule In 1919and again in 1929 there were major popular revoltswhich were brutally suppressed. From 1930 thecourageous resistance against the Japanese mov-ed underground and fought until Japan’s surrenderThe division of Korea in 1945 was not willed bvaS^15
Japanese Imperial rule onAugust 15. 1945 was greeted by people across thP

spectrum as the opportunity for

Koreans and to establish a unified national govern-ment without external interference. But liberationand independence were fleeting. The United States'earing that the Soviet Union wou^J move to
establish itself on the whole of the peninsula at the
conclusion of World War II, proposed to the USSR
that Korea be split temporarily along the 38th
parallel until the surrender of Japanese forces was
completed and the people could be prepared togovern their own affairs. The Soviet Union prompt-
ly agreed.

In the turbulent period following the division of
the country, competing political forces moved to
consolidate their power. The division was formaliz-
ed through a United Nations plebiscite held only
in the south which was under direct U.S, military
rule. This resulted in the establishment of theRepublic of Korea in Seoul on August 15 1948
under the leadership of Syngman Rhee. Almost im-

® September 9. 1948. the Democratic
Peoples Republic of Korea was inaugurated inPyongyang headed by Kim II Sung and backed bythe Soviet Union. Both claimed sovereignty over the
entire peninsula.

yv^vc. my

Thus hopes that the division would rapidly aiveway to a reunified country were dashed and ten-sions grew culminating in the terrible Korean Warbe ween 1950 and 1953. It wreaked destruction
hardly equalled in even the worst battles in Europe

f
'®*‘ ® of bitterness andenmity still vivid more than a generation later, More

botr^bs were dropped during this war than in thewhole European Theater during World War II Bet-
were killed, wounded orreported missing. There were 1,000.000 Chinesp

casualties. Some 34.000 Americans lost their livesin those battles, too. along with 1.300 persons ofother nations which contributed to the U N forces

?oooomo"210,000,000 Koreans were divided.

Such wounds heal very slowly, both in Korea and
in our own nation. Their pain continues, and thescars remain.

®

At the end of the War. Koreans’ hopes momen-
tarily surged again. An Armistice Agreement was

D P^Rklllt'fh
commanders of the

1
aid the U.S.A. (representing the United Na-tions forces) acccording to which, "the militarycommanders of both sides (recommended) to thegovernments of the countries concerned on bothsides that, within three months. . .a political con-ference Of a higher level.

. be held
. Ac seulthrough negotiation the question of the withdrawal

of all foreign forces from Korea, the peaceful set-
tlement of the Korean question, etc." iragically
decades later all these issues have yet to be
resolved.

Christian Witness and Reconciliation

Christianity was first brought to Korea from
China by Korean Catholics more than 200 years ago.When American Protestant churches dispatched
their first missionaries to Korea over a century ago
Korean Protestant lay evangelists were already
there witnessing to the faith. A Russian Orthodox
Mission began in 1910. The Gospel took deep rootamong the people of the peninsula, especially the
poor, the sick and the exploited. During the period
of oppression under the Japanese, Christians par-
ticipated, sometimes in leading roles, in the peo-
ple s struggles for independence and justice.

After liberation from the Japanese, Korean Chris-
lans soon experienced the pain of division very in-
tensely. Many fled from the North after 1945
especially during the Korean War years. In the midst
of the rums and the desperate conditions of tens
of thousands of refugees uprooted by war Chris-
tian communities in (he South carried on a
remarkable ministry of caring among the victims
They rebuilt churches, schools, hospitals and social
centers, vvith the help of churches in the United
States and worldwide.

In recent decades the churches in the South have
the fastest growing in the world.Many Christians have also become known for their

courageous defense of human rights anddemocracy. Personal and formal relations havematured between South Korean and American
Christians at many levels. Among them has beena series of consultations involving the NationalCouncil of Churches in Korea, the NCCCUSA andthe Canadian Council of Churches.

rall!S2hI-2^’ North, was

was thL r.n.
Christianity, andwas the center from which the Good News spread

mm after hberahonfrom the Japanese, the Church in the North was

fhp/
and war. Many Chris-tians eft because of the fear of life in a Communist

society; thousands were killed by the violent tac-tics ernployed during the Korean War. especially (hesaturation bombing; among those who stayed^thlexperience of the participation of Christians iri the
war against them spread disillusionment; and many
Christ.aris left the Church under the pressure of a

Nnlh
Organized society. Christians in the

m2 Rn th
each other, with those in

Af?Pf^m2r2
churches around the world.

dirml^wh
of isolated existenceduring which the Korean Christians Federation in
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the D.P.R.K. became more active, they have begun
to be in touch again with churches abroad, begin-
ning with those in the socialist countries of Europe,
A few American Christians have visited the North
in recent years, met Christians associated with the
Korean Christians Federation, and participated in
Sunday worship with several house church groups.We still have much to learn from and about North
Korean Christians, What is certain is that God has
not left this people without witnesses.

Believing, furthermore, that through Christ God
renewed the Covenant, calling all people to join in
the work of the Creation, we strongly affirm the
Korean people as subjects of their own history,
responsible for and capable of reunifying their na-
tion. Efforts to achieve participatory democracy and
self-determination lor the whole Korean people are
an essential aspect of this responsibility for history
There is a deep will among Christians on both sides,
despite the profound differences between their
societies and between them as a result of decades
of separation, to contribute jointly to finding ways
to achieve national reconciliation, justice, in-
dependence and peaceful reunification.

History shows that for unification to be achiev-
ed peacefully and with justice for all Koreans, and
for it to be lasting, a climate must be created in the
region and in the world which will allow Koreans
to approach their responsibility without external
pressures or constraints, Christians in the various
countries involved directly with Korea — Japan,
China, the U.S.S-R,, and the U S.A, chief among
them — must each play a supportive and nurturing
role if Koreans are to succeed in achieving their
common aspirations,

Christian Responsibility in the United Slates

The situation of Korea is a sharp reminder to
Christians in the United States of our own divisions
and of the consequences of our failures, as citizens
of a powerful nation, to be more devoted to those
things which make for peace. We are deeply con-
scious of the roles our nation’s government, and
military and economic interests have played iri

creating, maintaining and deepening the division
of Korea. We need to help Americans become
especially aware of this and of the consequences
of our nation’s political, economic and military
domination of South Korea,
The churches too have much to confess. Korea

has suffered from the uncritical acceptance by
many in our churches and nation of the virulent anti-
communism which gripped our society hard in the
1950s and has kept it in its grasp to varying degrees
ever since. Many Christians not only acquiesced to
the division of Korea after Wold War II, but provid-
ed theological and ideological justification for it.

Churches of this nation have too often allowed fear
of societies different from our own to overshadow
our vocation to be reconcilers. We have been too
quick to judge the faith of Christians in North Korea
from whom we have long been separated by
political division, and whose witness to the faith we
did not know. Nor have we sought sufficiently to
comprehend the witness to the Gospel of the South
Korean churches in their society, or to respond ade-
quately to their call to us to be more responsible
as U.S. Christians in relation to Korea.

ADVOCACY AND ACTION

In a spirit of repentance, and with the desire to
promote the cause of peace and reunification of
Korea, the Governing Board of the NCCCUSA sets

forth the following guidelines for the advocacy and

fo S .I!’®
Council and its member communions

o avoid the repetition of the sms of the past and
to heal the brokenness to which we have
contributed:

Healing and Reconciliation

A Recognizing that to contribute to the
reunification of Korea we must work to eliminate
from our own nation the tear and enmity toward
others which are fed by the misuses and
misunderstandings of national security and which
blur our vision of the humanity of others, all ofwhich make it difficult for us to learn from the
mistakes of the past and to play a positive interna-
tional role;

the NCCCUSA shall renew Us own efforts and
promote efforts in the member communions to
eradicate these dehumanizing elements in our
own national life.

B Recognizing the need to develop a fuller
understanding of the tragic consequences of the
division of Korea;
the NCCCUSA shall continue to study the
causes of conflict and division in Korea and
develop concrete programs to assist in the heal-
ing of those wounds.
C. Recognizing the urgent need to assist divid-

ed families to be reunited with their loved ones
while this generation is still alive;
the NCCCUSA will advocate and facilitate efforts
to establish contact among and to reunite
separated family members.
D. Giving thanks to God for the continued

deepening of our bond of unity with churches and
Christians in South Korea, and for guiding us over
the barriers which so long have separated us from
Christians in North Korea; and deeply regretting
that Christians in South and North Korea have not
yet been able to establish open and regular contact
and to realize their unity;

1. the NCCCUSA shall support and par-
ticipate in the efforts of the World Council of
Churches (WCC) m cooperation with the
Christian Conference of Asia (CCA) to enable
the Christians of North and South Korea to
reestablish relations and to nurture one
another in order better to serve all the people
of Korea;
2 . the NCCCUSA commends to the member
communions the recommendations of the
WCC 1984 Consultation on "Peace and
Justice in North East Asia.” and with regard
to future U.S. contacts with North Korea.
draws particular attention to the following:
"Christians in North America and Europe have
had only sporadic contacts with North Korea
and have had extremely limited exposure to
the Christian community there. Strengthening
such ties of communication is an important
first step.

. (But) renewing contact after such
a long time requires careful preparation, coor-
dination and consultation, taking into account
the sensitivities of the churches in both parts
of Korea ,

.
(It) is preferable that responsible

church bodies be involved in these con-
tacts. . The churches (are) encouraged to
share with the WCC and the CCA plans for
contacts with and results of visits to North
Korea '

3. The NCCCUSA further urges member
communions to coordinate their activities in
this field through its appropriate program
units. -83



Peace wifh Justice

84-

ninn^
memt)©/- commu-

n amc?h peace education pro-grams through a focus on Korea, including the con-cerns expressed in this statement.
B. Recognizing that the barriers of decades of

fh^fui?
only be overcome through

wnr/h i ft Pftic.patron of the Korean people

not merefv^iS^I^' h
Process of reunification.

gCleTn^jn,
negotiation at high levels of

e^^oMs
continue and strengthen its

tirinlfn ®nd par-

nfmf ? y
^or all Koreans as a fun-damental aspect of reunification

pdTn ,

^°"®'^®nn9 that efforts are urgently need-ed to reduce tension in the North East Asia reoionto prevent a renewed outbreak of war and to crLtea cNmata favorable for reurfificalion so fhaf trie

queslio^ w thr,''

the NCCCUSA shall:
1- Continue to press lor progress in direct
negotiations between the U^.A Lnd the

;f*;« c'"
tensions between

the two superpowers whose bilateral relations
directly affect the political climate of the

othp?m recognizing that

^inw powers in this area can play I con-strue ive role in helping to create a positiveclimate conducive for such talks, urge the U Sgovernment to be sensitive to their special in-

2
''' '^® Peninsula.

fefr^TrfL^ Go''®rnment to

a
®PP'yn9 pressures on Japan to

fhl y
a regional military role, especially inme ligh of Its history of military conquest and

Sin
‘^® P®r''nsula, and out ofrespect for the efforts of the Japanese peo-ple to safeguard Article 9 of their Constitu-

lon. which renounces war as a means of sel-hng international disputes; and to encourage
the government of Japan to open more ade-

communication with the

3. Press lor the negotiated withdrawal of all

H c
®®'’ '"®®POfis in, and all U.S. and

ab.S.R. nuclear weapons targeted on Korea
and press for the creation of a nuclear-free
2one in North East Asia,
4. Can for a suspension or substantial reduc-
tion in scale of military exercises in both sides
0 Korea and their eventual cessation as a wav
of eliminating gestures which may be inter-
preted as provocative.

5^
Can for a mutually balanced reduction ofthe rnilitary forces of both the D.P.R.K, and the

H.O.K.. and a commitment by all parties not
to introduce new levels of weaponry into the
peninsula in order to enhance peace andsecunty and to allow for a phased withdrawal
Of U.S, forces from South Korea.

New Directions for U.S. Policy

A. The NCCCUSA calls upon the United States
formally that it is a policy goal

of the United States to support the peaceful
reunification of Korea,

B Believing the time has come for the United
^®''®'®P relationships with

^ eer^lioue and enhancethose relations with it which promote and respect

the full sovereignty of the Korean people and

CO i?ri h!?t
^'® P°ssible now. and

and f "I
® '®^^e® tensionM ®®‘® slap'lily in the region and

fhT WCCCU^r reunification of Korea:

].
JO refram from hostile and inflammatory

rhetoric about the Democratic People’sRepublic of Korea, with the hope that thiswould reduce the use of hostile and inflam-matory rhetoric by both parties in Korea
2^

To end restrictions on direct people-to-people contacts between the D.P.R.K, and theas.A., and to enable increased contacts

to rnf.h ®®®^®rnic sectors of the two societies.
3, To help facilitate contact and reunion of
Koreans resident in the U.S.A. with separated
family members in the D.P R.K.
4 To create a U.S. interests section in a
friendly neutral nation’s embassy in
Pyongyang and to invite an equivalent
D.P.R.K. representation in Washington, with
the hope that this would lead to similar steps
between the R.O.K. and the D.P.R.K.
5- To help facilitate similar channels of com-
rnumcation between the R.O.K, and the Peo-
ple s Republic of China and the U.S.S.R in
recognition of the important roles these na-
tions play in the region and their present-day
potential for contributing to reunification
C. Believing that the reunification of Korea canonly occur as a result of direct talks between Northand South Korea;

the NCCCUSA urges the United States to ex-
tricate Itself from its commanding role in R.O.K.
mi ifary affairs and its dominance over the
political and economic life of the nation in order.

a climate in which productive talkscould take place on the basis of mutual respect
tor the independence of the other.

R O K D n
membership of both theRO.K. and the D.P.R.K. in many of the specialized

agencies of the United Nations is an important

UieTrcVul^n?
participation; and thatthe U.N. could play a constructive role in facilitatino

?pnArH^®
between North and South Korea on issuesregarding reunification, and in helping to develop

confidence-building measures which could beaken as intermediate steps on the way to reunify-

nf constructive role can-not be played by the United Nations so long as itIS considered by more than one of the parties direc

urges the United States towithdraw from commanding the U N peace-

KomTiS
'^® Oen^ilitarized Zone ,n

unff
^ mutually acceptable neutral na-tions in order to free that world body more adtquately to fulfill its current mandate and exploreappropriate alternative roles.

after th^e^e^dn^f o decadesdiier me end of open hostilities in Korea and thesigning of the Armistice Agreement in 1953 thetime to end the warSnd to make peaie is over’du^^^
the NCCCUSA urges the United States Govern-

hnnn
"egotations to end the war and

in Knrfa
^ P®®c® settlement

pen°n^ ^ reunification of the
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CANADA OSIA
working group

11 Madison Avenue, Toronto
Ontario,Canada M5R 2S2

(416) 924-9351

A Canadian Inter-Church Coalition on Asian Concerns

The Canada Asia Working Group (CAWG) , an inter-church
coalition whose supporters include the Anglican, Presby-
terian and United Churches of Canada, the Canadian
Catholic Organization on Development and Peace, and the
Scarborough Foreign Mission Society, is mandated to work
on human rights and justice issues that link Canada and
Asia.

Over the last six years the Canada Asia Working Group has
given considerable attention to concerns coming from the
Korean peninsula. The appended Working Statement on North
Korea has been in process for more than a year. It
arose from the perception that the time was right for
Canadian churches to work more deliberately to understand
the tensions in the Korean peninsula and to do what we can
to build a climate that facilitates a reconciliation
which might lead to reunification.

The Statement was shared with Canadian church supporting
bodies for comment at several stages. It is now issued
as a working document of the Canada Asia Working Group in
the hope it will be used by the churches as a basis for
their own work on Korea question.s and for educational
processes among church members.

Introduction

In 1984-85 the Protestant churches celebrated the 100th anniversary of the
beginning of Protestant mission In Korea as the Roman Catholic church
celebrated the 200th anniversary of Catholic mission. The Canadian churches
several of which have been partners with Korean churches for a significant
part of that period welcomed the opportunity to rejoice with our Korean
sisters and brothers and gave thanks for God's faithful guidance over many
perilous decades.

Until 1945 the church served In a country that had been one and undivided for
thirteen centuries, although for 35 years Koreans had been under harsh
Japanese occupation. The deliverance from that occupation at the ehd of
World War II gave rise to high hopes. These hopes were frustrated, however,
when Korea was divided by Russia and the United States into North and South,
corresponding to Russian and American spheres of Influence, with the
concurrence of other United Nations members.

December, 1985

CANADA ASIA WORKING GROUP WORKING STATEMENT ON NORTH KOREA
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The emergeDce of such ioitlaclves and the commltiaent of the world churches topursue policies that will contribute to the lessening of tensions In theregion, make it appropriate that churches In Canada seek ways of being a part
^^f‘^™®"‘^^tlons of the Ecumenical Consultation arereflected in the following affirmations.

Seeking New Directions

We seek to discover how in the providence of God we may recognize and
to the new realities in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.

respond

1. We recognize that God continues to be active among people In North
Korea. We seek to discern signs of God’s activity that we may
respond appropriately.

2 . We acknowledge that the way ahead Is uncertain. We do not see
clearly the steps to be taken. Nevertheless, in the conviction that
we are on God’s way, we remain open to the leading of the Holy

3. We acknowledge the tragedy of the division of the Korean people and
the complicity of the Western world In that division. We recognize
the sorrow of our partners in the South because of the continuing
separation from their compatriots in the North. We support the
recommendation of the 1984 Ecumenical Consultation to help promote
initiatives towards re-establishing contacts between separated
families.

4. We are not called to be neutral bystanders but to join in the
process of reconciliation and justice leading to the reunification
of the Korean peninsula. We are called to overcome the stereotypes,
prejudice and climate of hostility towards North Korea which
militate against reconciliation.

5. We affirm the desirability of the Canadian church to know and
understand better the situation of the people of North Korea. We
need to seek and disseminate accurate Information about both North
and South Korea to correct the distortions often used for political
purposes.

6. We believe it desirable to encourage groups of Canadian church
members to make visits to North Korea where possible, to open up
people-to-people contacts and to share their experiences on their
return to Canada. In this connection, it will be essential to
co-operate with the World Council of Churches and the Christian
Conference of Asia as they develop relationships with the church In
North Korea.

7. Since to dace Canadian diplomats and government officials have
not encouraged contacts with North Korea, we see value in sharing
with them such reliable information as we obtain and Che results of
our own contacts. We urge their co-operation in facilitating
people-to-people exchanges both through visits to North Korea and
academic and cultural exchanges that bring North Koreans to Canada.

We make this statement not from assurance of ease in developing new
directions but from a firm conviction that the time is right to move forward
and that it is God's will Chat we do so.

November, 1985
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RESOLUTION ON RECONCILIATION
AND REUNIFICATION IN KOREA

ADOPTED BY THE
198th GENERAL ASSEMBLY (1986)

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (U.S.A.)

Cod's reconciliation in Jesus Christ is the ground of the peace,
justice, and freedom among nations which all powers of govern-
ment are called to serve and defend- The church, in its own life,

is called to practice the forgiveness of enemies and to commend
to the nations as practical politics the search for cooperauon and
peace, This search requires that the nations pursue fresh and
responsible relations across every line of conflict even at risk
to national security, to rcduceareas of strife and to broaden in-
ternational understanding. Confession of 1967 (9.45)
There are no quick or easy answers to the ambiguities and
^radones of entangled good and evil in which we find ourselves
Fear must be overcome with faith, hate with trust, enmity with
reconciliation, injustice with justice. In accepting this chalieneewe rely not in our own strength or shrewdness but in the sur-
prising grace of Cod and are buoyed by the vision; "and people
will come from east to west, and from north and south, and sit
at table in the kingdom of Cod." (Lk. 13:29.) The promise of
the Kingdom of God fulfills our hopes beyond the secular ex-
pectations of history. Our hope is in the Kingdom of God and
not in any panicular political system or solution. That hopehowever, invigorates us for the particular political struggles iiiwhich approximations of justice can be achieved. "Peacemak-

UPcTis^'^or^ '92ncl Genera] Assembly,

p
4^4)^*^' ^ ^ General Assembly PCUS 1981,

Background

27.105

W^f legacies of World
‘ Vk

Gerniany. Korea was not divided because

t
because it was the enemy

learfh'
occupied for over thirty

y ars by Japan Though Japanese military forces usedKorea as a supply base
. the main military reality in Koreaduring the war was continuing KoS^n7«ist^ce

“
Japanese rule. In August 1945, the Soviet Union entered
t^he was against Japan as had been previously agreed sending troops into Korea. The warofncailly end^lS’thenone month later. The events that followed in KoreTnow"

agreement among the AJUed poweresand panly from expedient reaction by both the United

Wha7e«r t^efr" -mediate sL^a^bm
I

' 'otcntion and whenever it was formulated

iS'loday.^

27.106

As early as 1943. Korea was included in nlans and

i?rritoT«" Sr* "occupied
territories following the war. This apparently came to

trusmesMn t v a temporary

ostensibly were to be prepared to take over the administration of their own country. Given the militarv*Uua.ion on the ground as the war ended, the uSStates suggested to the Soviet Union a temporary d vtSion of Korea at the 38ih Parallel, which the ^viei lln
TTc u„i,.d S,.,„ w„ »„vin„d SSw^nanw of the Korean peninsula to the security of thepostwar Pacific and concerned over the possibilitv of aumlatcral occupation of all of Korea by the Soviet Unionwhose sj^ratcgic intcresu in this peninsula lying on useastern border were obvious.

*
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This new dual occupation and trusteeship were bitter-
ly opposed by the Korean people, who viewed it as an
insulting and humiliating assertion that they were not

The two powers simply ig!nored the long history of Korean unity and independent
and the recent struggle for independence from Japan.
Popular opposition was exacerbated by the fact that

l^i"^ n
' authorities largely ignored theiMders of the Patnouc Movement in Korea, who had^ready «tablished a provisional govemment-in-exile. and

expression of resistance to con-tinued foreign occupation as evidence of a Soviet-backed
attempt to control the entire peninsula
27.108

The division quickly solidified as each emerging super-

n perceived strategicTn-
States and the Soviet Union fostered

the development of administrations in the southern and
northern zones headed by leaders chosen for their com-
patibihty with the respective goals of the occupying super-
ptwer. In 1948, after an abortive attempt to have a
UN-sponsored election, the United States sponsored the
establishment of the Republic of Korea (ROK) and
umlaierally recognized it as the only lawful governmentm Korea. Dr. Syngman Rhee. an American-educated
Kor^n supported by the United States, was elected by
the Congress of the Republic of Korea to be the leader
of the new nation. Mr. Kim II Sung. long active in theCommunist Party and sponsored by the Soviet Union

Korea (DPRK). Korea s division was now sealed and the
well under way. Once again, the Korean

""" for genuine self.

27.109

Tension between "North Korea" and "South Korea "
as the two governments quickly came to be known, was
immolate and continuing. In June of 1 950. North Korea
invaded the south and the Korean War was on. United
States forces and contingents from sixteen other coun-

m ?h/H *^®"3n troops

Ken h r peninsull

NnrtF e
^ ^ nonhern border.

TK. T" by ^ 'arge number of
People's Republic of China. No

Sov e utr 'be fighting, though the

ihc DPRK
massive amounts of material to

27.110

entire nelr*
fighting, then, virtually the

r e
seen in war. Although a

month? f
ihe twenty-fourmon hs of negotiation that followed, continued fighting

resulted m more than one million additional casualtiesThe total number of human casualties, dead and wound-
. m ‘h«c three years of war are estimated at 6,350,267.

KorMTm-'i?°’^^
civilians; 1,599.609 were

th^p!!?-
personnel; 921.836 were soldiers from

Natfonfm
!?''’''^ were UnitedNations military personnel

27.111

^though an armistice accord was reached in July of

Ko?e'a.f a H
remained between the two

lenrio^ a H
bas been marked by constant

it the 3^h ^ 'b' demiUtarized zone

bv heaw
^ Parallel. Both societies have been burdenedby heavy military expenditures; the two Koreas support



the fifth and sixth latgesi armies in the world, over a

million troops ready for combat. Sustaining its original

commitment to the Republic of Korea, the United States

has continued lo station its troops in that country and
has equipped them with nuclear weapons The Soviet
Union has nuclear missiles nearby in its contiguous ter-

ritory. targeted on the Republic of Korea The result is

an international flashpoint capable of igniting a global
nuclear war between the Uniied Stales and the Soviet
Union.

27.112

Thus, (he significance and impact of the division goes
far beyond ns tragic consequences on the Korean penin-
sula Itself It affects the economic, political, and military
policy and relationships of the four major Pacific
Powers—Japan, ihe People’s Republic of China, the
Soviet Union, and Ihe United States. It complicates and
penalizes Korean involvement in the new and dynamic
paiiern of economic power that is developing rapidly in
the Pacific Basin region and represents a point of conti-
nuing instability and threat to those developments. The
erosion of this particular dividing wall of hostility —
movement toward Korean reconciliation and eventual
reunification—would thus have powerful and positive
benefit for the Korean people, for stable economic and
political developmeni of the region, and for world peace
It is imperative that Ihe Christian community m the
United Slates support in all appropriate ways the Korean
Christians and other Koreans working toward the reu-
nion that befits their cultural hentage It is also imperative
that the Christian community in the United Slates seek
diligently to remove the external obstacles to the recon-
ciliation of the peoples of the two Koreas, since so many
of those obstacles arise from the perceived strategic in-

terests of the Uniied States in its global confrontation
with the Soviet Union.

27,11J

Progress toward reducing tensions is made very dif-
ficult because of at least two sets of dynamics which are
at work, each complicating Ihe other The fust set in-

volves the two immediate parlies, the two Koreas Each
in Its own way has perpeiuaied the conflict and the divi-
sion, hampering the developmeni of even relatively nor-
ma! relations and making pursuit of reconciliation and
reunification seem almost impossible. Since 1948. pro-
found differences have developed in their respective
political and economic structures, although overall results
have been similar in many ways.

27.114

Although the societies have developed following dif-

ferent models, both the Republic of Korea and ihe
Democratic People's Republic of Korea have produced
highly authoritarian political patterns. The Republic of
Korea is now in its third fundamentally authoritarian
government Syngman Rhee, 1948-1960; Park Chun Hee.
1961-1980, Chun Doo Hwan, 1980-pfeseni. The Iasi two
have come from the military and all three have been
Staunchly supported by Ihe United Stales. While clearly
aligned with the Western capitalist bloc, the government
of Ihe Republic of Korea has demonstrated its in-

dependence from the United States m various ways. The
Democratic People's Republic of Korea has had almost

four decades of dictatorial rule by Kim II Sung, now in

his 70's, who IS grooming his son. Kim Jong II, for

political succession. Although the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea is clearly part of the communist world,
and dependent m significant ways on the political

patronage of the Soviet Union, it has sought with con-
siderable success to build a self-reliant system with signifi-

cant independence from both the Soviet Union and the

People's Republic of China

27.115

In economic terms, both north and south have
developed sigmficam indusitial strength following the
severe devastation of Ihe war, but again following dif-

ferent models. The Republic of Korea, following a private

enirepreneunal model, though with considerable govern-
ment involvement, has had rapid economic growth,
though much of it has been oriented to export industries
It has used external capital extensively, boih governmen-
tal and private largely from the United States Benefits
from this development have been unevenly distributed,
the labor movement has been suppressed, and the
economy is heavily dependent on world financial and
economic cycles

27.116

The Democratic People's Republic of Korea followed
a cenirally planned command model, stressing heavy in-

dustrial development, economic and agricultural self-
sufficiency. and limited reliance on outside invesimeni
or assistance. While this has engendered a high degree
of economic autonomy and considerable growth, it has
been achieved at the cost of a highly regimented and con-
trolled society and an isolation which has limited access
to new technology as well as to energy sources While
both economies carry a heavy burden of military costs,
the relative burden may well be higher m the nonh
because it receives little assisunce from the Soviet Union
or the People's Republic of China.

27.J17

These divergent economic and political developmenis
over the pasi forty years understandably are reflected m
the educational, social, and cultural spheres of each socie-
ty. Although Ihe two Koreas still possess a common
language and share a common historical past, they bring
fundamentally different present realities to the search for
a reconciled and reunited future.

27.118

The second set of complicating dynamics that makes
progress toward reconciliation and reunification difficult
flows from the fact that Korea is stUl a stage for the global
conflict between Ihe United States and the Soviet Union
In a sense and to some degree. Korean ceconaliation and
reunification are held hostage to the strategic interests of
the two superpowers. From at least 1946 on, the United
Stales has seen the Soviet Union as a serious and consis-
tent threat to its world interests and a constant threat to
international peace and stability. Even the triumph of Ihe
communist forces in China in 1949 and the involvement
of Chinese troops in the Korean War were seen as
evidence of Ihe expanding power of the Soviets in North-
east Asia. The People's Republic of China, of course,
developed its own separate identity that manifested visi-

ble areas of antagonism loward the Soviet Union and
equally visible desire to normalize relations with the
Uniied Stales. The United States ultimately responded
favorably and in fact exercised sigmficam miiiative lo

reestablish diplomatic and economic relations with the
Peoples Republic of China, but has made no similar ef-

fon loward ending the stalemate on the Korean penin-
sula or toward the Democratic Peoples Republic of
Korea. The reasons for that may well lie in continuing
conviction of a need to resist Soviet expansion into the
Pacific United States military presence in Korea, after

all, provides the Uniied Slates with a barrier to any such
expansion, on the mainland and not loo distant from
Soviet territory and msiallalions. The Soviet Union ob-
viously perceives the milnary presence of the United
States in the Northeast Pacific, with bases in Japan and
Korea, as a clear threat to its own national security and
international interests.

27.119

The situation is further complicated by Ihe fact that

what began as a United Nations action to protect South
Korea from an invasion by Nonh Korea m 1950, has
evolved into a protracted conflict in which the United
States, still flying a United Nations flag, has concluded
an alliance with one of the two parlies to Ihe division.

This fact, m itself, effectively precludes the United Na-
tions from other activity within us mandate which might
contribute to the process of reconciliation and reunifica-

tion. It IS a maifcr of concern to all who support the work
of the United Nations that any perpetuation of the con-
flict in Korea tends to serve the strategic interests of the

superpowers rather than those of the Korean people or

the United Nations, whose mandate calls it to be net on-

ly a peacekeeper but also a peacemaker.

The Church's Concern

27.120

The reason for Ihe church's concerns regarding Korea
are manifold. Two arc basic First, there is the desire for

a permanent and lasting peace with Justice in the region

As long as Korea remains in a state of unresolved con-
flict. with tensions exacerbated in the South by fear of

invasion and in the North by fear of the United States

nuclear presence, there remains the potential for a con-

nici that could tngger nuclear confrontation between the

superpowers. All who share the concern for peace and
justice must be working loward leconciiialion by every

possible means, including opposition to the continued

militarization of the region, which exacerbates Ihe ten-

sions and increases the danger Second, there is a genuine

desire for the well-being of the Korean people. North and

South, who have suffered far too long from a conflict

for which they are not altogether responsible
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27.J21

Some ten million people in Korea have been separated
from each other because of the division of their country
It IS imperative to seek ways lo enable the reunion of
families through the opening of borders and, by other
means, to facilitate the kind of improved relations be-
tween the two parties that will contribute lo the process
of reconciliation and reunion. One of the facts that makes
Ihe efforts to reunite families more urgent, from a

humanitarian perspective, is Ihe poignant reality that
many of those who were separated by Ihe tragic war are
rapidly growing so aged that if some opportunity of reu-
nion does noi occur soon, they will die before they arc
ever reunited with their loved ones.

27.122

The church is also concerned for the establishment of
an environment in which the democratization and
development of both societies could occur. The Korean
people—South and North, together or separately—should
have the opportunity to apply their skills, energies, and
resources to building a better and freer life for all. rather
than having them consumed by the demands of Ihe
militarized confrontation that now exists. As noted, Ihe
Pacific Basin—from Australia through the Philippines
and Hong Kong to Korea and from the People's Republic
of China through Taiwan and Japan to the United
Stales— IS emerging as a sibrani, growing arena of
tremendous economic power The full potential of
Korean participaiion in that development is undermined
by continued conflict and division, and the regional
development is itself jeopardized by the inherent instabili-
ty they represent

27.123

In the face of such obstacles as have been noted, the
church seeks signs of hope It is imponsni to note and
to give thanks for the effons that have been made. North
and South, in the past six years, even when those efforts
have been tentative or have been rebuffed. Both parties
have made a number of initiatives, or explorations,
loward softening the lines cast by the division. Many
limes those have been broughi to nought by political
events or by Ihe fanning of suspicions of one party toward
the other, nevertheless, those initiatives have continued.
Even in the face of such inflammatory incidents as Ihe
shooting down of Korean Air Lines Flight 007 by Soviet
fighter planes and the bomb assassination of ROK of-
ficials in Rangoon, there have been recent signs of hope
Devastating floods in South Korea in 1984 broughi an
offer of help from North Korea for the flood victims,
an offer which was as unusual as the decision of South
Korea lo receive ihai aid from the Nonh. Furthermore,
early in 1985. talks were initiated regarding economic rela-

tions between North and South. Even more encouraging
IS the fact that as a result of arrangements made through
the Red Cross, a limned cultural exchange and visiiaiions

among members of separated families involving fifty per-
sons from each side look place in the fall of 1985 This
IS the first time in forty years that such an exchange has
taken place.

27.124

One of the most encouraging initiatives is ihai taken
by Christians in South Korea to make reconciliation a
major commitment, especially the Presbyterian churches
in Korea which have requested Ihe cooperative support
of Ihe Presbyterian Church (U.S A.) in that effoa. Along
with that, new evidence is emerging from North Korea
of the existence of small numbers of Christians, meeting
m homes—remnants which have survived over a long
period of harsh suppression of religion. The emergence
of that evidence itself is a reason lo hope that there may

be growing lolerance of religion in Ihe Nonh. In tuppon
of that. It should be noted that in 1983 there was. for
Ihe first lime since 1950, the pnniing of a hymn book
and a new translation of the New Tettameni That was
followed by the priming of a new translation of the Old
Testament in the fall of 1984

27.125

In view of these signs of hope, however small some of
them may seem to be. it is surely a propitious moment
for the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A ) and its members
to respond with full support for our sisters and brothers
n Korea in their efforts toward the reconciliation and
reunification of the Korean people It is surely also a pro-
pitious moment for the Prabytenan Church (U.S A ) and
Its members to seek ways of changing the policies and
practices of Ihe United Slates in ways that will reduce bar-

riers and facilitate progress loward reconciliation and
reunification in Korea.



Resolution

27.126

Whereas, the Confession of 1967 declares- “God’sreconahation ,n Jesus Christ is the ground of the peacejustice and freedom among nations which all powers of

Whereas. Peacemaking: The r-^n
adopted by the General Assembly speaks of beal^^’Witness ,0 Chris, by nourishing .he'^nroral hfc onreTa"
bv fiS,.

’ ' and declares that

ss€~~“:“i=
27. 128

an^“c 1 -
Democratic Peop e'rReonbL of

27.129

div!io?o1 Kore? afthlT^^
‘d 'he

RepublicofKra a'nVL^ron^Zners. bears a particular r<»cno„? u r
trading part-

help reduce tensions and fl
-^1^* obligation to

Sion which have followed; and
“

Whereas Penmsula; and

Japan, between October 29 and November 2 i u

ntirs'arsz:t;^i^i„^ZcZZ“'*'"b"^

SuSsr-""-“
ilrof the

'° ‘'d' “>dly visiWe in the

specincalfy; thZeforeTr""''

the^'S^r ChVrcTfS”' O'

27.130

Offer Its prayers of intercession for reduction of (<>„Sion m the Korean peninsula and in all of Northeast ^iafor the removal of the military burden which is u^nn/h
’

people of North and South Korea for ih« .

27.131

Offer Its prayers of repentance for the complicliv of
of which we are apart, in helping to create and perpetuate the iraofr h •

ston^and conflict .ha, have beset the people of^or'ea"

27.133

Commend ecumenical efforts to support and assistreconc. lation in Korea by such bodies as the wSCouncil of Churches, the World Alliance of Ref^medhurches, the Chnslian Conference of Asia, the National

Sror/ e'ch H
NaUoL^Councd of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. and affirm

effom in suchforts by appropriate agencies and officials of fhi>Presbyterian Church (U.S A )

27.134

Call upon the appropriate boards and agencies of ih#General Assembly of the Presbyterian Chn^cS W.S A )
s'tdy and understanding of the history

Korea of cyren, devetopments in Korea and its rZiZa"

pZZal'a d on bothpersonal and societal levels.

Chris^Ls^R ™«“»''es ofChnstians in Korea, especially those of the Presbvterian

“lir' -onel,“,rz

agZ^e“s“tlVare""”' PPPropriate. to

end^^vors «P"ifiea,io„

war should t'h"'“ 'hear. should the opportunity arise, and to Invite the

joi'n •“

27.135

The financial requirements for implementine the arrions m this section would vary according ^
SresS;:'; "f

^ndli^some

available. All are SionaUy^^^^
mission agencies and could be accom

27 ?36

m regular planning and budgeting processes.
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1. Establishment of direct communications links bet-

ween North and South Korea, including regular telecom-
munications and postal arrangements.

2 . Establishment of family reunification centers under
Red Cross or neutral United Nations agency control, with
open access to both North and South for the location,
verification, and facilitation of family contact and
relations.

3. Establishment of exchange programs and activities

in the cultural, athletic, artistic, and academic fields.

4. Establishment of trade relations.

5. Achievement of a formal treaty ending the Korean
War, including a friendship and nonaggression pact bet-
ween the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea.

6. Simultaneous full admission of the Republic of
Korea and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
to the United Nations, not as an acquiescence to the divi-

sion but as an important step toward the healing unifica-

tion of the nation.

7. Diplomatic recognition of both existing Korean
governments by those governments that now recognize
only one of the two.

8. Mutual reduction of military forces and tensions
along the demilitarized zone, with the possibility of a

drawback accompanied by the placement of a neutral
peacekeeping force.

9. A phased reduction of United States military forces
as confidence is restored and other guarantees for peace
in the region are assured.

27.137

Call upon the United States Government to seek to

facilitate and provide support in all appropriate ways for
the achievement of the conditions above, and specifically:

1. To share U.S. financial resources with the United
Nations, the International Red Cross, and other agen-
cies acceptable to both North and South Korea, which
are working to assist in the reunification of Korean
families, if requested.

2. To support and facilitate negotiations between North
and South Korea for an enforceable and mutually
verifiable reduction of military forces on the peninsula,
including the question of United States military presence

there, and for the increased cooperation and eventual

reunification of the Korean people, without prejudice as

to whether those negotiations take place at the level of
two powers, three powers, four powers, or multipowers.

3. To initiate discussions with the Democratic People’s

Republic of Korea on ways to reduce tension and improve
and normalize diplomatic and trade relations.

4. To seek to negotiate with the Soviet Union a

moratorium on the introduction of new missiles in the

region, including the Tomahawk, SS 20 and SS 25.

5. To consider a temporary suspension of large-scale

military maneuvers in the Korean peninsula and the Nor-
theast Asia region in an attempt to reduce tension and
provide impetus to progress through the efforts called for

in these recommendations, and to invite both North and
South Korea to Join in a similar suspension of military

maneuvers that are interpreted as threatening to others.

27.138

Call upon the United Nations to undertake a major
review of the Korean situation, exploring ways by which
the United Nations can facilitate and assist the reconcilia-
tion process, including the possible transfer of the inter-
national peacekeeping role from the United States to a
neutral peacekeeping team
27.138a

Commend the National Council of Churches of Christ
in the U.S.A. for its initiative in exploring the issues of
Korean reconciliation and reunification and the prepara-
tion of a proposed policy statement on these issues; and
urges appropriate agencies of the General Assembly to
support the proposed visit of an ecumenical delegation
to North and South Korea.

27.139

Request the Moderator, in consultation with ap-
propriate agencies and councils of the General Assembly,
to appoint a special committee of Presbyterians to visit
the DemocraUc People's Republic of Korea following the
visit of the ecumenical delegation. Assistance in plann-
ing and conducting the visitation shall be provided by
members and staff of appropriate General Assembly
agencies, in consultation with Presbyterian partner bodies
in Korea. A full report of the findings, together with ap-
propriate recommendations shall be made to the 199ih
General Assembly (1987) or the earliest succeeding
General Assembly possible.

27.140

The financial requirements for such a special commit-
tee of the General Assembly of ten persons would be ap-
proximately $40,000, assuming that the committee has
one organizational meeting and also completes the visit

to North and South Korea by December 31. 1986. The
total is based on a trip of approximately three weeks total
duration, travel through Beijing to reach North Korea,
and use of church-owned hostel facilities in South Korea.
It also assumes travel following the end of the “high
season” in September. The total does not reflect group
discounts for travel and accommodations that might be
available.

27.141

The budget of the Office of the General Assembly con-
tains an item to support special committees authorized

by General Assembly. The financial requirements for this

particular committee would exceed the average estimated
for a single committee because of the unique factor of
travel to the two Koreas. Whether the costs would ex-

ceed the total amount budgeted for new special commit-
tees would depend upon how many others arc authorized
by the 198th General Assembly (1986).

27.142

Direct the Stated Clerk to communicate this resolution

to the governments of the Republic of Korea and the

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the President

of the United Slates, the Secretary of State of the United
States, the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, the

House Committee on Foreign Affairs, the Secretary-

General of the United Nations, the General Secretary of
the World Council of Churches, the World Alliance of
Reformed Churches, the Christian Conference of Asia,
National Council of Churches of Korea, and appropriate

church leaders in Korea.
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UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
105 M^idison Avi'nui*. \fw York. NY 10016, Tel. (212) 603-5656

GENERAL SYNOD 16 RESOLUTION

JUNE 25 - JULY 2 , 1987

Peace and the Reunification of Korea

Rack^TouDd

The desire of the Korean people, whether they live in
South Korea (Republic of Korea/R.O.K.) or North Korea
(Democratic People’s Republic of Korea/D.P.R.K,), is to
restore the unity that was theirs for more than a
thousand years before the end of World War II. In 1945
the nation was divided, its people separated into two
increasingly hostile and heavily armed states, their enmity
sparked and sustained by the global confrontation of the
United States of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics. The churches and the government of
the United States must hear the plea of the Korean
people for reunincatioo. and help to revise attitudes and
policies which may free them to pursue their national
unity without external inipcdimeol.

We believe that by the grace of God this division
need not be permanent, that this people can have its

unity restored. This will require the sustained love,
concern and dedicated work of people in many parts of
the world in support of the effons of the Korean people
themselves in both North and South.

Since early 1984. there have been some encouraging
new openings. There have been renewed official contacts
between North and South Korea, the provision and
acceptance of emergency assistance by the North to flood
victims in the South, followed by official conversations
regarding economic and humanitarian issues, culminating in
the first exchange of visits between separated family
members in North and South since the Korean War.

We see signs of hope for Korea which we, as
Christians, believe are the work of the Holy Spirit. This
is a nioment. we believe, of kairos. a welcome, propitious,
critical time to support our sisters and brothers in the
whole of Korea as they seek to lake their destiny in
hand- This is a time for decisive commitment by the
churches to help build a climate in North East Asia which
would be conducive to pursuing those new opportunities.

New initiatives have also been taken among the
churches. South Korean churches identified reunification
as a priority concern in early 1984. asserting their right
and responsibility, as well as that of the people at large,
to participate in the national discussion on reunification.
A Unification Study Committee has been created by the
National Council of Churches in Korea to this end. The

Commission of the Churches on International Affairs of
the World Council of Churches convened a consultation in
the Fall of 1984 at Tozanso, Japan, on 'Peace and Justice
in North East Asia: Prospects for Peaceful Resolution of
Conflict, which focused on Korean reunification with full

knowledge of the two Korean governments. While
recognizing that reunification Is to be achieved by
Koreans themselves, a major international ecumenical
endeavour is seeking to mobilize support and establish
favorable conditions for the Korean effort.

The Korean people, subjects of their own history, are
responable for and c^blc of reunifying their nation.
There is a deep will among Christians in both North and
South Korea to contribute jointly to finding ways to
achieve national reconciliation, justice, independence, and
peace in reunification. History shows that for unification
to be achieved peacefully and with justice for all Koreans,
and for it to be lasting, a climate must be created in the
region and in the world which will allow Koreans to
approach their responsibility without external pressures or
constraints.

Christians in the various countries involved directly
with Korea-Japan. China, the U.S.S.R., and the U S A
chief among ibem-rausr each play a P'nportive and
nurturing role if Koreans are to succeed in achieving their
common aspirations.

United States RespoosibUity

The situation of Korea is a sharp reminder to
Chnsitans in the U.S.A. of our own brokeoness and
division. We are deeply conscious of the role our nation
has played in creating the division of Korea, and in
maintaining and deepening It. Our government, military
and economic interests each bear a share of the
responsibility. But the churches too have much to
confess.

Wc confess that as churches of this nation, we have
often allowed ourselves to be motivated more by fear of
societies different from our own than by our vocation to
be reconcilers. Wc confess our unwillingness or incapacity
to understand: the role of the Christian faith in a society
like North Korea, or to comprehend sufficiemly the
witness to the Gospel of the South Korean churches in
their society.
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PEACE AND THE REUNIFI-
CATION OF KOREA

THEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED, that the Sixteenth

General Synod of the United
Church of Christ, in a spirit of

repentance, turning around, seek-
ing to avoid the repetition of the

sins of the past, and to heal the

brokenness to which we have
contributed, in support of the

Presberterian Church in the Re-
public of Korea, our partner

church, joins with the Governing
Board of the National Council of
Churches of Christ in the United
States of America to offer the

following recommendations:

I. We pledge to work for

healing and reconciliation in

Korea by

A. Recognizing that to

contribute to the reunification of
Korea, we must work to eliminate

from our own nation the fear

which is fed by the misuses and
misunderstandings of national

security, and the enmity which
blurs our vision of the humanity of
the other; all of which make it

difficult for us to learn from the

mistakes of the past and to play a

positive international role.

B. Studying and seeking to

understand the tragedy of a di-
vided Korea and how U.S. Chris-
tians might better support efforts

to heal those wounds.

C. Supporting efforts to

assist divided families to be reu-
nited with their loved ones while
this generation is still alive; spo-
radic contacts with North Koreans
who have had extremely limited
exposure to the Christian commu-
nity there.

II. We call for renewed ef-
forts to work for peace and justice

in Korea by
A. Recognizing that the

barriers of decades of division and
hostility can only be overcome
through the full, open participa-
tion of the Korean people. North

and South, in the process of reu-
nification, not merely through
negotiation at high levels of gov-
ernment,

B. Continuing to press for
progress in direct negotiations
between the U.S.A. and the
U.S.S.R. in order to reduce ten-
sions between the two superpow-
ers whose bilateral relations di-
rectly affect the political climate
of the world and of this region.
The agreement signed at the Ge-
neva Summit meeting in Novem-
ber 1985 regarding air safety in

North East Asia is a recognition of
a degree of mutual responsibility

and could provide some basis for

further agreements regarding
peace and security in the area.

C.Urging the United States

Government to respect the Peace
Constitution of Japan and to re-

frain from applying pressures on
Japan to assume a regional military

role.

D. Pressing for the negoti-

ated withdrawal of all U.S. and
U.S.S.R. nuclear weapons in or
targeted on Korea; and press for

the creation of a nuclear-free zone

in North East Asia.

E. Calling for the suspen-
sion or substantial reduction in

scale of military exercises in both

sides of Korea and their eventual

cessation as a way of eliminating

gestures which may be interpreted

as provocative.

F. Calling for a mutually

balanced reduction of the military

forces of both the D.P.R.K. and

the R.O.K., and a commitment by
all parties not to introduce new
levels of weaponry into the penin-

sula in order to enhance peace and

security and to allow for a phase

withdrawal of U.S. forces from
South Korea.

III. We call upon the United

Stales Government to affirm for-

mally that it is a policy goal of the

United States to support the

peaceful reunification of Korea.

IV. We urge the United States

Government to: =

A. Refrain from hostile

and inflammatory rhetoric about
the D.P.R.K., with the hope that

this would reduce the use of hostile

and inflammatory rhetoric by both
parties in Korea.

B. End restrictions on di-
rect people-to-people contacts

between the D.P.R.K. and the

U.S.A. , to enable increased con-
tacts between church, cultural,

and academic sectors of the two
societies.

C. Help facilitate contact
and reunion of Koreans resident in

the U.S.A. with separated family
members in the D.P.R.K.

D. Create a U.S. interests

section in a friendly neutral

nation’s embassy in Pyongyang
and invite an equivalent to

D.P.R.K. representation in Wash-
ington, with the hope that this

would lead to similar steps be-
tween the R.O.K. and the
D.P.R.K,

E. Extricate itself from its

commanding role in R.O.K. mili-

tary affairs and its dominance over

the political and economic life of

the nation in order to achieve a

climate in which productive talks

could take place on the basis of

mutual respect for the independ-
ence of the other.

F. Withdraw from com-
manding the U.N. peace-keeping

operation at the Demilitarized

Zone in Korea in favor of mutu-
ally acceptable neutral nations, in

order to free that world body more
adequately to fulfill its current

mandate and explore appropriate

alternative roles.

V. End the war and negotiate

a comprehensive peace settlement

in Korea as a step toward the

reunification of the peninsula.
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RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE GENERAL BOARD OF GLOBAL MINISTRIES,
OCTOBER 21, 1987, AND TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE GENERAL CONFERENCE

OF THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, APRIL 1988

PEACE, JUSTICE, AND REUNIFICATION OF KOREA

Christians In Korea, rooted in a Biblical passion for justice, have
spoken prophetically and at great risk about the urgency of the
reunification of their nation. Celebrating 100 years of Korean Methodism In
1985, the Korean Methodist Church in its Centennial Statement said:

"Faced as we are with the forty years' tragic division of the
Korean peninsula, we express our longing for unification of the nation
in any form possible through peaceful means in the earliest possible
time. This must be done through establishing a democratic political
structure based upon freedom and human rights, and must be fulfilled by
working toward the establishment of a just society built for the sake
of the people. Therefore, we reject any form whatever of dictatorship.
Deploring the long history of our nation in which the reality has been
the sacrifice of our country's political life, and now with a definite
sense of national self-determination which rejects any domination by
the superpowers, we disavow any form of war or the taking of life, and
commit the whole strength of the Korean Methodist Church to the
peaceful reunification of our country."

Now is a time for repentance, a time for reconciliation, a time for
justice, a time for peace. For the nation of Korea, divided for more than
forty years, justice, peace and reconciliation are tragically overdue. In
1945 just before the end of World War II, the United States proposed and the
Soviet Union agreed to the division of Korea. The division was to have been
temporary to facilitate the surrender of Japanese troops in Korea. More
than four decades later the country is still divided into the Republic ofKorea CROK) and the Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea (DPRK). The enmitybetween the superpowers has been played out in the Korean tragedy of war and
death, dictatorship and militarization, separation of one people into twohostile camps and divided families with no contact at all. All members ofthe Body of Christ, but especially Christians in the United States, have aspecial responsibility to support the Korean people in their attempts tobuild democracy, reduce tension, create trust on the Korean peninsula, heal
the divisions and reunite their country. God's reconciling activity inJesus Christ calls us as Christians to the ministry of reconciliation.

^ urgency. The hunger for democracy and respect forhuman rights grows strong and promises political change. The threat topeace remains critical with the world's fifth and sixth largest armies

ll oOO ul'r
° Demilitarized Zone. Nuclear weapons back up40.000 US roops in the south, and the USSR and the US have nuclear weaponsin the region targeted on Korea. The 1953 Armistice has not yet led to apeace treaty. These political and military divisions inevitably have led to
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a aeparauion In The Body of Christ, so that Korean Christians, who once
worshipped and served Our Lord together, now live in isolation from one
another. Ten million Korean people separated from their families, divided
since the 1950 s with no contact, are growing older end dying. The
divisions deepen with distorted rhetoric. People's struggles for political
participation are repressed. The churches, too, are attacked for their
active concern or are driven to a passive personal faith.

New Initiatives reflect active hope for change. The movement for
democratic reform in the Republic of Korea has demonstrated broad national
support, forcing the government to promise direct and fair elections under a
changed constitution. In many ways the Korean people, north and south, have
expressed their strong desire for reunification. Since 198A there have been
official contacts and conversations on economic and humanitarian Issues
between ROK and DPRK. Emergency assistance, following devastating floods in
the south, was offered by the DPRK and accepted by the ROK. The first
government-sponsored exchange of visits between divided family members
occurred in 1985. Christians from north and south met in 1986 in Glion,
Switzerland, as part of an ecumenical process on peace and the reunification
of Korea led by the World Council of Churches. In 1987 both sides offered
proposals to lower military tensions on the peninsula.

In 1986, as a result of consultations in Korea, north and south, with
Christians and government representatives, the National Council of Churches
of Christ in the U.S.A. (NCCCUSA) adopted an important policy statment on
"Peace and the Reunification of Korea." United Methodist representatives
participated fully in the development of this statement, in consultations on
peace and reunification, and in an official ecumenical delegation to North
and South Korea in the suoimer of 1987.

Id support of the Korean people aod lo cooperatloo with partner Chris-
tian groops, It is recomaeoded that the United Methodist Church, its

•embers, local churches, anonal conferences, and agencies, nndertake the

following actions through intercession, education, pnblic advocacy, and

support of programs furthering Justice, peace, and reconciliation:

1. Engage in prayer of penitence and petition with the Korean

people and with Christians in the north and south, scarred and

pained by the division of their nation and yearning for reunion,

and support the efforts of the Korean Methodist Church and the

National Council of Churches of Korea to seek peace and

reconciliation.

2. Commend the Policy Statement on "Peace and the Reunification

of Korea" of the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the

USA (NCCCUSA), November, 1986, to annual conferences and local

churches for study and action. The Policy Statement affirms the

desire of the Korean people for restoration of national unity and

reunion of separated families, traces the history of division and

hopeful steps toward change, and outlines recommendations for

Advocacy and Action in the areas of "Healing and Reconciliation,"

"Peace With Justice," and "New Directions for US policy."

Recommendations 3, 4, and 5 which follow are in line with the

Policy Statement.

3. Participate in the ecumenical effort of the World Council of

Churches (WCC) and NCCCUSA to facilitate the reunion of separated

Korean families, including Korean residents in the US and their

family members in the DPRK.
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Urge all governments which have relations with the ROK or the
DPRK or both to exercise their Influence to further mediation,
interchange, peace, and reunification.

5. Urge the US Government to forthright commitment to the
following policy directions in support of Korean efforts for peace
and reunification:

a) The peaceful reunification of Korea should be a formal
US policy goal;

b) The US should extricate Itself from a commanding role
with the ROK military and the UN peacekeeping operation at
the Demilitarized Zone and undertake efforts to facilitate
the peacemaking role of the United Nations;

c) DPRK and ROK contacts should be encouraged;

Diplomatic and human contacts between the US and North
Korea (DPRK) should be enhanced;

Support should be given to efforts to reduce military
tension on the Korean peninsula by such steps as: pressing
for the negotiated withdrawal of all US nuclear weapons in
Korea and all US and USSR nuclear weapons targeted on Korea;
suspending or substantially reducing the scale of military
exercises in Korea; calling for a mutually negotiated and
verifiable reduction of military forces and weaponry,
including a phased withdrawal of forces from South Korea.

The US should negotiate to end the war and to seek a
comprehensive peace settlement in Korea.

Call on governments, churches and other groups to support the
struggle of the people of Korea for human rights and democracy by:

Making efforts to lessen the international climate of
polarization, hostility and fear of war that leads to
political repression, imprisonment, torture, and the
militarization of society;

Encouraging dialogue and reconciliation among parties,
regions, and classes to resolve long held grievances and
prejudices for the sake of a Just, inclusive society;

Emphasizing the importance of open social institutions,
Including freedom for press, political, academic, religious,
and cultural activities, in order to build a strong, unified
Korea

;

Supporting international economic relations with Korea
that enhance economic Justice for workers, farmers, and small
businesses and that protect the environment.

Encourage United Methodists to use the occasion of the 1988
Olympics and other opportunities for visitation and interchange to
come to a deeper understanding of the Korean situation, the
witness of the church, and the achievements, aspirations and
contributions of Korean people in Korea and in various parts of
the world, including the US.

a)

b)

c)

d)
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CHRISTIAN
CHURCH

(Disciples of Christ)

222 S. Downey
P.O. Box 1986

Indianapolis

Indiana 46206

No. 8761

RESOLUTION CONCERNING PEACE AND THE REUNIFICATION OF KOREA

WHEREAS, the General Assembly ol the Christian Church (Disciples of Chrlsl) at St. Louis In
October 1979 adopted Resolution 7933 "Concerning North and South Korea.” which recognized
that in both North and South Korea suffering Is widespread due to violations ol human rights and
hardship Is Imposed on the people by the continuing division ol the country, the separallon of
families, andlheconstantlearotwar.and it Is in the Interest ol all nations that the basis ol a Just and
lasting peace be laid in Northeast Asia" and recommended that the President of the United Stales
be urged "to lavor steps toward the reunillcatlon of Korea as an ob}ective ol U.S. foreign pollcy;...lo
Initiate a process loading to cooperation and dialogue with the government ol North Korea lor the
peace and welfare of all the people ol Korea;"

WHEREAS, the Governing Board of the National Council of Churches ol Christ in the U.S.A. voted
on November 6. 1986. to adopt the policy statement "Peace and the Reunification ol Korea.” whose
preparation Involved extensive discussions with government and Christian leaders In both North
and South Korea as well as with United Stales Government ollicials;

THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED, that the General Assembly of the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) meeting In Louisville. Kentucky, October 16-21. 1987, call upon the congregations, regions,
and general units ol the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) to study the policy statement ol the
National Council ol the Churches of Christ In the U.S.A, "Peace and The Reunillcatlon of Korea" ol
November 6. 1986. and to consider Has a basis lor prayer and possible action on issues related to

peace and the reunification ol Korea.

(A resume ol the policy statement appears below. Full copies of the policy are available In the
General Assembly at the Division of Overseas Ministries' Exhibit Booth, or from the Division ol

Overseas Ministries. Box 1986. Indpls.. IN.)

PEACE AND THE REUNIFICATION OF KOREA
NCC-USA Policy Statement

All Koreans desire restoration of the national unitywhich was theirs for more than a thousand years

before 1 945. Since then they have experienced division and war between two hostile and heavily

armed stales linked to the United States-Soviel Union global confrontation. The U.S. has a special

obligation to hear their cry lor unity, and important opportunities to respond. A major humanitarian
concern has been the 10 million persons in families divided permanently and absolutely by the

demarcation line.

1 . The Christian ministry of healing, reconciliation and hope

2. The threat ol division to world peace

3. New signs of hope

4. Contributing to a world-wide ecumenical endeavor

5. A locus on tension and conlllcl

6. Conflict and division

7. Christian witness and reconciliation

8. Christian responsibility In (he United-States

ADVOCACY AND ACTION

1. Healing and Reconciliation

2. Peace with Justice

Initiatives are proposed lor the U. S. Government to negotiate with all concerned powers to reduce

all military action, lorcos and arms (Including nuclear) related to the Korean Peninsula.

3. New Directions lor U. S. Policy

The peaceful reunillcatlon of Korea should be a formal U. S, policy goal; diplomatic and human

contacts between the U. S. and North Korea (DPRK) should be enhanced: DPRK and South Korea

(ROK) contacts should be encouraged by extricating ihe U. S. from a commanding role with the

(flOK) military, and by steps to lacllitate the peacekeeping role ol the United Nations; the U. S.

should negotiate to end Ihe war and to seek a comprehensive peace settlement In Korea.
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though little known outside Korea, is a

kind of Korean Ghandi with a vision for

his peopleand a sizable following among

the younger generation. $12.00.

Hayes, Peter. Lyuba Zarsky and Walden
Bello. American Lake: Nuclear Peril In

Ihe Pacific. How the nuclear buildup in

the cause of "peace" fuels the threat of

war. Penguin Books. 1987. $6.95.

Sullivan, John and Foss, Roberta, ed.

Two Koreas—One Future?A perspective

on North and South Korea which makes
a compelling plea for reunification. Pre-
pared by six Korea scholars for the
American Friends Service Committee.
University Press of America. 1987. Paper-
back $11.50. Hardback $22.50.

Peace and Justice In North East Asia-
Prospec/s for Peaceful Resolution ofCon-
flicts. Findings and recommendations
and papers of a CCIAAfVCC Consulta-
tion. Tozanzo, Japan. October/November
1984. Commission of the Churches on
International Affairs. World Council of
Churches. 1985. $3.00.

KOREA SCOPE
December 1986: Special Issue: on Re-
unification; $3.75

REPRINTS
Cumings, Bruce. "Ending the Cold War

"

$.75.

Cumings, Bruce. "Some Thoughts on
the Reunification of Korea," reprinted
from Korea Scope. June 1985. $.50.

Halliday. Jon. "Women in North Korea;
An Interview with the Korean Democratic
Women's Union," reprinted from Bulletin

of Concerned Asian Scholars, Vot. 17
No. 3,1985. $.75.

Henderson, Gregory. "Foreign and
International Policy; Problems of the
U.N. Command in Korea." November
1985. 10 pp. $1.00,

20% handling and maling cost

Please make checks payable to NACHRK.

Korean Church Statements on Peace
and Reunification. "Biblical and Theo-
logical Foundation of Christian Concern
for Peace" by Korean Working Group for
Peace and others. August 1986. $1,50.

National Council of Churches of Christ
m Ihe U.S.A, "Message of the Fourth
Korean-North American Church Con-
sultation." Honolulu, Hawaii, September
29-October 2, 1986. $.25,

National Council of Churches of Christ
in the U.S.A. "Peace and Reunification of
Korea." A Policy Statement adopted by
theGoverning Board, Novembers 1986
$1.00.

National Council of Churches in Korea.
"God Will Leave No People v/ithout
Witnesses; A Report on the NCCCUSA
Visit to Korea." $.50.

New York Times series on North Korea.

A three-part article on life in the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea.

July 9,10, and 11. 1985. $.50.

Ogle, Dorothy. "A Visit to North Korea,"

reprinted from New World Outlook,

February 1985. $.25.

RECOMMENDED AUDIO-VISUALS

u LIFTING THE BLACKOUT ON NORTH KOREA*’

10-minute VHS sample of a video documentary
based on a Visit to the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea in June 1987, sponsored by
the Committee for a New Korea Policy.
Future 1 hour documentary to be available 1988

Includes footage of:
-everyday life
-the Children's Palace in Pyongyang
-the DMZ from the northern side
-interview with a member of a divided family

Sample of work-in-progress

Where to order:
Lifting the Blackout
C/o Andersen Productions
95 Orchard Street, #3
Somerville, Mass. 02144

Price for 10 min. sample

SIS. 00 Dlus $1.50 postage

"HOMES APART: THE TWO KOREAS"

For information write to:

One Hour Documentary Film ormne jt lakagi

rpu •111 . .,««« Camera News, Inc.
io be available spring 1988 335 west 38th street, 5th Floor

New York, NY 10018

"Homes Apart: The Two Koreas", a documentary in production looks
at Korean families separated since the Korean war to examine the
division of Korea and the tense relations between south and north
Korea. Filming has now been completed in the south and north.
"" - 99 ~



AN INVITATION TO RESPOND
INTERNATIONAL ECUMENICAL

COOPERATION

Early in 1984 south Korean churches iden-

tified the reunification of Korea as a priority

concern. At a conference on Peace and
Justice in North East Asia they called for

international ecumenical cooperation to

mobilize support and establish favorable

conditions for the Korean effort.

The National Council of Churches of Chrlst-

USA responded to this request In the follow-

ing ways;

• Sponsoring a North American Ecumenical
Conference on Unification of Korea In

1985.

• Consulting with church and government
leaders in north and south Korea in April

and May of 1986,

• Participating In the first meeting of Chris-
tians from north and south Korea held in

Glion, Switzerland in 1966

• Preparing a Policy Statement. Peace and
the Reunification of Korea, which was
passed by NCCC-USA Governing Board
November 6. 1986.

• Sending an official church delegation to
present the policy statement to church and
government leaders in the north and south.

• Establishing the following committees to
carry out the recommendations of the
policy statement;
- Committee on Family Reunions
- Committee on Education and Advocacy
for Peace and the Reunification of Korea

TO TELL US HOW YOU CAN HELP
OR TO ORDER MORE COPIES OF
THIS KOREA/UPDATE ($3.00) OR
THE NCCC-USA POLICY STATE-
MENT, PEACE AND THE REUNIF-
ICATION OF KOREA ($1.00)
WRITE TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS

Dorothy Ogle
Education and Advocacy Committee
Peace and Reunification of Korea

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE
CHURCHES OFCHRISTinth£us>
110 Maryland Avenue. N.E
Washington, D.C. 20002
Tel: (202) 544-2393

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED!

Your help is needed to put Peace and the
Reunification of Korea on the agenda of

church groups, peace groups and civic or-

ganizations.

Encourage district, conferences and re-

gional groups to have a workshop at at an
educational event or a leadership training

event-

Give a program to a local group.

Serve as a resource person for other

groups.

Help arrange a speaking tour for inter-

preters.

Donate books to a group or library, take

materials to meetings.

Help organize a network (or connect pre-

sent network) to respond to future calls for

support for legislation on a new U.S.

Korea policy.

Make a donation to help provide materials

for distribution. (Make checks payable to

NCCC-USA)

The materials in this KOREA/UPDATE were compiled by Dorothy Ogle, NCCC-USA Staff Associate for Education
and Advocacy for Peace and the Reunification of Korea. Before joining the NCCC staff Mrs. Ogle worked
with the North American Coalition for Human Rights in Korea. From 1960-1975 Mrs. Ogle was a United
Methodist missionary in south Korea, and in 1904 she visited north Korea as a member of the American
Friends Service Committee peace delegation.

The North American Coalition for Human Rights in Korea brings together people and organizations actively supporting human rights and the
restoration of democracy in Korea The Coalition gathers, analyzes, and disseminates information on political, economic and social conditions in
Korea, seeks to influence U S economic and military policy towards Korea, and mobilizes the North American people to aid those Koreans who
suffer from human rights abuses Among the approximately 40 organizations the Coalition represents and serves are the National Council of
Churches in the U S A„ the U S Catholic Conference, the Anglican Church of Canada, the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), Church Women
United, Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers, the Presbyterian Church U S A

,
the Episcopal Church, the United Church of Canada, the United Church of

Christ, Columban Fathers, the United Methodist Church, and various local and regional human rights organizations

Kim Chai-choon. Honorary Chairperson • Peggy Billings, Chairperson • Phans Harvey. Executive Director

Advisers, Bruce Cumings, Donald M Fraser, J Brian Hehir. Gregory Henderson, George Ogle, Donald Ranard, John Salzburg

North American Coalition

for Human Rights in KOREA
no Marv'ar»a Avenue NE WasrMngton DC 20002 • 202) 5J-6--i304
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE
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THE WASHINGTON OFFICE
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Name
WHY DO KOREANS SEEK REUNIFICATION?

Koreans are a homogeneous people whose
unity is deeply rooted in common language,
tradition, culture and history. They had no
part in the division of their country. Korea
was divided at the end of WWII by the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. No matter how great the
obstacles, Koreans will continue theirstrug-
gle to overcome the division that was im-
posed on them by outside powers.

Effects of the Division

Ten million family members were separated
from each other when Korea was divided.
The division is so complete that they do not
even know if their parents, children, spouse
or siblings on the other side are living or
dead.

The division of Korea was intolerable to
Koreans north and south. Discussions en-
sued for unification until the division was
formalized in 1 948. In 1 950 both sides felt the
peninsula could be reunited by force. After a
three year civil war the country was left

devastated, more completely divided than
before.

The division of the country has resulted in

repression in the name of national security.
People have not been permitted to know the
truth about life on the other side. Individuals
or groups concerned about reconciliation
have discussed the issue at the risk of
imprisonment.

Current Realities

One and a half million soldiers face each
other across a 155 mile line that divides the
peninsula. Both sides are armed with the
most modern of weapons including U.S.
nuclear weapons deployed in the south. An
accident, a miscalculation, or a foolish ges-
ture by one side or the other could trigger a
global nuclear war.

Over 40,000 U.S. troops are in south Korea.
The R.O.K./U.S. military joint command is

headed by a U.S. general. Each year U.S. and
south Korean troops carry out massive mili-

tary exercises called Team Spirit.

Thirty-four years after the truce there is no
peace treaty. Neither the south nor the U.S.
has any trade or diplomatic relations with
north Korea,

Anti-Americanism in south Korea is increas-
ing as more and more Koreans hold the U.S.
responsible for creating and perpetuating the
division of their country and for supporting
the military dictator.

Signs of Hope
In 1 985 a limited number of south Korean and
north Korean separated family members
were able to cross the Demilitarized Zone, for

a brief meeting.

In 1986 Christians from north and south were
able to meet in Glion, Switzerland.

Over a thousand Korean-Americans have
visited their families in north Korea. In addi-
tion selected U.S. scholars, journalists, gov-
ernment officials, church and peace groups
have been allowed to visit the D.P.R.K. Re-
quests for U.S. visas for north Koreans have
been denied with the exception of three
scholars in 1985. NCCC-USA would like to

assist separated family members in locating

each other and will continue to urge the U.S.
State Department to permit visits of north
Koreans to the U.S

The NCCC-USA Policy Statement-Peace
and the Reunification of Korea calls for new
directions in U.S. policy which include spe-
cific steps “to reduce tension in the North
East Asia region to prevent a renewed out-
break of war and to create a climate favorable
for reunification . .

,

Organization

Address

I would like help in seeking information
about family members in Korea.

Please send me the following:

(Make checks payable to NCCC-USA)

copies of this flyer (10® ea., discounts for

bulk orders)

copies of the NCCC-USA Policy

Statement on Peace and the

Reunification of Korea ($1 00 ea.)

Korea Update • Special Issue on Peace
and Reunification of Korea. 84 pages
History of the Division, Costs of the

Division. Signs of Hope. Statements by
Koreans, New Directions for U S Policy.

Theological Foundations, NCCC-USA
Policy Statement ($3 00 plus postage)

Korea Scope - Special Issue on
Reunification. ($3.50)

When available please send me
information about the following:

Family reunion project

Study guide

Worship resources

Extended bibliography

List of resource persons in my area

Audio-Visual materials



YOUR HELP IS NEEDED!

Your help is needed to put Peace and the
Reunification of Korea on the agenda of
church groups, peace groups and civic or-
ganizations. Please tell us what you are
willing to do.

I would be willing to do the following:

Encourage district, conferences and re-
gional groups to have a workshop at at an
educational event or a leadership training
event.

Give a program to my local group.

Serve as a resource person for other
groups.

Help arrange a speaking tour for inter-
preters.

Donate books to a group or library, take
materials to meetings I attend, or enclose
these flyers in a mailing of our church or
organization.

Help organize a network (or connect pre-
sent network) to respond to future calls for
support for legislation on a new U.S.
Korea policy.

Make a donation to help provide materials
for distribution. (Make checks payable to
NCCC-USA)

Please detach and send to:

Dorothy Ogle
Education and Advocacy Committee
Peace and Reunification of Korea
NCCC-USA
110 Maryland Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
Tel: (202) 544-2393

(202) 398-3135

INTERNATIONAL ECUMENICAL
COOPERATION

Early in 1984 south Korean churches iden-
tified the reunification of Korea as a priority
concern. At a conference on Peace and
Justice in North East Asia they called for
international ecumenical cooperation to
mobilize support and establish favorable
conditions for the Korean effort.

The National Council of Churches of Christ-
USA responded to this request In the follow-
ing ways:

• Sponsoring a North American Ecumenical
Conference on Unification of Korea in

1985.

• Consulting with church and government
leaders in north and south Korea in April
and May of 1986.

• Participating in the first meeting of Chris-
tians from north and south Korea held in

Glion, Switzerland in 1986.

• Preparing a Policy Statement, Peace and
the Reunification of Korea, which was
passed by NCCC-USA Governing Board
November 6, 1986.

• Sending an official church delegation to
present the policy statement to church and
government leaders in the north and south.

• Establishing the following committees to
carry out the recommendations of the
policy statement:
- Committee on Family Reunions
- Committee on Education and Advocacy
for Peace and the Reunification of Korea



leel that we <to«e secona-i^

iildren now.

I understand Mrs. Plummer's long-

ing to experience pregnancy and birth,

but hope she is not, at the same time.

. . and this na-

.<D E. SCHERMERHORN
.e Senator. 39th District

Albany. March i2, 1987

Still Time for Negotiation in South Korea

To the Editor:

Edward W. Poitras, who teaches at

the Methodist Theological Seminary
in Seoul, has not simply issued a

stinging rebuke of the Government of

President Chun Doo Hwan (“In South

Korea, a Smoking Volcano," Op-Ed.
Feb. 23). But he and his Methodist

mission in South Korea would seem
also to have taken the position that

meaningful relations with ail but the

opposition are a thing of the past.

Mr. Poitras says: ‘‘The legitimacy

of the Government has never been es-

tablished despite attempts to prove
» respectability through elections." At

the same time, he is very sure of the
' "legitimate demands of the opposi-
* tion.” He speaks of the "hypocrisy of

the regime’s advocacy of reasonable

discussion" and insists that Washing-
’ ton must become involved in "the vot-

^ ingout of the present regime.”
What Mr. Poitras has not said is

that elections will be held on schedule
f next year in South Korea, and while it

> is true that the majority party and op-

position are at present stalemated on
some issues, both sides recognize the

need to continue negotiations.

Nor is this fundamental fact

changed by the recent, tragic death of

the student Park Jung Chul. How
hasty, then, for an outsider to con-

clude that further discussion between
the two parties is useless, that it is

: time to call in Washington to sweep
the ruling party out of power,

i This call for immediate interven-
J tion by Washington and the rejection
r of all further discussion is a far cry
1 from a century ago, when foreign

d missions were just beginning in

1 Korea, and missionaries were glad
just to have a foot in the door of the

- “hermit kingdom.” Reading the early

7 annals, we find these missionaries.

Methodists included, content at first

just to practice medicine and per-

n form works of mercy — all with the

hope of eventually being allowed to

r leach the gospel in this land.

We can only hope that the Korean
! people, particularly those who still

hope and believe in the principle of

reconciliation — as opposed to con-

frontation and outside intervention —
will understand that Mr. Poitras's

call for Washington to step in does not

flow from the Christian gospel. Other-

wise, not only might we see an anti-

missionary spirit, but also a strongly

anti-American sentiment setting in.

This would be a tragedy of untold pro-

portions. Roberts. Rapp
Seoul, March 2, 1987

The writer is president of the Korea
Presbyterian Theological Seminary.

Translating the Bible

To the Editor:
'*

I very much enjoyed your March 1

article on the translation of the Bible

into GuUah, the mother tongue of the

Southeast United States coastal is-

lands. It held special meaning for me,
as I recently returned from living in

the Seychelles Islands, where a Bible

translation is progressing. Like Gul-

lah, Seychelles Creole is a mix, in this

case of French and African tongues,

blended during the slavery era. And
like Gullah speakers, most Seychel-

lois understand English or French.

Nontheless, having the Scriptures In

their mother tongue has enriched the

spiritual lives of Seychellois and
elimmated a barrier in their under-

standing of their faith.

Fortunately for us English speak-

ers, clear modem English transla-

tions of the Bible have existed for

some time. Why. then, do you con-

tinue to quote from the King James
version? 1 found the Parable of the

Lost Sheep you quote from the King;

James only slightly more comprehen-
sible than the Gullah version. I

recommend either the revised stand-

ard version, which has been used by
most American denominations for

much of this century, or the new in-

ternational version, which is now the

leading seller. John Thayer
Cambridge, Mass., March 4 , 1987


